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LOUISVILLE, Ky. ) AP) -The Republican nominee to
Congress from the First District, Charles T. Banken Jr.,
sees taxes as the main campaign issue.
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Banken, a job and equipment
coordinator at the Alcoa aluminum plant in Newburg, Ind.,
charged that the Democraticcontrolled Congress is responsible for what he termed "the
wasteLAI extravagant and corrupt programs" of the past 18
years.

23.50-24.00
22.50-23.50
, 22.00-22.50

Banken's opponents are
Frank A. Stubblefield, a veteran Democrat who has been returned to Congress for seven
consecutive terms — a total of
14 years, and John M. Katterjohn, a political newcomer.
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Banken, a newcomer himself,
says if elected he will work on
a tax reform that "will be fair
to all and easy to administrate,
with the basic idea that all
must pay their fair share."
He said he will work to lower

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - John M. Katterjohn has worn
out several pairs of shoes in his
campaign for First District
congressman.
Katterjohn, 29, is running
against veteran incumbent
Frank A. Stubblefield on the
Less Federal Taxes ticket — a
party he helped to originate.
His other opponent in the race
is Charles T. Banken Jr., a Republican.
A newcomer to politics, Katterjohn set out on foot to earn
votes in his western Kentucky
district.
"I walked a little over 2,800
miles in eight months, meeting
about 50,000 people in a personto-person campaign," he said.
"I have found that the voting
public in the first district has
very little difficulty believing in
a candidate who is visible."
He attended Centre College
and the Wharton School of Finance and Commerce of the
University of Pennsylvania, receiving his B. S. in Economics
in 1962 at the age of 19.
He is now self-employed as
"a consultant in political cir-

taxes by presenting legislation
to "rid the wastes" in federal
programs.
"I will ask for legislation to
halt programs which are not
doing their job," he said. "I
will legislate to stop corruption
and the disbandment of government organizations not serving
the people's interest."
Banken, 34, said the biggest
waste of the taxpayers' money
today is "the present welfare
and associated programs,"
which he said are "not only
creating waste but also -deworking
moralizing
our
people."
A native of Henderson, Banken graduated from Barret High
School, and has earned three
years toward a B. S. in business at the University of
Evansville. He plans to return
to college to obtain his degree.
An eight-year veteran of the
U. S. Air Force, with six years
spent in the Naval Reserves,
Banken is married and has
three children.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Former druggist Frank A.
Stubblefield is seeking his
eighth term in Congress.
The First District Representative has been unopposed in
every election since 1960, with
the exception of this year and
1968.
This year Stubblefield, a
Democrat, is being challenged
by two newcomers to politics:
Republican nominee Charles T.
Banken Jr., and John M. Katterjohn, running on the Less
Federal Taxes ticket.
Stubblefield's district, in the
western part of the state, is
heavily dependent on agriculture, especially cotton and
tobacco. The congressman is a
member of the House Committee on Agriculture.
Stubblefield's name is linked
with legislation for rural development, such as a bill to provide tax incentives for rural development in poor areas.
Stubblefield, generally a quiet, publicity-shy man,spoke out
on the House floor in favor of
the Rural Development Act of
1972:
"For decades we have seen a
continuous trek of the popu-

des." His aides decline to be
more specific, saying only that
Katterjohn is utilizing his
training in computer programming and that "political
circles" include Kentucky congressmen.
"He serves as a consultant to
them in return for advice in his
campaign," an aide explained.
Katterjohn envisions himself
as "the independent congressman dedicated fully to the task
of cutting our burdensome federal taxes.
"I will lead the less federal
taxes movement," he said,
"that will .gather many, many
sympathetic Democratic and
Republican congressmen in
support of this vital cause."
Katterjohn lists as his other
priorities lowering the cost of
living; preservation of family
farms, elevation of more women to the stature of policy
makers; welfare reform, and
educational property tax reduction.
A native of Nashville, Tenn.,
Katterjohn attended Henderson
High School, and now lives in
Henderson. He is single.

lation of this country from the
rural areas to the cities," he
said': "This emigration was
spurred by the lack of jobs in
rural areas and also the higher
standard of living in metropolitan areas.
"Here we have a chance to
help the rural and small town
Americans with the same kind
of governmental assistance we
hate provided urban Americans for years."
More specifically, the congressman has sponsored legislation that benefitted tobacco
interests and co
-sponsored legislation that authorized medicare coverage for disabled miners regardless of age.
In committee, Stubblefield
has voted for loans and assistance for rural development of
interest to his district, and has
defended and supported the
system of government controls
and subsidies for agriculture.
Stubblefield, 65, is a 1933
graduate of the University of
Kentucky. A native of Murray,
he was city councilman here
from 1930-42. From 1951-55 he
served as railroad commissioner.
He and his wife have three
children.
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Seen&Heard Ken Imes And Tommy Walker
Purchase Funeral Home Here
Around
Murray

Kenneth Churchill Imes and
Tommy Walker, grandsons of
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Churchill
announced today that they have
We are not trying to compete
purchased the interests of
with our Poet Editor, but the
Bethel Richardson, A. W.
following came over the wire
Simmons, Jr., Walter Apperson
this morning.
and Carroll Hubbard, Jr. in the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home.
—
'FFOREk-Prrelarxi 4-.AW —
—The tVro owners are also great
Jack Birbeck, a butcher
grandsons of the founder of the
charged with parking in a no
parking zone, made his plea to
Civic Music Members
the cotu t in verse:
"Mlord, 'tis my unfortunate
lot, "To have parked my car May Attend Concert
where I should not.
Murray
Civic
Music
"With glee I thought that I
Association members may
had found
attend the concert by the
"A space for me upon the
Hungarian State Symphony at
ground,
the
Paducah
Tilghman
"And so I had — but was
auditorium on Saturday,
soon to learn.
November 4, at 8:15 p.m.
"Two men in blue waited my
Murray members will be
return.
admitted by presenting their
"They stuck a ticket on my
current tickets.
car,
"And said, 'tha knows that
can't park thar.'
-If I swear that this is the
last time
"I'll park by a no waiting
The New Concord Parentsign,
"Will you forgive this dread- Teacher Club will hold its
monthly meeting on Monday,
ful crime?"
The court's reply was penned November 6, at seven p.m. at
by clerk Edward Harding in his the school.
A potluck supper will be
lunch hour:
"The court has decided on served followed by the
presentation of flags and
your fine,
"Two pounds to be paid in 14 badges to the Girl Scouts and
Brownies.
days' time.
"The bench has listened to
your poem,
"You're in the red and now
us you're owin."

New Concord Club
To Meet On Monday

funeral home Mr. James
Horace Churchill.
In an advertisement in
today's issue, the two new
owners of the funeral home,
which was established on October 8, 1886, indicate that they
are carrying on the tradition of
the founder.
Mr, and Mrs. Ronald -Churchill, who operated the funeral
home for fifty years, will again
be active in the operation of the
business.
Imes and Walker said that
"there can never be a substitute for reverence, sincerity
and dignity on the part of the
funeral director who serves you
in the hour of sorrow. It is our
desire to serve you as we ourselves would like to be served."
The funeral home passed into
the hands of the four other
business men named above.
when Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Churchill retired. Imes and
Walker purchased equal interests with the four on April 14,
1972. They have operated the
funeral home since that time.
Imes said today that the
funeral home is once more back
into the hands of the same
family which has operated it'
since 1886.
The funeral home has
membership in The National
Funeral Directors Associationt
The
Kentucky
Funeral
(Continued on Page Sixteen,

Paschall Remains Critical, But
Potts and Newsome Now at Home

Which reminds us of the quip
someone made that before
buying a new car, find a parking
space first.
(Continued on Page Sixteen)

The Weather
JACKSON PURCHASE
Partly cloudy and a little
cooler tonight through Saturday. Low tonight 35-40, high
Saturday in low to mid 60s.
Mostly sunny and warmer Sunday.
Extended Outlook Sunday
Through Tuesday.
Mostly fair Sunday and Monday with a chance of showers
northern portions on Tuesday.
Temperatures Will be seasonable with highs in the mid 60s
and lows in the lOw to mid 40s.

Roger Potts and Howard bee
Newsome are now recuperating
at their homes after having
been dismissed from the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital on Tuesday after
suffering injuries in a one car
accident on Kirksey Highway
299 on Tuesday, October 24.
Still in critical condition irr the
intensive care unit of the
Western Baptist Hospital in
Paducah is Rodney Lane
Paschall, age 16, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James C. Paschall of
Murray Route Two. He suffered
head and internal injuries in the
accident and was given
emregency treatment at the
local hospital before being
transferred to the Paducah
hospital.
Fatally injured in the accident was James Randy
Brame, age 16, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Janes Brame of Kirksey
Route One. He expired at 6:45

Vol. IJ(XXXIII No. 260

Stadium Construction
To Be Full Scale By
Middle Of November

( akary Temple first Petite( ostai ( hurch ol Goo
—To Re Dedicated Here Sunday

Calvary Temple To Dedicate Its New
Church Building In Services Sunday
Dedication services will be
held Sunday, November 5, for
the new Calvary Temple First
Pentecostal Church of God of
Murray, located approximately
two miles South on U.S. Highway 641.
Services will begin at the site
of the old church located
Chestnut and Cherry Streets at
9:30 a.m., and the entire
congregation will proceed to the
new church where Sunday
'School will begin at 10:00 a.m.
Morning worship services will
be held at the 11:00 hour. Rev.
J.W. Stalls, a native of Murray,
general secretary-treasurer of.
the Pentecostal Church of God
of America, Joplin, Mo., will be
bringing the message.
At 2:00 p.m.. special
dedication services are planned. There will he special
singing featuring the John,.
Stalls Family and the Shoutin's
Sounds Band. Rev. Stalls will
also be ministering in the 7:30
p.m. services.
Calvary Temple was founded
in 1541 by Rev. William U.
McKinney. Rev. McKinney, a
tent evangelist from Granite
City, Ill., conducted a ten-night

on

p.m. at the Paducah hospital
after the accident about 3:15
p.m.
Potts, age 15, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Lee Potts of
Kirksey Route One, sustained a
broken left collar bone, a
broken right wrist, a concussion, a severe laceration of
the scalp, and multiple minor
lacerations.
Newsome, age 16, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Audrey Newsome of
Mayfield Route Five, suffered a
dislocated left elbow, a severe
artery cut on .the left arm, a
broken left collar bone, and
numerous lacerations.
Teentown will be held at the
All four boys were juniors at First United Methodist Church
Calloway County High School on Saturday, November 4,, for
and were returning home from grades seven, eight, and nine,
school when the accident oc- from 7:30 to 16:30 p.m.
curred in front of the Charles D.
A disc joekey will be present
Stark and. Son Dairy Farm. A to play records. Ping Pong and
dimplete report of the accident other games may also be
appeared in the October 25th played. The price is fifty cents
issue of the Ledger at Times.
each.

Teentown Planned
At Church Saturday

tent revival on the property of
Sledd Farris, located on Ash
Street between Second -and
Third Streets. After the revival,
a little two-room house was
purchased from Andrew Miller
on North Second Street ( the site
of the present parsonage ), and
services were held there until
the basement on the corner of
Chestnut and Cherry Streets
was completed.
Services were held in the
basement until 1944, when the
church was dedicated as
Chestnut Street Tabernacle on
November 30, 1944. The church

Sermon Topic Given For
Rev. Glover For Sunday
"The Love That Excells All
Others" will be the subject of
the sermon for Rev. W. Edd
Glover at the eleven a.m.
services on Sunday, November
5, at the North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church.
His scripture will be from
Ephesians 3:17-21.
Sunday School will be held at
ten a.m. and evening worship at
6:30 p.m.
OAKS BRIDGE
Essie Caldwell, phone 7534920, will be htstess for the
ladies day bridge session to be
held at the Oaks Country Club
on Wednesday, November 8, at
9:15 a.m. Members should
make reservations by Tuesday
noon. Winners last week were
Ada Sue Roberts, High, Sue
McDougal, second high, and
Polly Seale, low. Jean West was
hostess.

vas known as Chestnut Street
Tabernacle until 1970, when the
name was officially changed to
Calvary Temple First Pentecostal Church of God of
Murray, to coincide with the
move to the neiv location.
(Continued on Page Sixteen)

Temple Hill Lodge 276
Plans Meet On Saturday
Temple Hill -Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons will
meet in a stated communication
on Saturday, November 4, at
seven p.m.
Past Masters will be
recognized. Work will be in the
Master Masons degree. All
Master Masons are invited.

Construction on the new Murray State University.
football stadium is expected to be resumed full-scale by
the middle of November, according to a spokesman for
the new contractor for the project.
The project manager for White and Congleton Construction Co., Robert Ballard, said the contract calls for
finishing "remedial work" and unfinished parts of the
stadium by the end of August, 1973, in time for the start of
the next MSU football season.
Work on the stadium was halted May 8, after university
officials claimed the construction by Clark Construction
and Engineering Co. of Owensboro, the original contractor, had been faulty and led to delays.
The state later declared Clark default of the contract.
Original completion date for the stadium was August,
1971.
The contract-signing with White and Congleton was
finished this week, although the firm was given a
preliminary work order Sept. 29, and has gone ahead with
preparations for full-scale work.

Key '73 Committee Named
At Ministerial Meeting
Over 130 denominations in the
United States and hopefully
some 150,000 local churches are
expected to take part in Key '73
"Calling Our Continent to
Christ" (a
nation-wide
evangelistic thrust) kicking off
this Thanksgiving Season and
running throughout calendar
year 1973, said Rev. Robert
Brockhoff, president of the
Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association, at a

meeting at Murray Church of
the Nazarene, Thursday, at 9:30
a.m.
Brockhoff appointed the
Murray-Calloway County Key
'73 Committee consisting of
Rev. Gene Keith, chairman,
pastor of the Murray' Church of
the Nazarene, with other
members: Rev. Jerre!! White,
Memorial fiaptist Church, Rev.
James Garrett. Oak Grove
(Continued on Page Sixteen
,

!I

ed as members of Key '73 Committee (a nation-with, evangelistic thrust) were, left to right,
Rev. Martin Mattingly, St. Leo's Catholic Church, Rev. Gene Keith, chairman, Murray Church of the
Nazarene, Rev. James Garrett, Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian ('hurch, Rey. Jerrell White,
Memorial Baptist Church,and Rev,David Roos, First Christian Church.
(Staff photo by David Hill)
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Editor's Note: This Is the
first of a series exploring the
rising incidence of home burglaries In the United States.
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tii American Bar AS%4Wili(i4lill
pwevice feature by Will
Bernard.

It was 11 p.m. Mrs. Scott
awakened with a start —
someone was in the house, but
who? Her husband was away
on business. It had to be a
prowler but what would stop
him?
A scream, hot pepper, hair
spray, a flushing toilet, a
faked phone conversation -these are some of the weapons
offered by a burglary detective, a sex crimes officer, a
man who counsels ex-convicts
and a burglar himself in separate interviews inviting their
advice.
All four agreed there is no
fail-safe answer to Mrs.
Scott's dilemma — one which,
with the rapid rise in residential burglaries, more and
more women are finding
themselves in.
In the final analysis, it is the
woman herself, the circtunstances (presencf of children) and, of e. oliese, the
-prowl& -illat.__delacmine_ the
outcome.
Sgt. Don Smith, an experienced burglary detective with
the San Diego, Calif., Police
Department, said that the hot
prowler one who enters a
house when someone is there)
breaks in for one of two reasons. He desperately needs
money and doesn't know or
even care if someone is home
or not, or he wants sex.
In the first case a woman
should just lie quietly, pretend
that she is asleep and let him
go about his thievery," advised Smith, operating on the
theory that life is far more
important than property.
-In the second case, she is
in much more danger if she
merely lies there."
Thus enters the dilemma.
And thus enters the scream.
"A burglar is a burglar. A
rapist is a rapist. The first defense against a rapist is to
start screaming," said Officer llighard Carey, a 224.ce
investigator of sex &lines.
"Most often if sorneone
screams, the would-be rapist
will run as fast as he can."
He said that single girls living alone or women whose
husbands are frequently away
from home are the prime targets. "Wornen are almost
never raped when there is a
man at home."
The attackers are usually
familiar with their victims, as
slight acquaintances, or having observed them through
lighted windows or around the
neighborhood, he added.
Bob McKinney, head of
Project Jove, a San Diego
help center for ex-convicts,
does not stop to differentiate
between burglars and rapists.
would tell my wife to
scream as loud as she could
and get out as soon as possible," he said.
Getting away is crucial,
McKinney added,if the victim
has seen the prowler and
could later recognize him.
A burglar might be driven
to violence if he fears getting
caught. The risk is especially
great, McKinney said, because a large number of excons turn to burglary for
quick finance.
They have everything to
lose if apprehended while on
parole.
McKinney also cautioned
that many burglars are drug
addicts financing their habit.
If desperate and drugged on
heroin or amphetamines,
their behavior is unpredictable, he warned.
Steve, an ex-convict imprisoned for murder who also has
several burglaries to his credit, agreed with McKinney's
analysis.

No dueling
FRANKFORT. Ky. 1(/P1)
— Anyone elected or appointed
to state office in Kentucky
must swear he never has fought
a duel with deadly weapons.
statewide officeholder, must
take an oath which includes
this provision:
. .and
I do further
solemnly swear. . .1. being a
citie.en of this state. have out
f.mghl 8 duel with deadly
weapons within this state nor
11111 of it, nor have I sent or
accepted a challenge to fight a
duel with deadly weapons, nor
have I acted as second in
carrying a challenge, nor aided
or assisted any pers,in thus
offending, ft> help me

"If caught in the act, an
armed ex-convict probably
will not run but rather shoot if
there is the likelihood that he
will be identified in a lineup.
"But," added Steve, who
wished to be identified Only by
his first name, "if he simply
hears somebody in the house
he'll leave immediately."
Sgt. Smith's advice to wornen is to have a phone in the
bedroom with the police number handy and use it. I Or just
dial "0," tell the operator it is
an emergency and she will
connect you immediately.)
He also suggested that a
man who works nights or is
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The Fat Cat Myth
The coined phrase of -fat cat" has become
popular during the current political campaign, and
if the public were gullible enough to believe it, all
Republicans are rich and all Democrats are poor.
This is not the case, of course. There are probably as
many or more wealthy Democrats as there are
Republicans.
When Democrats have a supper of hot dogs and
beans to raise funds, following a $100 a plate dinner
for a Republican dinner held for the same purpose,
it does not necessarily hold true that all Democrats
have to eat hot dogs and beans and all Republicans
have steak and champagne.
An article by Frank Van Der hinden, Washington
Bureau Chief of The Nashville Banner, says reports
'just released by the General Asscounting Office
shovr that-MeGovern's total campaign spending
since Aril 7, reach $20.6 million by Oct: 1Se• only
-about $6-million less than has been spent for.....
President Nixon in the same period of time.
- Morris Dees, the Montgomery Ala., civil rights
lawyer who manages McGovern's direct-mail appeals for money,estimates that they have brought in
about $14 million from 650,000 people.. The Finance
Committee to reelect the President reports
receiving $12 million from 700,000 small contributors
favoring Nixon.
McGovern's national finance director is Henry
Kimelman, a New York millionare who has
prospered as a liquor distributor and then made a
fortune in the Virgin Islands in hotels and real
estate. Another big contributor to McGovern is
Stewall Mott of New York heir to a General Motors
fortune who has told GAO that he has "loaned"
McGovern $377,500. Million aire Playboy publisher
Hugh Hefner is also said to be a big McGovern
contributor,*
-According to Mr. Van Der Linden, among the "fat
cats" giving to McGovern and their combined loans
and gifts,.ascomputed by the Republicans are:
-- • - ----Stew4r1. Mott, New York.1397,000.
-Morris Dees, Montgomery, Ala., $217,000:
Palevsky, Los Angeles, $201,000.
—Mr. and Mrs. Larry Weinberg, Los Angeles,
$190,000.
Martin Peretz, Harvard University assistant
professor, $161,000.
Alan Davis, an insurance executive's son living in
Greenwich Village, New York, $141,000.
—Julian Price, II, heir to a North Carolina insurance fortune, farming in Ashland, Ore., $138,000.
—Richard Salomon, Connecticut drug company
executive, $137,000.
—John Tishman, New York real estate executive,
$132,000.
—Joan Palevsky, Los Angeles, $115,000.
—Howard Weiss, Chicago lawyer, $108,000.
Alva Bonda, Cleveland, board chairman, of ITT
Consumer Services, Inc., $100,000.
—Miles Rubin,j.,os Angeles businessman, $94,500.
—Howard Metzenbaum, Cleveland, Bonda's
partner, defeated 1970 U.S. Senate candidate,
$92,123.
—Harry and Robert Meyerhoff, Baltimore real
estate developers, $137,000. —Alejandro Zaffaroni, Uruguayan citizen and oral
contraceptive developer, Palo Alto, Calif., $87,000.
So it cannot be said that all the "fat cats" are for
the re-election of the President and just the poor
folks favor McGovern.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER at IDLES FILE

James Thomas Holt, age 40, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Holt, formei!y of Calloway County, now of
Paducah Route Four, died yesterday at his home.
Dr. John Quertermous will appear on Paducah
Television on November 5 in a program to explain
the significance of Medicare.
Murray College High was barely nosed out 45 to 44
by South Marshall in a basketball game last night.
Murray players were Lassiter, Koenecke, Gibbs,
Sykes, and Hendon.
Calloway County High Lalters won over Farmington 93-34 in a basketball game last night.
Calloway players were Riley, Dix, Watson, Whitlow, Crick, Housden, Patterson, Boggess, Garrison,
Miller, Lavender, and McClard,

Bible Thoughtfor Today

THE
:T ,1
FAMILY4,
LAWYER
Dissenting Opinion

The Following Thoughts Are Related To "Down."
RETROSPECT CURVE
Down's blessings
Are experienced
In up.
Down
Praises success,
For down can not exist
Without success.

force

DOWN'S GLORY
The glory of down
Is evident
When we praise
How far up
We have come.
Down Is necessary
To measure
In tact, in many countries, dissenting opinions are simply not
allowed. Once a majority deci'sion is reached, dissenters are expected to keep their views to
themselves.
But on our Supreme Court,
public dissent has a long and respectable history. It has been a
regular feature of the Court ever
since 1806, when a holdout justice
voiced his disagreement with
Chief Justice John Marshall.
One great virtue of this right
of dissent ("the only thing that
makes life tolerable," said Justice
William 0. Douglas) is that it
may help shape the law of the
future. Major changes in the law,
including even amendments to
the Constitution, have had roots
in earlier dissenting • opinions
from the Court.
Still, dissents, if overdone, can
needlessly weaken both public understanding and public acceptance
of a Court ruling. Al least, say
critics, a judge should not dissent
merely because of minor disagreement or personal pride.
Statistics do show that relatively few of the dissenting opinions — even those of Oliver
Wendell Holmes, the "Great Dissenter" -- have ever become the
law of the land.
Is it surprising that dissents occur so often? Not when one considers the kind of questions the
Court must answer. Almost always, they are questions on which
even the wisest and fairest of men
may differ. The easy ones just
never reach the Court at all

Up.
WHERE IS DOWN?
Down is relative
To where you think
You ought to be
More than to where
You necessarily are;
So down is not
Necessarily the bottom
Of up.
—all these by
—Tom Perkins.

The Miracle of Change
I sit alone in the cool of Autum,
Watching the leaves as they fall.
Indian Summer now in retreat,
Escapes the capture of chilling Fall.
A blanket of lonlyness seems to cover,
Me and all my thoughts,
Like rushing waters ore' my bones,
That penetrates my soul.
Suddenly I am deep within myself,
Strangely aware of this shell of flesh,
Which in fact will someday pass,
Even as the change of seasons..
Tis but housing for life-for a heartbeat,
For Jove to dwell within,
Yea, even a temple for they soul.
Each season is special within itself,
Each one holds the secret of a miracle,
Each one reveals something relative to life,
Birth, rebirth, death-the certainty of change.
Spring, Summer, Winter, Fall, .
God so perfectly created them all,
With breathtaking beauty for us to behold, '
Tis a miracle of change-This season of Fall.
Examine now the pattern of life,
Flow time has has changed us all,
Are we not like Spring and Summer,
Slowly approaching ow- season of Fall.
I wonder as time goes fleet0g.

First he reconciled to thy brother, and then come',
and offer thy gift.-Matthew 5:24.

Jesus stresged the treatment•of our fellow men,
"Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of
these my brethren, ye Wiite done_ it unto me.;]____
( Matthew /5:40)

•

News stories about split decisions by the United States Supreme Court must surely bewilder many a reader. What the
majority confidently asserts in
Paragraph One, dissenters just as
confidently deny in Paragraph
Tao.
What shall the ordinary citizen
make of all this? If even the experts cannot agree on what the
law is, how can plain folk be expected to know?
Of course, the law is what the
majority opinion says it is. A dissenting opinion has no legal

ci

At such a hurriedly pace,
If when my season of Fall has come.
[can accept the change with love and grace.
Judy Bailey.

frequently away should install
a lock on the bedroom door.

digging at his eyes.

If a weapon is needed, try
leaving a cup of hot black pepper on the nigh Island, the officer said. He learned this tip
from a waitress he knew who
carried a napkin of hot pepper
when she walked home from
work. One night she used it
and her attacker ran wildly
away screaming, his hands

"Tear gas guns are not legal," reminded Smith. "But a
can of hair spray is just about
as effective." Other feminine
weapons — whether on nightstand or lonely strolls — are
hatpins, fingernail files and
rattail-combs.
Next: A burglar speaks out.

,
Here s the Answer
By ANDY LANG
Q. — Our garage cement
floor was painted with a latex
paint. We used salt to melt
snow in our driveway last winter. Where the salt dropped
from the car when it was in the
garage, the paint has peeled
off. What can we do'?

ing to look soiled and I would ,
like to refinish it, How do I go
about getting off the dirt before the refinishing?
A. — You may have an easier job than you think — if the
dirt has merely been ground
into the wax. Try craning 'the
floor with steel wool dipped in
A. — Scrape off all the peel- turpentine, allowing plenty of
ing paint. Use a special bond- ventilation while you work. If
ing primer or masonry surface the floor looks clean again,
conditioner before painting your job is over.
But if the dirt has been
again.- All this will be useless
unless you do something about ground into the shellac, you'll
preventing the sett from hit- have to wash the floor with a
ting the concrete floor. If you very mild alkaline soap soluinsist Oh'Using the =it-hose - tion, rinsing_ it with as little
down the car, especially the water as possible. Next, go
wheels, before putting it in the over the floor with steel wool
dipped in denatured alcohol,
garage.
Rub very lightly to avoid cut•
•
Q. — Recently I bought a ting into the shellac. Should it
house that has a flat roof with be necessary to rub heavily to
tar on it. I was told there get out the dirt, then you have
should be atleast two inches of no choice but to go ahead with
water on the roof at all times. the refinishing.
Is this true? What will happen
Q. — I want to use varnish
if there isn't water on it? on the new trim in our house. I
There is a shortage of water in intend to use the flat type as I
my area. How often does the do not want it to be too glossy.
roof need to be tarred?
How many coats are needed?
A. — For new trim, at least
A. — Flat roofs must have a
slight pitch so that water runs two and preferably three coats
off them. So forget about keep- are required The first coat
ing two inches of water on the should be thinned with a quart
roof at all times. As to how of turpentine to each gallon of
often the roof needs tarring, varnish. Succeeding coats
nobody can answer that with- should be used full strength,
allowing at least five days for
out knowing marky
among them the kinds of mate- each coat to dry.
rials used, the depth of the
For either of Andy L,ang's
coverage and the quality of the helpful booklets, "Wood Finworkmanship Another impor- ishing in the Home" or "Paint
tant factor is whether the roof Your House Inside and Out,is ever walked on and, if so, send 30 cents and a long,
how Much.
stamped, self-addressed enve• " •
lope to Know-How;.P.O. Box
Q — Our -living room floor 477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743
is finished with shellac I wax Be sure to specify which bookit every few months It is start- let you want.)

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIMES FILE

Ray Boatwright, age 50, died suddenly this
morning at his home at Pottertown.
Mrs, W.F. McMurray, social worker from
Paducah, will be speaker at the World Community
Day program, sponsored by the United Council of
Church Women, at the First Christian Church on
November 7.
Births reported at the Murray Hospital from
October 29 to November 3 include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Doris Jones, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. A.J. Marshall, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Guy Cunningham. a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Beshear, and aboy to Mr.
and Mrs. Pat Harrell.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Thurman entertained with
a Halloween party at their home on North 9th Street
on October 31.
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Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
My neighbor down the road, the old Wyoming
cowboy, has decided to sit this one out. He will vote'
for neither Mr. Nixon nor Mr. McGovern because
he is mad at election officials who won't let him
hitch his horse in front of the polling place. He is
convinced that anybody who doesn't know that the
horse is making a comeback isn't modern-thinking
enough to lead the body politic to safer, richer and
friendlier pastures where the fences are no higher
than a man can climb.
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Mrs. Olga Freeman Gives Review Of Book Ambassador Jones
At Breakfast Meet Of Home Department Speaker At Meet
Mrs. Olga Freeman was the
Of Zeta Department
guest speaker at the October
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or, declawing your tiger
•••

By Abigail Van Buren

Semi-finalists in the WOW Rangerette costume contest at the Halloween party were front row, left
to right, Angela Manning, Mary Lynn Morris, Rhonda Garland, visitor, back row, Kim Sulter, Leah
Hill, Bobby Hill, Johnna Brandon, and Candy Hargis.

DEAR WIFE: This information may well defang and
declaw your tiger. As an alien who has lived in the C. S.
for five years, you may apply for citizenship yourself.
DEAR ABBY . A few months ago my brother in law
started making indecent advances to two of my married
sisters. He'd come around when he knew their husbands
were at work.
Things got so bad they couldn't handle him, so they
finally told their husbands. who put the fear of the Lord in
George. Now that problem is taken care of, but here's
another. George's wife cannot understand why she and
George are now excluded from family get-togethers, and
-should he done?
-she is beginning GO ask questions.
ONE OF THE FAMILY
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DEAR ABBY: Twelve years ago my lover and I came
to the United States from Italy We married one year later,
and ncw have three children, all born in this country.
Without meaning to boast, I shluld tell you I am considered a very beautiful woman. My husband is a typical
Italian—jealous and suspicious He is also a fool as I want
only him.
My husband became an American citizen four years
ago, but he never applied for citimenship for me. Now each
time we have a fight he jumps on me like a tiger and says
I should not give him any trouble or he will send me back
to Italy. I am sick of hearing that.
Can he actually send me back? If I divorce this tiger,
will I have to return to Italy? Please answer in your
column only as my husband always gets the mail before
TIGER'S WIFE
me.

DEAR ONE—George's wife should be told that the
escluded brother in last had a "little falling out" with those
families. And if she insists upon further details, tell her to
ask George. In other words, "Let George do it."

Receiving Woodmen Youth ribbons, first through fourth place, at the Halloween party held at the
WOW Hall were, left to right, Mike Gough, Joe Kim Harmon, Mickey Spann, and Ray Stewart, all
Ranger WOW members.

STALLS GIRL
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Darrell
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Stalls, Hopkins of Benton route Three
1513 Clayshire, Murray, are the ter-, their baby boy, weighing
parents of a baby girl, Teri eight pounds 2'd ounces, born on
Michelle, weighing six pounds Monday, October 30, at 5:09
fourteen ounces, born on p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Monday. October 30, at 2:37 County Hospital.
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
The new father is employed at
County Hospital.
the General Tire and Rubber
They have
another Company, Mayfield.
daughter, Ginger, age five. The
Grandparents are Mr. and
father is employed at Sholar's Mrs. Hersie Hopkins of Benton
Auto Repair.
Route Three and Mr. and Mrs.
Grandparents are Mr. and D. W. Fox of Murray Route Six.
Mrs. Walter Stalls of Almo and A great grandmother is Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Workman Bell Hopkins of Dexter Route
of Murray. Great grandparents One.
are Mr. and Mrs. Miles Hendricks of Murray, Mr. and Mrs.
BUCHANAN BOY
Roy Thorn of Alm°,and Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. James B.
Mrs. B. S. Alexander of Buchanan, Jr., of Murray Route
Puryear, Tenn.
One announce the birth of a
baby boy, John David, weighing
HOPKINS BOY
seven pounds fifteen ounces,
Darrell Michael is the name born on Monday, October 30, at
5:39 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The new father is manager of
Derby Refining Company,
Murray.
The grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. James B. Buchanan,
Sr., of Murray Route Two and
Mrs. Betty Orten of Murray.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. John Buchanan of
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Jones of Hardin, and Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Oliver of Princeton.
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artizt•
craftsmen

nemici
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Use plastic refrigerator
dishes with snap-on lids for
curlers and other small items
you pack for a trip.

TRAIN WITH US!!

LKINS
INSTITUTE

starting now for ...
Paclio Announcing
Disc Joci,ey
r"lewscasting
Sport:casting
F.C.C. Licensing
Classes

Write or telephon• fog further Inforrnetton

2106-A 8th AVE. SOUTH
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

STATE

Party Held By The
Rangerettes And
Rangers At Hall

DEAR ABBY: I am a 28-year-old woman with a probkm. I have a six-year-old son and have been divorced for
four years. I have lived with my parents since my divorce
and pay room and board.
Three months ago I started dating a very nice 33-yearold man who has never been married. I've known him for
three years.
This man has his own apartment, and altho he comes
here to pick me up when we go on a date, he also has me
and my son over to dinner at his place. I have also gone
there for dinner alone during the week.
Abby, I have never gone to bed with him, or any other
man but my ex-husband and I know right from wrong. If I
wanted to I could go to a motel as well as to his apartment.
My parents think it is a disgrace that I am seen coming and going from tis apartment. I never stay later than
ii p. m. and never go there betore 8 p. tn.
He is a wonderful man who likes to cook for himself
and me, and I think it could develop into something seri- -als.
How can I make my parents understand I am doing
nothing wrong? They are on me all the time about it.
HAD IT AT HOME

One hundred and three
Woodemen of the World
Rangers and Rangerettes enjoyed a Halloween party,
Monday,October 23 at the WOW
Hall.
The hall was decorated in the
traditional colors including the
service table which
DE AR HAD IT: If you are telling it like it is land I think
held
pumpkins and candles.
you are I. perhaps you should consider moving from your
parents' home. With your present setup, your chances for
Individual prizes for best
remarriage ale greatiy reduced.
costumes were presented which
included Rangerette shirts,
Rangerette charm bracelets,
Woodmen Youth Program
ribbons and Halloween candy.
Winners were Leah and
Saturday, November 4
Bobby Hill, Kim Suiter, Angela
Methodist Church at two p.m.
A Turkey Shoot will be held at Note change in time.
Manning, Ray Stewart, Mickey
Spann, Joe Kim Harmon, and the Calloway County High
Monday, November
Mike Gough were the Ranger School from nine a.m. to dusk,
The South Pleasant Grove
sponsored by the Band Boosters
winnep.
Homemakers Club will meet at
Judges were Hobby Butler, Club.
the home of Mrs. Bob Orr at one
Glen Gibbs, Cynthia Hart, and
The Chi Rho Youth grpup of p.m. Members note change in
Jeanie Lamb.
An ice cube relay was held for the First Christian Church will date.
the five teams. Other games have a bake sale and slave day
The New Concord Parentwere played with Mitzi Cathey at nine a.m. Persons having Teacher Club will have a
winning the "Bubble" game. jobs to do call 753-3824 or 753- potluck supper at the school at
Woodmen Tau Phi Lambda 7675.
seven p.m.
&oroity and Woodmen Court
The Kappa Department of the
TOPS Chapter 34 will have a
members provided leadership
Murray Woman's Club will
for the event. Adults assisting, bake and craft sale in front' of meet at the club house at 7:30
not previously mentioned, were Roses at nine a.m.
p.m. with Cal Luther as guest
Glenda Smith, Shelbye Suiter,
speaker. Note change in date.
Wanda Butler, Madeline
The Women of the Moose will Hostesses will be Mesdames
Parker, Grover Burkett, James sponsor a chicken and ham Jack Shell, Glenn Rogers, Don
Parker and Loretta Jobs.
buffet dinner at the Murray Grogan, Joseph Rexroat,
The next Rangerette meeting Moose Lodge at 6:30 p.m The James Ransom, and Lawrence
will be Monday,.November 27, price will be $1.00 per person. Philpot.
at the WOW Hall at 6:30 p.m. All Moose members and their
wives are cordially invited to
come.

Final Plans Given
For McAfee & Nall
Vows, November 11

Garage sales will be held
from eight a.m.to.two p.m. by
the United Methodist Women of
the First Church. They will be
at the garages of Mrs. Maurice
Miss Constance
Marie Humphrey,
Hazel Highway,
McAfee and William Clayton and Mrs.
Max Brandon, 1617
(Bud) Nall have set their Magnolia
Drive, and in the
wedding date for Saturday, church
basement. For items to
November' 11, at five-thirty be donated
for the sale call 753o'clock in the evening at'We 4136 or
753-9470.
First United Methodist Church,
Hopkinsville.
Sunday, November 5
They will be united in
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Nanny
marriage by Rev. Kermit will have open house in
Flinners, pastor and Father celebration of their 25th wedThomas Murphy, Paducah.
ding anniversary from two to
The reception will be held in a four p.m. at their home, 1509
private dining room at the Civic Chaucer- Driye, Canterbury
Center in • Hopkinsville im- Estates. All relatives and
mediately following he cer- friends are invited.
mony.
Only nut of-town invitatems
Program-Planning Workshop
have been sent. All,. friends and for United Methodist Women of"1\
relatives are cordially invited to Paris District will be held at
attend.
United
Shepherd

Good

meeting of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's
Club held at the club house.
The speaker, introduced by
Mrs. G.C. Ashcraft, gave a most
delightful review of the book,
"Fire In The Hill'," by Lee
Fisher. This was a true story on
Mr. Frakes who lived near the
Tennessee and Virginia state
line. The book concerned his life
for the Grace of God and his
experiences with students and
with law and law breakers. Bill
Henderson gave 68 acres for the
first school opened in the area in
1925 with thirteen students. Due

The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met at
seven-thirty o'clock on Thor-- sday evening, October 26, at the
club house. Mrs. Purdom
Outland, chairman of the
department, presided over the
meeting.
The patriotic theme was the
motif for the evening. The
program chairman, Mrs.
Gaylord Forrest, introduced
Mrs. John Pasco who led the
pledging of the allegiance to the
flag,
Mrs. Forrest introduced
Ernie Rob Bailey, soloist for the
evening, who sang "God of our
Fathers" and who led the entire
department
in
singing
Mrs. Olga Freeman
to the outstanding work of Mr. "America the Beautiful." Mr.
Frakes, Frakes, Ky., was Bailey was accompanied at the
rained in his honor, Mrs. piano by Mrs. Felix H. Dunn.
The guest speaker for the
Freeman said.
evening was Ambassador
Mrs:
LaFollette,
A.C.
A "surprise birthday party"
Marshall Jones whose topic was
was given in honor of Mrs. department chairman, presided "Diplomacy at Work." His
and
read
the
for
new
club
rules
Glayds Mitchell Young on her
speech was most informative
65th birthday on Saturday house service with Mrs. James and the statistics most suras
hostess.
Gray
She
announced
evening, October 7.
prising. He gave in detail the
The surprise party was given that members of the depart- population growth of the world
ment
won
ribbons
four
blue
in
by her children and grandand the problems to be solved to
children and was held At the the art exhibit at the district counteract these problems such
meeting.
donation
A
of
ten
home of Mr. and Mrs. Billy
as housing, education,jobs, etc.
Mitchell. A buffet supper was dollars was made to CARE,and He mentioned the efforts that
the
group
gifts
will
to
send
served.
had been put forth by the United
The children presented their Jewel Manor for the girls at Nations and how they had only
Ray
Mrs.
mother on her birthday with a Christmas.
scratched the surface as far as
beautiful cameo pin in honor of Buckingham reported on the solving these problems. He
financial
projects.
all the love and guidance she
Mrs. Carl Harrison said the compared the wealth of the
had always given each of them.
department
will
give United States to the poorer
Those attending the party and
nations of the world which was
distinguished
citizenship
supper were Mrs. Young and
most startling. He mentioned
awards
character
based
on
husband,
her
Clete Young, and
that even though it seems that
her children and spouses, Mr:- and scholastic records to we are entering an era of peace
ctridjnta at Murray High aod
and Mrs. Billy 19riteliel ,
ie
-----th-4.he—werld-- •
••• • I I
and Mrs, Darrell Mitchell, Mr. Calloway •High Schools. 1
problems are only starting.
to
be
award
given
each
month
and Mrs. Tommy Mitchell, Mr.
Mr. Jones served as a foreign
and Mrs. Bobby Mitchell, and will alternate between the two diplomat for
twenty years
schools,
with
to
the
be
names
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Cunningham.
before coming to Murray and in
on
a
engraved
bronze
to
plaque
Grandchildren attending
this way has had first hand
were Brad Mitchell, Ginger be displayed at a downtown information on
the subject
place.
Mitchell, Jill Mitchell, Brien
"Diplomany at Work`." He
the
Preceding
program
an
Mitchell, Melinda Mitchell,
mentioned that in the last
Mitchell Cunningham, Mr. and informal breakfast of sausage, twenty years
that the United
biscuits,
coffee
eggs,
preserves,
Mrs. Roger Mitchell, Mr. and
Nations had increased its
cake,
beverages
and
were
Mrs. Bob Wiley, and Mr. and
served with Mrs. Max Hurt members from 51 to 131 and that
Mrs. Jerry Allen.
the new members had definitely
Also attending were her great giving thanks.
been then the poorer countries
Hostesses
A.M.
were
Mrs.
grandchildren, Shay and Eric
of the world, thus adding more
Mitchell, her sister, Mrs. Gusta Alexander, Mrs. F.B. Crouch, problems to be
solved.
Conner,an her niece, Mrs. Anne Mrs. K.T. Crawford', and Mrs.
Hostesses for the social hour
Coursey and children,,Charlotte Quinton Gibson.
were Mrs. Otis Hampton Erwin,
and Kenny.
Mrs. Gaylord Forrest, Mrs.
MOTOR TRIP
John Pasco, Mrs.
Eugene
Mr. and Mrs. Fred- Stone of Flood, and Mrs. Donald Jones.
Sha-Wa Circle, Murray, have
returned home after spending
the weekend with their son and
Before plugging in a cord or
family, Mr.ad Mrs. Albert Lee
unplugging it from an outlet
Stone and daughter, Nancy, of
turned on and off via a switch,
Circle I of the United Kingsport, Tenn. While there
be sure the switch is turned to
the off position.
Methodist Warpea-af_..the_FIlt-.'they attended a special "old
-retebration=z----lied-e.
Church held its October
meeting at the social hall of the demonstration at Greenville,
church with Mrs. Connie Ford, Tenn.
chairman, presiding.
Mrs. Ruth Weston presented Fattening females
TOKYO it PI I — Japanese
the program for the afternoon
women gross rapidly fatter with
on the "Story of ftuth.7
The circle chairman. opened age, according to a recently
published government survey
the meeting by reading a poem, of 18,000 persons in 4,300
"Growing Old" and also a households.
reading entitled "Adding Years
It showed that among
With Zest.- She also gave a women in their twenties 10.6
report of the general meeting per cent were overweight, in
and announced coming events. their thirties 22.0 per cent,
their forties 30.9 per cent_ apd
World Banks are to be in their fifties 36.9-Per rem.
P. A
brought to the November
meeting- and a bazaar will
follow that meeting. Circle
members voted to send money
for canteen books for patients
at Western State Hospital as this
is one of the items listed as
g 16 depression and carnival glass water sets, pressed carneeded gifts at Christmas time
ip mval mid depression glass, cedar chest, china cabinet,
from a letter sent by the g
E empire dresser, trunks, old rocker. 2 oak tables. electric 2
hospital.
organ.
Mrs. Robert Smith read
the minutes and called
the roll. A report of the sick
and shutins was given by Mrs.
J. C. Joiner.
During the social hour
refreshments were served to
the eighteen persons present by
the hostesses, Mrs. Carl
le
Ifiltne111111111A1111V1111111111VillelnlIneffifinieneinellfleantlAIWYZ
Harrison and Mrs. Connie Ford..

Mrs. Ruth Weston
Gives Program At

$16.30

"LESS TAXES"

Katterjohn

for Congress.
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3 10 Miles from Murray on New Concord Highway 3
3
2
14 Mile Off 121 on 614
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2
I Open 7 Days a Week from 8 til 9 !,
2
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Willie s Place

TUNE-UP. New points, new plugs, adjust engine
timing, valves, carburetor, and fan belt.
Prices effective through November 30. MI prices include parts and
labor. Prices quoted apply to Sedans and Karmann Ghias only;
Station Wagons, Type 3*s, and Squarebacks slightly higher.
All our work is done by factory-trained Volkswagen mechanics, using
only genuine Volkswagen parts and special VW-approved toots and
equipment. We personally guarantee all work on your car for six
months or 6,000 miles, whichever comes first.

Weekdays to 5:00- Saturday 7:30-1:00
-

it
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Baptist

-

Scotts Grove
I) 00 a m
Nlorsh,p Serv ice
Evening wOrship
7 30p.m.
Emmanuel Missionary
morning Worsh,P
11 a m
Evening Worship
7 30ft m

_
New Providence
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
6 30p m

Li

Ni

Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening VVorship

11 a.m.
5p.m.

Northside
Morning Worship
Evenino Worship

11 a.m.
7 p.m.

University
Morning Worship
'0'30 a.m
Evening Worship
4:00p.m.

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
7 30p.m.

Nazarene
Murray Church
10111.M.
Sunday School
11 a.m..
Worship Service
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
110.M.
?p.m.
Evening Worship

Bethel United
1st Sunday
11 00 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sundays
7 00 p m
3rd Sunday
9 30a rn

Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 30p.m.

Kirksey United
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 P.m.
Coldwater United
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 1st /1.,•
2nd Sunday: 10:00 a.m. 3rd &
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st &
2nd Sunday 1300 a.m. 3rd & 4th
Sunday
Temple Hill United

Blood River
Morning Worship
Ila.m.
Evening Worship
4•30p.m
K irk sty Baptist
Morning Worship
horn.
Evening Worship
. 7 30p.m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning worship
10.50sin.
Evening Worship
1130p.m.

11 a.m

Russells Chapel United
Sunday School
10' arm

Flint Baptist
11a m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7 313p m

Morning Worship

...iv

11 a.m

11 a m
7p m

Salem Baptist
11 a m
Morning Worship
7 15p
Evening worship

what they :ere They were of great faith. them Tred Masers, and roost
they were consnosatoned 04 God. On then westward trek. they busli homes,

planted Jambes .114 erected churches send school* Th. dadaated pioneers set
our to Arnsh era, had been intended tn the Ara plane God commanded.
ye into

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 am 1st &
3rd Sundays, 7 p m 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9 45 a In 1st
& 3rd Sundays, It a in 2nd 0. 4th
Sunday
Cole's Camp Ground
Worship Service
10.00a m.

Il• m
7p m
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lead those about us to a mbar. 1401,
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n.41,
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Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 a m
1st S. 2nd Sundays, 11.00 a m
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6:30 P.m 1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday

Sugar Creek
Morning worship
11 a m
Evening worship
7 15 p m
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11 00AM

Triangle Inn

--

RESTAURANT & CAFETERIA
YOUR CHOICEHave
a seat 8 order or
cafeteria line

Mobile Home Courts

753-2411

Mayfield Hwy

4953

177

Ph 753-5209

DWI 753 1307
753•1140

me
:'
11WINCHESTER
V

500 Main
753-3231

Phone 753 5017

in

RECAPPING

Jones Brothers

KELLEY
'
S TERMITE & PEST

I

•

Hslmes

Sholar
'
s Auto Repair

Ellis, Mgr

209 So. 7th

Glass Company

753 1751

Tott• - •

7

it.

Ky. Lake State

Park

Ph. 474-2211 Ext. 171

Trenholm's Drive-In

ekiekei

HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

"IT'S FINGER LiCKIN' GOOD"

- *oceanic's/me

Sam

Calhoun Plumbing-Electric

- PIZZA - SPAGHETTI

Sales and Service

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF $2.00 OR MORE

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 17th

Wells Electric

1105 Pogue - 'r Block E. of S. 1/th - Phone
753.1989

Phone 753 1675

_I_

I

i

YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER

Buildings

v 4.
ril
helt“lati 'fried

emus.. a.n. ST
_ ,14,0100, 2,
,
I. /OS 111171.........

4 HOUSE BOAT RENTALS 4.

Carroll Tire Service

RESIDENTIAL

Stm4feel
•
621 So. Oth

ulf Products
Distributing G
.

-Commercial-Residential
Original Equipment Auto Glass
1202 Johnson Blvd
753-7117

J. W. WILHAM-MGR.

ii

COMMERCIAL

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Co

Lassiter & Frankhouser

Real Estate Agency

Residential - Commercial - Farm -- Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buying - Selling- Leasing
518 W Main
Phone 753 7724

Outland Supt

E. W
Phone 753-8220

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Gerrald Boyd•Owner
.Complete Automatic Transmission Service-Front End Alignment..
• Complete Tune-up & Repair Service-

DODSON. OWNER

40

753-3914

Kenlake Marina

Guy Spann

mer

Hogs bought daily

100 So 13th St

Highest Cash Prices for Corn & Soybeans

Murray's Most Complete Department Store
753-7175
Central Shopping Center

PH 753-5334

Air Shopping Center

hi';

Corp. ,Inc

GRAIN DIVISION

.___..--/

Co.

CONTROL
"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way".
.

(00•S;

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work Free estimates
eh. 753.7150
Hwy. 641 S. (Hazel Hwy.1

1

Storey's Food Giant

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

4,Aurray Warehouse

Body Shop

Choice For Fine Printing
Murray, ICY.

P4

Boone's Incorporated

YOUR MOST

Steaks - Chops • Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs., Chicken' Fri., Fish
No 12th E xt 641 . Call In Orders to 753-4419

Hwy. 121 W. (Coldwater Rd.) Ph 753-3164

PRINTING SERVICk

1

Chestnut St
753-1715

So. 12th /03tory
753-6655

I

Grecian Steak House
TOM ANDREWS

tMemphi
Revamp'

i

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"
Member FDIC

Co-aperative Corp.

union

E

•
Seventh Day Adventist
10:00
Sabbath School
9:30 am Worship Service
•

A lifealtfaSt Anyt1446

West Kentucky Rural Electric

Master Tire Service, Inc.

12th

Can in Orders 753.7101

Phone 753.2997

a Chestnut

phone

Peck'
s Auto 8, Furniture

upholstery

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER

At

Ph 753-7494

606 S 4th

..,

r
alace

Points

, NC,

A T

, r ,,

fl

I

118 South 12th

?hone 753.3037

502 N 4th St.

Mrs Mona Purdom RN Admin
"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN"

Phone 753.6448
,
eiliv
ieita eolvi
t
i

2, c.,,,
-

4E.ir

pi .

Pool Office Equipment 8 Supplies

HEATING

You To The Private
World Of Luxury Living-At No
Extra Cost"

.,'"
'
'

U S

641

SHEET METt.._

-.
,vet7T...-:7:1
ivaeviriters
:,40.16
' Calculators
"
:'
its So 4th

- lir
Phone 753-1933

Adding Mactimes and
75-3 1763

* See

AND

Aurora. Kv

Ph 474-7266

H8tH Cycle Shop
807R

4th
-

"West Kentucky Traneportation Center"
Your FOP Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer
at Poplar
753 1372

Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home

BURGER
QUEEN

.

., .• ir,

753 6800

.

*tomes,•
..
..,
753 6025

. ..-H-_,;;' JOOKS Wallace's
Book Store

I ''',
. t'
•

.,...,
-

=

Taylor Motors, Inc. . -.

Fast Main Street

,

SERVICE

Thee /53,1319 _

Fitts Block & Ready Mix
Co.

• r7
.
.L.,
1413 Olive Blvd

tn.... .s;.,.
-.

SAN AN
Longshot Bo
only $115 al
superlative
for the surpr
in the El
tournament

BUILDING BLOCKS & READY MIX CONCRETE

Stokes Tractor 8 Implement Co.
MASSEY FERGUSON SALES

Ph 753-9999
i

the Old Country Store *

Unique Gifts-Novelties
Mi West of Kenlake Slate Park

Alit CONDITIONiNr,
Phone 753 4837

-:-1-neltestrial.-Road-.

711, 8. Maple

4

pose

i

Phone-503-753 3280

SALES . SERVICE & RENTALS

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS'
---___ _ ..........-- • : .
- ---. -

YAMAHA 8 DKVV SALES 8 SERVICE
McCollough Chain Saws
1S1
816 Coldwater Rd.

North

Custom Pipe Bending
Lifetime Guaranteed Mufflers

The Hitching Post

llth. at. Chestnut

Muffler SERVILE

BASK
KANSAS CI
City-Omaha
acquired g
from the Ho
LOS ANGE
Los Angeles
roy Ellis and
the Philadel
Bridges and

r.

111

DIV

m 11IMAY

,--.--.=.
J
w :
3 "Invites
a ii.i. A.

1 Freed Cothom Co., Inc.

Fast Service
Hwy- 641 North

.

Top Quality Used Cars

47-tr---7

MAYTAG

103 Maple

Vegetables and Desserts
Open Sundays
Phone 753 7700

Physitian On Call At All Times
1505 Stadium View Drive
753-7109

Murray, Ky.

tRir•DAIRE

JAS D CLOS TON

A Choice Selection of Relishes Salads Meai..

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

Five Points

'9I

Fern Terrace Lodge
.

RCA VICTOR

753-3251

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

753 6'1:

God Is Love

Treas Motor Sales

Ambassador Hornet Matidor-Gremlin-Jeep

MEMBER E.T.D.

k.

641

Motors

•

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

FTD

5 Mi. No Murray on

Starks

MOBILE HOME SALES
SALES & SERVICE

American

Cain ft

Ward-Elkins

Appliance
.

.

,.Neal

.-

• ilgialt"-:11
,ALAI

PARK RENTAL

r

-

1,

Shirley Florist

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral 8 Whirlpool

........_

SERVICE

Hwy 94 1 Mi E Murray Ph 753-6685

Repairs & Installation - Gas & Sewer
Y)1 N <Mil
. phone 153 6168

nrinni• 753 7)01

_

Dunn Furniture. TV &

I

Plumbing Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential - Salei 8 Serve,-

BF ;ear

Phone 753-7992
1415 Main Street

Phone 753-8181

Chestnut

.SALES

sat
-

Claude Vaughn

Drive-In
'
°BOW

Five

802

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

P

.7

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

Phone 753.3734

1

Conditioning Heating Commercial Refrigeration

MR. & MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS

Sales, Parts. Service-Compete Boating Supplies
94 E. at Murray Bait Co

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

Randy Thornton Service Co.

MEMPHIS,
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The waiver
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some changes
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205 No 4th Street

753 5807

I
Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

ABA
East
W.
8
5
5
- 5
2
Wesa-

Utah
a
Indiana
San Diego
6
Denver
5
Dallas
2
Thursday's
No games sched
Friday'S
New 'York vs.
Greensboro
San Diego vs
Richmond
Kentucky at Ind
Denver at Dalla
Utah at Memphi
Saturday's
York
New
vs
Tulsa, Okla.
Utah at Kentuc
Only games sch
Sunday's
New YOrk at D
Virginia at San
Only games sch

Immanuel_Lutheran
Sunday SCh001
9 15a m
Morning Worship
10 30a m

Shady Oaks

A

WM

Jehri'l.5.19080011811
Sunday School
104141-m
Morning Worship
9:300.m

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

Put lirst_things first
Attend Church '

Carolina
New York
Kentucky
Virginia
Memphis

Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
W!Ilertila Services 1lam.,7pm.

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Use our

e

SALE EVERY TUESDAY Al' 1 P.M

Christian Science
Worship Service
llam
Jehovah's Witnesses
watchtower
10 304 m
930.m
Bible Lecture

First Christian
10 30a m
Worship Services
m
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10 /15 am ,7pm

753

Murray Livestock

St Leo Catholic Chwch
Sunday MaSS lam.UOm.430
pm
Saturday Mass
630 p.m..

10 00
1100

Christian

Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1St.
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd Sunday:
.Sundav School 1100
Sunday-10.00 a.m. 2nd., 3rd. &
4th Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 am 2nd
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 41h Sunday
1Naymen Chapel
Sunday School 10:00 am 1st, 3rd
AME Church
& 4th Sunday: 11:00 a.m 2nd
Sunday
Morning Services )0 45A M

Lon. Oak Primitive
1st, Sunday
10:30 A.M.
3rd Sunday
2:00 P.M.
Faith Baptist
Morning Worship
11 AM
Evenino Worship
6:30P.M.

Church at Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10a m

Liberty Cumberland
10. m
Sunday Schoor
11 a.m.
Worship Service
North Plesant Grove
10a in.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worshlp Service
Out Grove
141a,M.
,
Sunday SchoOl
Worship Services 11a m.. 7 p.M.
Mount Plesant
110.m.
Morning Worship
7p.m.
Evening Worship
First Presbyterian
9 30. m.
Church School
Worship Service .
10 45 0.tY1

That

10:50 a.m
6 p.m

Other
Denominations

Presbyterian

Prophets ofGOD

First Methodist
Worship
8 45 8. 10 SO a m

11 am
6p.m

10:00 a.m.
11:004.m

Coldwater
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10 a m

Mornino Worship
Sunday School

New Mt Camel lliniettery
Morning Worship •-41:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p m

Church School
Worship Service

50. m
7p m

1 la.M.
3 P.M.

Friendship
Sunday School
Morning Worship

Alma Heights
Morning worship
lla m
7 30p M
Evening worship
United, 310 Irvan Ave.
Sunday School
10a m
Evening Worship
7p m
United, New Concord
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services Item , 7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10*.m.
Worship Services
11 a m..7:30
m
First Assembly Of God

Ad%

10 a m
Sp m

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Pentecostal

Independence United
1st & 4th Sundays
9 30a m.
2nd Sunday
11'00 a m.
3rd Sunday
800 P. m.

Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10.45a.m.
Evening Worship
7p in.

Seventh & Poplar
Worship Service
i0
Evening Service
New Concord
Morning Service
10
Evening Worship
Plesant Valley
Morning ~Ship
Evening Worship

\

THE

ASSOCIATEC
NBA
Eastern Confere
Atlantic Devise
W. L.
Boston
9 0
New York
9 1
Buffalo
2 7
Philadelphia
0 10
Central Divis
Houston
6 3
Baltimore
4 5
Atlanta
4 6
Cleveland
3 8
Western Confer
Midwest Divisi
Milwaukee
8
1
Chicago
7 3
Detroit
4 6
KC-Omaha
3 7
Pacific Divis
Golden State
7 2
Los Angeles
7
PhOenix
3
Seattle
4
Portland
Thursday's R
Golden State 118
104
Only game schedul
Friday's Ga
Baltimore at Bosto
Kansas City Omah
delphia
Buttal0 at Clevela
Phoenix at Chicag
Atlanta at HOuStOn
Detroit at Los Ang
New York at Seat
Saturday's G
Kansas City-Omah
Chicago at Buffalo
Philadelphia at A
Cleveland vs. B
College Park, Md.
Phoenix at Milwa
Los Angeles at P
New York at Gold
Detroit vs. Hous
Antonio, Tex.
Sunday's G
Phoenix at Clevel
Los Angeles at Se
Philadelphia at
Only games sch

Union Grove
Morning WOrShip
10 SO a.m
Evening Worship
630p.m.

Brooks Chapel United
7:00p. M.
1st Sunday
9:30a.M.
2nd Sunday
11.00 a.m.
3rd 8.4th Sundays

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

by

Green Plain
Morning Worship
10:45 a m
Evening Worship
7p.m
West Murray
Morning Worship
10 SO•.M
Evening Worship
4p.m

Palestine United
1st
~ship Service 11 am
Sunday, 10 a.m 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
10.30 a.m.
Sunday School
9. 30 a,m.
Worship Service
South Pleasant Grove
10:45
Worship
a.m.
Morning
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
Good Shepherd United
11.00a m
Worship Service
10:00a m
Sundac/ School

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10:4541.m.
Evening Worship
7 313 p.m.

Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Church Of Christ

Methodist

West Fork
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
6 30p m

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

STAN DIN(

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

7/.......,,
753 7334

Phone 753 3540

"LES

Roberts Realty
.
REALTORS
HOYT-ROBERTS RAY ROBERTS

ri1.1‘
Phone 753.1651

505W Main

Nile 753 3974

Hendon's Service Station

PHILLIPS
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00p.m.
45a m
7pm
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O 50a m
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10 S011.m
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ASSOCIATED PRESS
NBA
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W. L. Pct. GB
Boston
9 0 1 000
New York
9 I .900
V2
Buffalo
2 7 122 7
Philadelphia
0 10 .000 9/
1
2
Central Division
Houston
6 3 .667 —
Baltimore
4 5 .444 2
4 6 400 2/
Atlanta
1
2
Cleveland
3 8 .273 4
Western Conference
Midwest Division
Milwaukee
8 I 1369
7 3 .700 11
Chicago
/
2
Detroit
4 6 400
KC-Omaha
3 7 300 5/
1
2
Pacific Division
Golden State
7 2 .778
1/,
Los Angeles
7 3 .700
Phoenix
3 4 .429 3
Seattle
e 6 400 3/
1
2
Portland
1 9 .100 6/
1
2
Thursday's Result
Golden State 118, Portland
104
Only game scheduled
Friday's Games
Baltimore at Boston
Kansas City Omaha at Phila
delphia
Buffalo at Cleveland
Phoenix at Chicago
Atlanta at Houston
Detroit at Los Angeles
New York at Seattle
Saturday's Games
Kansas City-Omaha at Boston
Chicago at Buffalo
Philadelphia at Atlanta
Cleveland vs. Baltimore at
College Park, Md.
Phoenix at Milwaukee
Los Angeles at Portland
New York at Golden State
Detroit vs. Houston at San
Antonio, Tex.
Sunday's Games
Phoenix at Cleveland
Los Angeles at Seattle
Philadelphia at Milwaukee
Only games scheduled

4.4w
4444,

.M.6.
m ,7p m
00111
10:111a.rn
9:30 a.m
ran
9 15a m
10 3041 m
enlist
10:00 a.m.
9:30 a.rn

Carolina
New York
Kentucky
Vinalniet
Memphis

ABA
East
W. L.
8 4
5 4
5 4
• S 7
2 8

SECOND PERRY WINS CV YOUNG AWARD-Cleveland
Indians pitcher Gaylod Perry is with his wife, Blanche, at their
home In Portola Valley, Calif., after Perry was named 1972
winner of the Cy Young award. His older brother. Jim, won the
award in 1970 with the Minnesota Twins.
(AP WIrephotc)

Outdoor Lore

Pct. G.B.
.667 -

.5a6 11
/
2
.556 11
/
2
.2005
417 -3

Utah
8 4 667 —
Indiana
6' 4 .600 1
San Diego
6 5 .545 11
/
2
Denver
5 6 .455 VI
Daelas
2 6 250 . 4
Thursday's Results
No games scheduled
Friday's Games
New York vs. Carolina at
Greensboro
San Diego vs. Virginia at
Richmond
Kentucky at Indiana
Denver at Dallas
Utah at Memphis
Saturday's Games
New
York
vs. Dallas at
Tulsa, Okla.
Utah at Kentucky
Only games scheduled
Sunday's Games
New York at Denver
Virginia at San Diego
Only games scheduled
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,Memphis Tams
Revamping Team
MEMPHIS, Tenn. ( API The Meraphis Tama are shuffl-.
ing-the deck, hoping to come up
with a combination to break a
six-game American Basketball
Association losing streak.
Coach Bob Bass announced
Thursday three moves-recalling from waivers guard Johnny
Neumann,signing Isaiah "Bunny" Wilson, and putting on waivers guard Charlie Williams.
Bass said one more player
will be put on waivers today to
make room for Neumann and
Wilson, keeping the squad within the 12-man ABA limit.
The waiver moves will be
completed before the Tams
meet the Utah Stars here
'tonight, Bass said.
"I've been disappointed in
the shooting percentage and defensive play of our guards and
we feel that we have to make
some changes at that position,"
Bass said of the shifting.

Sports In
Brief
BASKETBALL .
KANSAS CITY - The Kansas
City-Omaha Kings of the NBA
acquired guard Dick Gibbs
from the Houston Rockets.
LOS ANGELES - The NBA
Los Angeles Lakers traded Leroy Ellis and John Q. Trapp to
the Philadelphia 76ers for Bill
Bridges and Mel Counts.
GOLF .
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. -Longshot Bobby Loy, winner of
only $115 all season, forged a
superlative seven-under-par 65
for the surprise first-round lead
in the $125,000 Texas Open
tournament.

MIX CONCRETE
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Realty
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Nap 753 3974
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"LESS TAXES"

•
Katterjohn
for Congress.
Pt. Pot 44.
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New Highways Threaten
British Historical Sites
By THOMAS A. REEDY
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) The march of time - progress and all that - is stirring up a large segment of Britain's population who worry
about yesterday rather than tomorrow
Giant motorways are under
construction They infringe on
plots the Angles and Saxons
once peopled They threaten the
sectors the Romans built.

11 a.m.
10.30a.m.
30•.m.
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IlligevyTerShiCkalterd 4-1.iniversity of kerove-ky Luticge of A/tic-tit/W.!.
This is the time of year
when rustic weather sages start
looking for clues on which to
base their predictions on the
kind of winter ahead: cold and
snowy or mild and green; long
or short; early or late.
They are watching how the
gray squirrel carries its tail;
measuring the width of the
stripes on the backs of woolly
bear caterpillars; observing the
thickness of skins on onions
and husks on ears of corn; and
noting the height of hornet
nests from the ground. The list
of Mother Nature's winter signs
and omens is long-and complicated. Atis

4
•

To name a few, a long hard
winter is foretold when the
holly hangs heavy with berries;
when pine tries shed more
needles than usual; when wild
geese head south early in
October; when foxes grow
heavier than usual pelts; when
squirrels hold their tails forward over their backs; and
when feathers on turkeys are
thicker.
"If the onion skin is thin,"
goes. one old saying, "mild
winter's comin' in." A thickskinned apple, however, indicates heavy-overcoat weather
for most of the winter.
But field corn "spraddly
looking with limp-hanging
ears" and loose husks with
kernels showing through denotes a mild season. So do
milkweed when they split their
pods and throw seeds earlier
than usual.
Deep snows will come if
hornet nests swing high in the
trees or white suckers congregate in the deeper pools of the
creek.
Wooly bear caterpillars,
destined to become Isabella
moths, forecast mild, open
winters when the'brown bands
across their backs are wider
than the black bands. The same
is true when the breastbone of
the Thanksgiving turkey is dark
colored instead of light. The
number of foggy mornings in
August (if you kept count)
indicates the number 'of snows
that will fall between November and May, and a white
Christmas . means a green
ix

CT.

When lots of tiny spiders
move indoors to discomfit the

fastidious housewife by spinfling webs in corners next to
the ceiling, or skunks bunch up
and seek refuge under haystacks in the field or under
floored sections of the barn,
then look out. A bad winter is
surely on the way.
These, of course, are only a
few of the hundreds of
non-scientific winter weather
portents. They hold true sometimes and sometimes they
don't, but often enough to
amaze some modern meteorologists who are inclined to be
skeptical.
Not many citizens know
these signs and omens any
more, and care even less about
learning them. It is much easier
to turn on the radio and get
the diuly_fotecasts than to get
•
_riatiug
out and 'chick(in Theharbingers and then try to
interpret what they mean.

The historic site or archeological "dig" is coming into its
own and Britain's Department
of the Environment has been
learning how involved this can
get
To stop a new highway or an
airport or just a simple bulldozing job is expensive. To stop
the people, many of them banded together in "preservation"
societies, is not as simple as it
may seem in this history-ridden
land.
Arguments cropping up involve such disparate characters
as Hadrian and St. Patrick.
That is about as far apart as
anyone can get and Liverpool
University has a team of young
archeologists working actively
to step in before the bulldozers
do They have had some success, and have saved some
known historical sites but are
worried about those they miss
for lack of advance inforrnation
The prime need, the university says. is to at least record
and investigate sites before
-they-are elestroyad,;
Some figures' cited by the
archeologists:
A survey far a 75-mile stretch
of new motorway revealed 124
unknown remnants of the past
although only two archeology
sites had been thought to be
involved. of 100 Roman settlements in Wiltshire. not more
than 10 survive.
The kind of things the historians worry about often conflict
with 20th century.' demands.
For instance, landowner David Steele bought up some land
near Daventry in the middle of
England and brought in bulldozers to create a hotel and
sports center
A bulldozer uncovered some
Roman pots and coins The experts said it was one of severatl
Roman towns called Ban-'naventa. St Patrick was born
in one Bannaventa in 385 AD.
only to be kidnapped to Ireland
when he was 15 and thence to
become what he is today,- the
patron saiat _of __that troubled
_
land
But the experts say they are
not sure if Steele's Bannaventa
(s St. Patrick's Nevertheless.

Ancient Athens May
Get Elevated Railway
ATHENS (AP) Fast, sleek commuter trains
whizzing round the Acropolis on elevated tracks venerable Ionic columns trembling under the roar of screeching steel - skyscrapers probing the blue Attic skies where,
long ago. Miltiades routed the
Persians at Marathon.
These surrealistic visions
may well become future necessities if Athens' fast-moving
mayor. Dimitrios Ritsos, succeeds in implementing his proposed solution to Athens' urban
problems. The mayor long has
been convinced that radical
changes are required if Athens
is to continue to be a habitable
city in the next few decades
"We must take our measures" is Ritsos' watchword.
and as the first step of those
measures. he has personally endorsed the offer of a Japanese
firm to knit the most populated
parts of Athens together with a
network of elevated railways
Ritsos would like to erect about
25 miles of elevated railway.
connecting the -major residential and business areas of the
Greek capital, and removing a
prime cause of traffic immobility at rush periods.
Although he concedes any final decision rests with the
Greek government. Ritsos is
confident the elevated railway
plan has great feasibility. To
buttress his views, he cites
Athens' sticky traffic problem.
Athens still has many narrow
streets, survivals from her village status under the Turkish
occupation more then two centuries ago. According to the
mayor. it is these narrow
streets that are.responsible for
most of „the, traffic jams that
daily plague central Athens.
For the immediate future.
Ritsos would prefer to deal first
with the immediate problem ...triffic. _The _proposed railway
system, he conte&s. il1•- remove at least half of the traffic
from the existing road net Work

by taking care of most commuters' mobility needs
As a sidelight, he believes
foreign visitors to Athens will
be able to get unobstructed
views of the Acropolis and other ancient monuments
Spokesmen for the Japanese
firm say there are two major
arguments for adoption of an
elevated railway as opposed to
a subway network, which frequently has been proposed in
the past
First, the cost of building the
25 miles of elevated railway is
estimated to come ta about 86
million per mile, as opposed to
at least double that amount for
a subway.
Second, the earth under central Athens is believed to be full
of archaeological treasures,
which would be endangered by
subway tunnelling Even assuming care would be taken to
ensure the finds would not be
damaged, the long delays involved would prevent any real
progress in digging for years.
Ritsos' vision of the Athens of
the future does not stop ar elevated trains. He envisions a
drastic decentralization of the
capital's business and residential districts, and a concurrent
great expansion of the city
proper. In his view. Athens in
the next couple of decades will
burst out of its present confines
imposed by the Aegean Sea and
the mountains of Hymettos.
Penteli and Pa rnis.
In order to spread. he says,
Athens will take up more and
more space outside her home
plain. This means that efficient
business districts may well
adorn the pine woods near the
ancient battlefield of Marathon,
and new shopping and residential areas could provide a modernistic backdrop for Poseidon's ruined temple on the
rocks of Sounion. '
Admittedly, all this may balk
th'e lover of antique purity, but
progressive city authorities, including -Ragas,1*ffeve-that it
must happen if Athens is to
remain a habitable city

CUE TIPS

Fattie denies
he's over hill

them up. The idea was to keep
the Scots from intruding What
is left today remains a tourist By JOE HUGHES
attraction The purists are comCopley
News Service
plaining because the British
electric power system requires
New York Fats -- Washinga series of high pylons along the
ton Fats - New Orleans Fats.
"wall" to meet today's probThe nom de guerre is deterlems
mined by his locale of the moBehind all this is the British
ment.
feeling for a tree Anyone who
thinks the British are conRudolph Walter Wanderone
cerned only with high prices.
more familiarly answers to
the Common Market, the Comthe first name of Minnesota.
monwealth, and all that should
Minnesota Fats, 245 bulging
know how they really feel about
pounds, 60 years, New York
a tree.
accent, would be an obvious
The Natural History Museum
winner in any Archie Bunker
created quite a stir in discovlook-alike contest.
ering part of a tree trunk, fossiPeople affectionately call
lized of course, on the Isle of
him Fattie - the bossman of
Sheppey. Dr Horace Manley
'billiards.
said it could be 50 million years
Fattie still talks a mean
old.
game, sprinkling clever anecSmall 'stuff, by comparison,
dotes occasionally with
shows up here and there, espeequally clever reverse-Encially in Bath and Chester.
glish rail shots, telling stories
great Roman occupation cities
out of pool's sordid past when
In every case the fight goes on.
the game was played in the
the developer and his bulldozer
basement with the cockversus the archeologist, historoaches and the green-painted
rian and scientist.
windows.
It's anybody's guess in each
The outa-sight multi-bank
case, which wins: yesterday or
tomorrow
shots seem to come harder
now. Fattie's eyes and touch
aren't as acute as they once
were and he often misses
shots Luke Lassiter could
make on a stooper.
Is he over the hill?
"Put your money up, bucks
on the table and I'll show you
I'm over the hill," he bellows
at a detractor.
No money shows.
Why are you missing some
shots then, Fattie?
7
e ' "It's the dampness," he ali
bis. "Anytime you 'play this
•;"'*
"t
• game near water it fouls you
up, ya understand? The balls
get wet,the table gets wet. Ya
need heaters under these
tables or strong lights. If I
was playing for real bucks,
we'd have those things but
I'm playing for fun, Hell, I can
lose for fun."
Some ponytailed, shirtless
males in the crowd thought
the explanation was all wet.
But Fattie kept right on shooting, frcrn the mouth and the
99
,
hip.
Why don't you ever play
Willie Mosconi, questioned
„11.99.
'594.•
one girl who knew her heroes.
554.
"Mosconi, Moaconi, Mosconi. He wouldn't play WhisUer's Mother," said Fattie. "I
can beat Mosconi. Lassiter,
anybody in the w-o-r-l-d, ya
understand."
Bat billiard buffs maintain
Minnesota Fats rarely plays
AP4
-anybody with
efens
41111419.—..
never, never indulges in
frontier defenses
ROMAN WALL - It was the latest thing
something like tournament
only
Now
the
Romans
built it.
nearly 2.000 years ago. when the
pool.
legion in sight is a file of walkers (top) strung out along
Why no tournament pool for
Hadrian's Wall. Workmen 'bottom) examine Hadrian's Wall
Fattie?
after the top was cemented. A party of men engaged by the
"Cause t-o-u-r-n-a-m-e-n-t
Ministry of Works has been working several years to restore
pool ain't got no money in it,"
the wall
said Fattie. "Maybe ya can

preserve the
site and turn it into a shrine
The idea would be to outdo
Shakespeare's Stratford-onAvon as a tourist attraction and
a mecca for every Irishman in
the world The venture still is
up in the air.
In ancient London, bulldozers
are constantly turning up relics
of the Roman times when the
town was called Londinium. To
desecrate the 'Roman Wall- is
like shooting the queen.
From London all the way to
Crewe on the border of Wales is
a highway the Romans built.
It's called Watling Street. Historians see it as a treasure
trove. But motorists have other
views. Bit by bit, it has been
incorporated into major motorways because it could be. The
Romans built straight and well.
Fooling around with Watling
Street now, either to improve
the road or dig up the past,
means trouble from one side or
another
Then there is Hadrian's Wall
The Roman emperor built this
75-mile long barrier between
122-126 AD, first as a series of
detached forts and then linking
Steele wants to

win a grand or so, ya understand. I go to all the tournaments and I play in the back
rooms for $10,000 or so"
According to people who
have known Minnesota for
years, the movie "The Hustler" made Fattie a millionaire several times over.
"Before the movie, Minnesota was just another good
pool hustler," they say. "But
he always had a heart of gold.
Back when we were hustling
together, I tapped out and he
saw to it I didn't starve to
death. The man's a gem."
The movie dealt with the
life of a fictional character,
Minnesota Fats, and Walderone was quick and sharp
enough to parlay his build and
pool-playing abilita into a fortune.
Now he spends his days
touring billiard halls, serving
more as a professor of the
game than a sharpie,
If you want to be the hottest
cue on your block, Fattie has
some advice.
"Know your table All are
different. Some fast, some
slow. I remember one table
that squeaked every time you
leaned on It. Bothered everyone except the guy who owned
it. This made him what we
call an 'overcoat.' A one-sizebetter player over anyone else
on his own table."
Pool sense is another Fattie
sea-et.
"Nobody can teach you pool
senae. You have to be born
with it, ya understand. Know
what to do in a special situation. It's like Daniel Boone, he
knew what to do in the forest.
Or a cabbie knows what to do
in traffic."
What is Fattie like away
from the green felt jungle?
He claims to be a multimillionaire, president of several
large industries and his own
boas.
"I'm just not one of these
multis who has $4 and a wallet
full of credit cards." said
Fattie. "I don't own a credit
card. I have lots of cash, ya
understand. I'm totally rich:
and totally healthy. I've been
all around the world, robbed
everybody who ever lived,
been to to-dos where everybody living was there."
No fish story
It. BILL IUPII - A visiting
angler to the British Virgin
Islands recently caught a
record-breaking
848-pound
blue marlin. The fisherman's
name? Elliott Fishman. It took
him three hours and 37
minutes to land his catch.

,
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Canadiens Extend Streak To 13
With Victory Over Atlanta 6-1

Cross Country
Team To Run
This Weekend

Nebraska To Meet Colorado
In Grid Clash This Weekend

Don O'Donoghue had two goals
The Murray State cross
for the losers, who trailed 5-0
country team, which wrapped
before getting a goal.
By KEN RAPPOPORT .
up its regular season last
Wayne Rivers scored one
Associated Press Sports Writer
weekend with a 20-37 win over
goal and assisted on another as
Nebraska's "Black Shirt" deSoutheast Missouri, will run in
New York knocked off Minfense attempts to pull the wool
the Ohio Valley Conference
nesota. Goalie Peter Donnelly
over another opponent as the
championships Saturday at
kicked out 31 shots for the
third-ranked Cornhuskers meet
Johnson City, Term.
Raiders,
the 15th-ranked Colorado BufThe
Racer
runners
were
5-2
in
Steve King's power play goal
faloes in college football Saturdual matches during the season
with 2:04 left in regulation
day.
time, gave Ottawa its tie with and won the Western Kentucky
But the Cornhuskers may
University
Invitational
for
the
Los Angeles. Gary Veneruzzo
second straight year. The have a tough time pinning a
scored for LA.
straight shutout on the opRacers beat every OVC team fifth
because of Colorado's
but East Tennessee and Middle position
running attack.
strong
Tennessee in the WKIJ In-Colorado will be the first
vitational. However, a week
that will run right at us,"
later, Western beat Murray in a team
Nebraska Coach Bob
said
dual meet.
East Tennessee will be
heavily favored to win its third
straight
OVC title. Second
The PGA's original 10-year place should be up for grabs, by
PALM BEACH GARDENS,
Murray, Western, Eastern
Fla. ( API - The Professional lease runs through 1974.
Kentucky,
or Morehead.
"I've had trouble with the
Golfers Association(PGA)may
Junior college transfer Sam
have an opportunity for a fresh PGA since the day we met," Torres
will lead the Murray
start in 1973-they're being said MacArthur, who has built team
in
the championships and
The last three times Murray
kicked out of their headquar- Bankers Life and Casualty Co. will
be one of the favorites for State played at Austin Peay the
into an institution with $500 milters on Dec. 31.
the individual title. Torres, Racers were trounced 45-7 56-35,
"They're net good neighbors. lion in assets.
runner-up
in the national junior and 49-0. And in two of the
"I don't think the PGA has
They're quairelsorne," comcollege meet last fall and 3-mile games, Murray was a subplained landlord John D. Mac- ever told its membership that I champion
in the national junior stantial favorite to win.
Arthur, one of the world's terminated negotiations on a
track
college
meet last spring,
So if the Murray coaches are
wealthiest men. 'There comes new lease two years ago. I
has been breaking Murray apprehensive about returning to
a time when your patience runs think it's time the members
records all fall.
Municipal
Stadium
in
knew," said MacArthur.
out."
His latest was a 24:31.6 time Clarksville Saturday, it's unMacArthur gave., notice
for the Murray five-mile course derstandable.
Thursday he etas terminating
which cut 30 seconds froM the
Since losing their first three
th----e-PCAT-ea-Se
ell
—aT-1111Y-erielAdded To ceetrse- reeerd.
games;the Racershave done an
the year at the three-course
Coach Bill Cornellsaid he got about fact by winning three of
PGA National Golf Club, Macthe best team effort of the their last four and the loss in
Arthur built the club and an ofHOUSTON (AP) - Warren season from the Racers in the between was by only one point
fice wing for the PGA in 1965.
Wells
is back-not all. the way, Southeast Missouri meet. Gregg to Middle Tennessee when a
However, PGA President
Fullerton ran thC five miles in two-point conversion failed
Warren Orlick said in Birming- but he think's he'll get there.
"If Cassius Clay can lay off 25:16.7, Dennis Sturt in 25:44, after the Racers scored on the
ham, Mich., he had not received official word of the lease three years, I feel like I can Rod Harvey in 26:01, Randy last play of the game. The
termination and added,"To my come back after just one," the Norris, in 26:58, and John Racers are 2-3 and tied for fifth
place in the Ohio Valley Conknowledge, we haven't done former Oakland Raiders' re- Balbach in 27:03.
Murray finished second in the ference and a win Saturday*
anything
to
warrant ceiver said after donning a
Houston Oilers' uniform for two last two OVC meets and won the could put them in the league's
termination of the lease."
workouts Thursday with his two previous ones.
first division.
new National Football League
club.
"I think I can come back,"
he said. "Maybe I'm 70 to 75
per cent ready right now. I've
watched my diet some, and
then sometimes I haven't.
Sometimes I've slipped up."
Wells, who had to obtain an
LA PAZ, Mexico i AP) "It was a lot tougher this adjustment in his probationary
Why does a man jump on a
year," said Steve Hurd of Mon- status with a California judge
souped-up vehicle and bounce
and jounce over the bumps of tebello, Calif., a motorcycle rid- to join the Oilers, passed his
er who won his class for the physical exam and was added
the grind_ of the Mexican 1,000-ity JOE DWARDS
.
secoRd
Year-.-4n a-row•
The
Morehead -East
to the Oilers' _40-man roster.
mile off-road race'
Associated. Press Writer
"There
posileron
was
tit)
t
he
—
Tennessee battle will put the
ut
Coach
Bill Peterson said
To be in the same race as the
Middle • TenneSsee --tanglesgreat Parnell Jones, said , one course. It was so hard-packed, Wells would not play in Sun- with Western Kentucky Satur- conference's incTradtial leaders
it
driving
was
like
on
rocky
cein
offense.
total
East
day's
game
at
Cleveland.
competitor today as drivers,
day afternoon in Bowling
Tennessee's Alan Chadwick is
Wells has had a series of
riders and the unseated relaxed ment," said Hurd, who teamed
Green, with the loser likely averaging
about 153 yards per
after another gruelling journey with Erick Jenson of Eagle brushes with the law since eliminated from the Ohio
Val- game while Morehead's Dave
Rock,
Calif.
catching
36
touchdown
passes
down the Baja California peninley
Conference
football
race.
Jones was the favorite to win in 1968-69-70 for the Raiders. He
Schaetzke is averaging about
sula to this sleepy seaside reOVC leader Tennessee Tech
his second race in a row when is .on probation until Jan. 13,
134 yards each game.
sort.
things got under way Wednes- 1975, for conviction of at- entertains skidding Eastern
If the competitors like being
Kentucky
The Murray-Austin Peay
in
the
other key conwas driving the same tempted rape and currently is
in a race with Parnelli, why day. He
Bronco in which he won last under jurisdiction of TexasA- ference game. Morehead is at game could be a close one.,
does Jones, the 38-year-old InEast Tennessee and Murray at Austin Peay has won two of its
dianapolis 500 winner from year and the same vehicle bation authorities.
Austin Peay in additional OVC last three and has quarterback
carried him to triumph
which
Rolling Hills, Calif., like being
Rick Christophel back. Murray
matchups.
in
June.
Taxi Squad
in it?
Middle Tennessee is 2-1-1, will be without linebacker and
But
even
being
the favorite
"Because it's a heck of a lot
ST. LOUIS (AP)- Veteran Western Kentucky 4-1 and Tech alternate captain Billy Fryer,
of fun," said Jones after taking wasn't enough for the veteran running back Tom Woodeshick 4-0.
out for the season with a brohis second Mexican 1,000 in racer. He still managed to get signed a taxi squad contract
Middle Tennessee has beaten ken leg suffered last Saturday
his
hands
on
a
becoming
lucky
first
succession,
rabbit's after clearing waivers, the St. the Hilltoppers
the
the last two in a 7-3 victory over Eastern
man to win two such tests in a foot.
Louis football Cardinals dis- years and is the only team to Kentucky.
America's triple gold medal closed on
row. In fact, Jones also won
Thursday.
defeat Western in two conlast June's Mexican 500 off- winning girl swimmer Sandy
Woodeshick, signed as a free secutive seasons since 'Topper
road race in much the same Neilson of Long Beach, Calif., agent by the National Footbal Coach
Jimmy Feix took over
lent her famed rabbit's foot to League
kind of terrain.
team earlier this fall, five years ago.
Parnelli.
Miss
road
tougher
to
Neilson
Jones had a
credited appeared in four games for the
-"Yes, we all know that hapbounce on this year, according the foot with aiding her three team after his release from the pened
to us against Middle
victories at Munich, Germany. Philadelphia Eagles.
to most of the entrants.
Tennessee the last couple of
years," Feix said this week.
But we really can't afford to
KENTUCKY LAKE
Bowling League
be looking back. This game is
Team
W L
important in its own right, if Lindsey's
25 7
we are going to stay in the Mutual Of Omaha
21 II
race.
All Jersey
19 13
19 13
"There may be some reason Corvette Lanes
Fenton & Hodge
17 15
for saying this team is a little Moose Lodge No 1
17 15
17 15
tougher to play against than it State Farm Insurance
Jerry's
16 16
was last year or the season be- Moose
Lodge No. 2
16 16
fore," Feix continued. For in- Murray Auto Parts
15 17
14 18
stance, they have improved Colonial Bread Sales
Todd Bros. Motor
14 18
ea
their passing ttack several PalaCe Drive Inn
8 24
6 26
times over and now their of- Motor Parts 8, Bearings
1,11111Pern
High Team Game (SC)
fense is much better balanced Jerry's
918
rcom,01.18/18
than before.
Fenton & Hodge
874
Jerry's
873
._
41.
"And their defense may be
High Team Game IHC)
better, too, if for no-other Tea- Jerry's
1073
1028
son than the fact that they Jerry's
st.
Bros Motor Sales
1050
probably are more ex- Todd
Todd BrOs. Motor Sales
1033
High Team Series (SC)
perienced."
lar,A:
Jerry's
2642
Middle Tennessee must re- All
Jersey
2556
4
-32 •
"477 53!
group after a 24-0 loss at Ball Lindsey's
24
2495
4.
State last week. "For the first .
High Team Series (11C)
C7:
3107
time this season, I felt that we Jerry's
3019
played poorly," Blue Raider Todd Bros. Motor Sales
7927
Lindsey's
Coach Bill Peck said about the
High Ind. Game (SC)
224
Dave Foley
game.
220
McKie Hodge
In Cookeville, meanwhile, Dan Jones
215
High Ind Game (HC)
Tech -skipper Don Wade says
!W
I!
256
Brownie Jones
Eastern Kentucky, which has Dave
252
Foley
lost its last three games, has
Bob Atkins
249
an awesome defense. They are
High id. Series (SC)
619
big and mobile and mon- Ron Pace
Murray State University Thoroughbreds
Dan -tones
578
strous."
Howard Coy
'
t.
577
High Ind. Series (NC)
He's banned talk of the byC
Ron Pace
685
championship and a bowl bid. Howard
Coy
661
"We still have-thfee Mile§ Owen Norswosthy
652
652
left-all in the OVC-and we're Mark Russell
High Averages
not even thinking about a title Lyman Dixon
180
or bowl at this date. e're go- Dave Bradford
174
Hatton Garner
171
ing to take them one gkjie at a Ron Pace
174
time." —
Carl Ellis
112

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
How good are the Montreal
Canadiens?
Good enough to go through
the first 13 games of the National Hockey League season
without a defeat. That's how
good. And that might be as
good as the surprising Los Angeles Kings.
The Canadiens stretched their
streak Thursday night with a 61 romp over expansionist Atlanta. That gave Montreal a 90-4 log with the season almost
one month old. Meanwhile, Los
Angeles stung Boston's defending NHL champions 5-2.
In other NHL action
Thursday night, Philadelphia
downed Pittsburgh 4-2.
In the World Hockey Association, New York dropped Minnesota 4-2, Quebec thumped
Philadelphia 6-3, and Los Angeles and Ottawa battled to a 1-1
tie.
The Canadiens broke open a
scoreless game with three second-period goals inside of five
minutes while Flames' defenseman Kerry Ketter sat out a
high sticking major penalty
Mat left his team shorthanded.
Marc Tardif, Frank Mahovlich and Chuck Arnason connected for the Canadiens in the
rally and Serge Savard added
another goal betem_t1e. period_
was over.
Los Angeles stretched its winning streak to p record six
• games, scoring four goals in
the third period to defeat Boston.
The Kings took over first
place in the West Division by
whipping the Bruins as Ralph
Backstrom scored two goals six
seconds apart to fire the third
period spurt.
Serge Bernier's goal with just

nine seconds left in the first period tied the score for the
Kings and it stayed that way
until the final 20 minutes.
Bill Clement snapped a second period tie for Philadelphia
and then assisted on Bobby
Clarke's third period score as
Philadelphia whipped Pittsburgh.
In the WHA, Michel Archarabault and Robert Guindon
clicked for two goals apiece to
lead Quebec past Philadelphia.

PGA Being Ousted
From Headquarters

Devaney."With Charlie Davis
and Bo Matthews, they've got
two powerful backs who can
hurt you by running at you."
Nobody has hurt Nebraska
since UCLA upset the Cornhuskers in the first game of the
season. Since then, the defending national champions have
won six games.
The defense has been greatly
responsible for the winning
string.The players have been
dubbed the "Black Shirt" defense because of the color of
the shirts they wear during
practice.

During a game, of course, it's
red-and-white like everyone
else on the Cornhuskers-and
black-and-blue for the opposition.
While the 'Huskers try and
take a step toward another Big
Eight title, top-ranked Southern
California attempts to zero 0
on the Pacific-8 Conferenc
championship, meeting Washington State in another important match Saturday.
In other games involving Top
Ten teams, No.2 Alabama hosts
Mississippi State; No.4 Mich-

Apprehension Of Coaches
About Peay Understandable

W
Oilers Roster

Parnelli Jones Wins
Second Mexican Race

UK-Tulan
Defensiv(

Middle To Take On
Western Saturday
In KeyOVC Contest

Austin Peay has also been
showing signs of life after
dropping its first four games.
The Governors have won two of
their last three, the latest a 17-6
victory
over
ArkansasMonticello last Saturday. Their
first win was over UT-Martin
18-6. The Goys have lost to Troy
State, Western Kentucky,
Eastern Kentucky, Morehead
and Middle Tennessee and are
0-4 in the OVC.
Quarterback Rick
Christophel who missed the
Goys first six games with a
shoulder injury, made his first
appearance last week and
Coach Bill Dupes said he gave
the Gov offense a boost. "Not
taking anything away irons-our
other quarterbacks," Dupes
said, but they had simply not
been doing some of the things
Rick did Saturday."
The Goys have three running
backs with substantial rushing
yardage. Leslie Wright has 307
yards in 74 attempts, Glenn
Harkrader has 282 in 84, and
Paul Cooley has 248 in 56.
All-OVC tackle Bonnie Sloan
who has 49 tackles and 23 assists
leads the Gov. defense.
Murray will depend on
tailback George Greenfield for
most of its rushing yards
although fullback Bob Marshall
has been taking some of the
pressure off Greenfield of late.

Grennfield with 743 yards in 181
rushes leads the OVC in that
department and was 15th in the
nation last week. Marshall has
164 yards in 26 rushes and led
the team with 53 yards in last
week's 7-3 win over Eastern
Kentucky.
Both Murray quarterbacks,
Mikellobbie and Tom Pandolfi,
will be ready for action. Pandolfi, hurt in the Morehead
game, made his first apsince., last-week
Eastern. Hobble was shaken up
at Eastern
but has been
practicing all week.
The Murray defense, which
has give up but one touchdown
and a field goal the last two
games, will miss linebacker and
defensive captain Bill Fryer
who broke a leg at Eastern but
has no other injuries. Tom
Johnson will replace Fryer.
Roving back Pat Hagarty was
named the OVC's "Player of
the Week" for his strong
defensive game at Eastern.
Murray Coach Bill Furgerson
says the Governors have been
improving every game. "Their
defense has been agressive,
reckless, and tough all season,"
Furgerson said. "It's been their
offense that has got them in
trouble and with the return of
Christophel at quarterback they
seem to have solved that
problem. He's added a new
dime.nsiotLto their game."

igan travels to Indiana; Ohio
State, No. 5, entertains Minnesota; sixth-rated Louisiana
State plays at home against
Mississippi at night; seventhranked Oklahoma meets No. 14
Iowa State; No. 8 UCLA entertains Stanford; SMU meets No.
9 Texas and No.10 Penn State
faces Maryland at home.
Elsewhere, it's No. 11 Auburn
at Florida; No, 12 Notre Dame
against Navy in their annual
game in Philadelphia; No.13
Tennessee at Georgia; No, 16
Missouri at Kansas State; No.
17 Louisville hosting Tulsa in a
night game; Rice entertaining
No. 18 Texas Tech; No. 19 Air
Force at Army and Arkansas,
the 20th-ranked club, at Texas
A&M.
Southern" Cal is heavily favored ter Whip Washington State
for its ninth straight triumph
this year. The Trojans have a
5-0 record in the Pac-8 and appear headed for the conference
title and the Rose Bowl on New
Year's Day.
Alabama, moving toward the
Southeastern Conference title,
is a three-touchdown choice to
beat Mississippi State. The
Crimson Tide lead the SEC in
rushing with. 277.9 yards per
game and in total offense with
591 yards per game. Mississippi
State has one of the best passing nffenses in the eenfeeenee.
with an-average of 16,1.5 yards.
ISU, riding the nation's longest . major college winning
streak at 10 games, is a 17point favorite in the game at
Baton Rouge Iowa State, coming off a 34-8 victory over Kansas State, has spent the last
week trying to find ways to
slow down Oklahoma's Wishbone offense.
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By GARY LUHR
Associated Press Wri
LEXINGTON,Ky. I AP)
University of Kentucky
dcats return to the scene
of their greatest f
triumphs Saturday nig
they face Tulane in a
that shapes up mainly as
fensive battle.
Both teams will be try
reserve three-game
streaks. The Green Wa
have the added advan
playing in the 81,000-seat
Bowl before a home
crowd.
In 1951, Kentucky e
from the Sugar Bowl o
Year's Day victorious o
unbeaten and top-rank
homa squad. The fo
year, the Wildcats
Tulane 27-6 in the last
between the schools.
Tulane holds a slig
over Kentucky in both
and passing and has
chological factor of has'
a 24-13 decision over
Georgaia team that be
tucky 13-7 last Saturday
ington.
The Wildcats, howev
the top receiver in
eastern.Celerence in
varez, who has ca
passes in seven gam
also have the No. 2 q
in Dinky Mc-Kay, who
eraged 9.4 completi
game and. leacls all
total it-omplettein8 wi
The forecast picks
to even the lifetirn
against Tulane at fo
apiece with a 7-3 tri
weekend.
In other Kentucky c
tion:
at
Morehead
Tennessee-The Eagl

A bargain is a bargain.
While you can see the new 1973 Beetle
is still at a nice low price, you really can't
begin to see the value until you know what
you're getting for your money.
A warranty, for instance, that's twice
what you get with any other small car: 24
months Or 24,000 miles.••
But then, we wouldn't be offering it if it
weren't for our incredibly finicky factory
inspection, over 1100 inspectors poring
over more than 5,000 parts. (It sounds compulsive, but it's the best way to reach perfection.)
And now, there's our new VW Computer
Diagnosis system. Meaning literally what it

says: o brand new computer that's been installed, Or soon will be, in our service area
ready to be hooked up to your car. The
most advanced service system in the world,
it check.
;vital service parts, via sensors and
probes builtf.insa critical areas, and spells
the results out in plain English. People should
have it so good.
Consider also our legendary resole
value. When you compare it with other cars
after three years, it makes our $1999*
sound absolutely amazing.t
Everything adding up to one important
point: there's a big difference between being cheap,and beingN bargain.

yry

Few things in life work Of weiiasavoikswagen.
.0*

•1973 Volkswagen Sedan Ill suggested reiad price, P.DE locol Jones and other
dealer charges, if any, additional
"II an owner maintains and services his vehicle in accordance with
the Volkswagen maintenance schedUle any factory
port found to be defective in material or workmanship within 2/
months or 21,000 miles, whichever comet first lekcept
normal wear and tear and service items) will be repaired or
replaced by any U 5 or Canadian Volkswagen Dealer,
And this will be done free of charge See Your dealer for details
•
Source: 1969 manufacturers' suggested retail prices and 1972 overage
,used cor lot retail prices as quoted 01 NADA
Officinl'Used Cot Guide, Eastern td, June, 1.972
Vniktwngen of Americo, Inc

cmilloLL you(swAgEm.-mr
9
SOO Chestnut Street Murray • Phone
753-8850
Open Mon. thru Sat. 730 A.M.
5 P.M.

a
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UK-Tulane Clash Shapes Up As
Defensive Battle For Saturday
iana; Ohio
tains MMLouisiana
me against
t; seventheels No. 14
CLA entermeets No.
Penn State
ome.
o. 11 Auburn
Notre Dame
eir annual
phia; No.13
gia; No. 16
s State; No.
g Tulsa in a
entertaining
; No. 19 Air
d Arkansas,
ub, at Texas
heavily faington State
ight triumph
ojans have a
•ac-8 and ape conference
Bowl on New
g toward the
erence title,
wn choice to
State. The
d the SEC in
.9 yards per
1 offense with
e. Mississippi
the best passeenfeserteer
of 16).5 yards.
nation's longlege winning
mes, is a 17the game at
a State, comtory over Kanspent the last
find ways to
homa's Wish-

AXES"

rjohn
ngress.
Pd Pi Adr

By GARY LUHR
trying to bounce back after last Louisville one of only seven unAssociated Press Writer
week's 35-6 shellacking at the beaten, untied university diviLEXINGTON,Ky.( API—The hands of Western,
Morehead's sion teams in the nation and
University of Kentucky Wil- worst defeat in 13
years. Coach Tulsa 1-6 for the season Saturdcats return to the scene of one roy Terry says eight new
start- day's game should be a sure
of their greatest football ers will take the
Cardinals.
field for MSU thing for the
triumphs Saturday night as this weekend.
Tailback Howard Stevens needs
they face Tulane in a game
Morehead, 21-7.
only eight more points to break
that shapes up mainly as a deEastern at Tennessee Tech— the all-time collegiate record of
fensive battle.
EKU Coach Roy Kidd says Sat- 407.
Both teams will be trying to urday's opponents will be "one
Louisville, 35-14.
reserve three-game losing of the toughest teams we've
Kentucky State at Federal
streaks. The Green Wave will played in quite a while." He City—Both teams bring identihave the added advantage of has good reason as tech will be cal 3-4 records to the game.
playing in the 81,000-seat Sugar matching its 7-1 record against Kentucky State, still smarting
Bowl before a homecoming Eastern's 4-4 mark on Tech's from a last minute 40-34 defeat
crowd.
home field.
at the hands of Arkansas
In 1951, Kentucky emerged
AM&N last week would be hapTennessee Tech, 28-14.
from the Sugar Bowl on New
to duplicate last season's 29py
Murray
at Austin Peay—Last
Year's Day victorious over an
3 triumph over the team from
week's
7-3
victory
over
Eastern
unbeaten and top-ranked Oklawas a costly one for Murray as the nation's capital.
homa squad. The following
Kentucky State, 21-7. .
the Racers' alternate captain
year, the Wildcats topped
Franklin at Georgetown—
broke a leg and will be out the
Tulane 27-6 in the last meeting
rest of the season. Billy Fryer, Georgetown's 10-7 victory over
between the schools.
a senior linebacker, was Mur- Ind. College last Saturday was
Tulane holds a slight edge
ray's third leading tackler with the Tigers' first in 14 games.
over Kentucky in both rushing
This week, however, they will
46 and 20 assists.
and passing and has the psybe up against the NAIA's leadMurray, 14-3.
chological factor of having won
ing passer, Phil Powell.
Middle
Tennesse
at Wesa 24-13 decision over the same
Franklin, 21-0.
Georgaia team that beat Ken- tern—Saturday's homecoming
game
at
Western
should
be
one
tucky 13-7 last Saturday at Lexof the best this season, matchington.
The Wildcats, however, have ing the two teams that still
the top receiver in the South- have a shot at the Ohio Valley
eastern Conkrence in Jack Al- Conference crown. In stopping
varez, who has caught 37 Morehead last week Western
passes in seven games. They moved back on top of the
also have the No. 2 quarterback league in defense.
Western, 14-13.
in Dinky Mc-Kay, who has avSAN ANTONIO, Tex.(AP) —
eraged 9.4 completions per •- Tulsa at Louisville—With He tried, unsuccessfully, seven
game and, leajls all rivals in Sidelined
years ago to make a go of it in
total vouipletians
-PHILADELPHIA (-AP)• — the tough world of professional
The forecast picks Kentucky Center Derek -Sanderson, who got!. He's so obscure he isn't
to even the lifetime series 'left the Boston Bruins of the listed in the PGA's tour book, a
against Tulane at four games National Hockey League for a compilation of biographies of
apiece with a 7-3 triumph this rich contract with the Phila- some 250 pros.
weekend.
He's won only $115 in 20
delphia Blazers of the new
In other Kentucky college ac- World Hockey Association, is starts on the $7 million tour
tion:
sidelined indefinitely with a se- this year.
Morehead
But Bobby Loy emerged—at
at
East vere muscular sprain in his
Tennessee—The Eagles will be lower back.
- least briefly—from out of obscurity with a blazing putter
that helped him shoot a sevenunder-par 65 for the first round
•
lead Thursday in the $125,000
Texas Open Golf Tournament.
"I just seemed to have it all
together," the stocky, 32-yearold long-time club pro said. "It
seemed that when I needed a
good shot I could pull it off,
and that's what you've got to
do in this game of golf."
His brilliant effort, built on a
putter that he used only 25
times, left such world class
players as Lee Trevino, Billy
taik

New York Is Three-Point Pick
Over Washington For This Week
By HUBERT MIZELL • vital to two National Football
Associated Press Sports Writer League divisions. Washington,
NEW YORK ( AP) — "Seems 6-1, needs its to stay a jump
kinda funny," said Weeb Ew- ahead of Dallas, 5-2. The Jets,
bank, coach of the New York 5-2, can't afford to fall farther
Jets, "that we're the ones with behind unbeaten Miami, 7-0.
the healthy quarterback."
Every NFL offering isn't so
New York, a three-point handslmely cast. Somewhat
of
"line- underdog, is a 27-24 a clunker between the Patriots,
upset choice against those high 2,5, and Baltimore, 14, will
rollers from Washington now keep some of the nation semithat .Sonny Jurgensen is gone awake Monday night.
with a ruptured Achilles
Thus far, the Friday aftertendon.
noon predictions have been 28Joe Namath, as healthy as he of-38 for a 73.6 percentage.
is wealthy these days, must Here's a complete look at what
have a careful Sunday against might happen in the eighth
Washington's defensive elders week of the NFL season:
or interceptions could ruin his
Jets 27, Redskins 24: Wash.
afternoon at Shea Stadium.
ington barely escaped in New
Ev:bank can sympathize with York last week against the
Redskin Coach George Allen in crosstown Giants. This time,
the loss of Jurgensen. Old Weeb Namath won't let them get
can't recall how many times away with the help of the proNamath has been carted lame ductive legs of Emerson Boozer
from the field.
and John Riggins.
The Jet-Redskin matchup is
Raiders 30, Chiefs 24: An
American Conference West
dandy. Taking a chance that
Kansas City's jinx at Arrowhead Stadium will continue as
long as the Chiefs are playing
inconsistent football.
Steelers 20, Bengals 14: Wide
receiver Charley Joiner has
Casper and Gene Littler floun- pumped up Cincinnati passing
dering in his wake. •
game, but this will be a battle
Dan Sikes, a 41-year-old vete- of fine defenses.
ran trying to fight out of a
Falcons 17, Rams 10: Another
lengthy slump, was one stroke upset shot. Los Angeles is a
back with a 66, while a group
. three-point choice with the odd-.
at 67 included former U.S. smakers. ft's a toughie since
Open champion Orville Moody, these NFC West frontrunners
Mike Hill and rookies Tom were both bombed last week,
Watson and Larry White. _
Firing 68's on the 7,011 yard
Woodlake Golf Club course
were Ryder Cup star J.C.
Snead, veteran Charles Sifford,
George Johnson, Australian
Bob Shaw, Dale Douglass, Ron
Weber, Labron Harris and
Gary Groh.

Obscure Club Pro
Leads Texas Open

6

•-•

Casper was in another large
group at 69. Trevino, the British Open titleholder and the
pre-tourney favorite here, had
to rally to salvage a 71. Littler,
attempting a comeback after a
cancer operation, had a 75.

Scouts

MEMPHIS, Tenn. AP) —
Scouts of the Liberty Bowl
Football Classic will fan out
from Memphis this „weekend to
watch three games and rate the
teams for possible invitations to
NEW YORK (AP) — The the Dec. 18 post-season college
threat of a strike by the Inter- game.
national Brotherhood V Elec"We are sending people to
trical Workers has caused the Tennessee-Georgia, Notre
Columbia Broadcasting Com- Dame-Navy and Iowa State-Okpany to cancel plans to televise lahoma games,"
said selection
two National Football League committee chairman Tim
game this weekend.
Treadwell III.
Because of the threatened
strike, CBS will not show regional broadcasts of Dallas'
game at San Diego and the St.
Louis at Philadelphia game.
The network will show 'five
other games regionally, using
supervisory and executive personnel should the IBEW call its
strike.

CBS Cancels Two_
Games This Week

9P
EVERYTHING'S JUST DUCKY—Miami Dolphin defensive
linebacker Nick Buoniconti relaxes feeding neighborhood water
fowl at Miami. Bouniconti and the entire Dolphin defensive unit,
which he capkiins, were cited by the Associated Press as NFL
Defensive Player of the Week for their efforts in beating the
Baltimore Colts, 23-0.
(AP Wirephoto)
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the Rams getting it 45-17 from division lead with the 49ers now
Oakland and the Falcons being a game behind.
smashed 49-14 by San FranLions 17, Bears 7: Detroit's
cisco. IA is cuddling a 'e-game
defense was puny against Dallas, but should rebound to contain the Bears' good-run, poorpass attack. It's a "new era"
matchup between the NFL's
quarterback rushing kings,
Bobby Douglass of the Bears
and Greg Landry of Detroit.

Golden State
Takes Fourth
Straight Win

touchdown day like the one last
Sunday in Atlanta. He should
win again as John Brodie's fillin, but not by so much this
time.
Dolphins 24, Bills 17: Miami
isn't unbeatable. At least that's
what we keep telling ourselves.
But, even with O.J. Simpson at
his pro peak and Bob Griese
grounded with an injury, it
stacks up as a ride to 8-0 for
Coach Don Shula.
Cowboys 21, Chargers 10:
Cowboys seemed to put it
together in Monday night's dandy. They're after Washington in
the NFC East and San Diego—
like most teams trying to get in
the way—will be run over whether it's Craig Morton or Roger
Staubach at the wheel.
Giants 28, Broncos 17: New
York came within a couple of
officials' whistles of beating
Washington last week. An improving young defense and the
continuing passing wizardry of
Norm Snead should outdo Denver's Floyd Little-Charley Johnson offense.
Vikings 27, Saints 14: Alan
Page and the Purple Gang are
back and will chase New Orleans quarterback around Metropolitan Stadium. The guess is
they'll catch him more than the
Saints harness Fran Tarkenton.
Browns 17, Oilers 10: Mike
Phipps showed the finest passing of his career in the victory
over Denver and Cleveland—
like most anybody—has too
much for the struggling Hou,ston bunch.
Cardinals 24, Eagles 20: This
one's a real beauty. St. Louis
has became one of the NFL's
weak brothers during October
and Philadephia couldn't stand
prosperity, following its upset
of Kansas City by losing to
New Orleans.
Colts 28, Patriots 14: ABC
Television was dealt its share
of duds for the Monday nighters this season and this one,
with the demise of the Colts,
ranks in there with the worst.
The Lucy Show should have a
great Monday night ranking
and few guys will be late for
work Tuesday morning after
such a good night for sleeping.

49ers 14, Packers 13: SomeOAKLAND(API — With Caz- how, the Packers just don't
zie Russell, Rick Barry and seem to fit in a wild-scoring
Nate Thurmond teaming for 63 game. Steve Spurrier waited
points, the Golden State War- six years to have a threeriors defeated the Portland
Trailblazers 118-104 for their
fourth straight victory.
The victory Thursday night
kept the Warriors a half game
ahead of the Los Angeles Lakers in the Pacific Division of
the National Basketball Association. The game was the only
one played in the NBA
ARLINGTON, Tex. AP) —
Thursday. There were no Whitey Herzog, named in a surgames in the American Basket- prise move Thursday as the
new Texas Rangers' baseball
ball Association.
Russell paced a third-quarter manager, says he took the job
rally which brought the War- "because I want to see if! can
riors from 10 points behind to do at the major league level
the victory. He tallied 23 points, what I did in the minors."
seven in the third quarter.
Herzog, who was picked by
Barry and Thurmond each Ranger owner Bob Short alhad 20 points, with Barry add- though strong speculation this
week had pointed to New York
ing 10 a_ssisis
Sidney Wicks paced the Yankee third-base coach Dick
Trailblazers with 30 points, 16 Howser, replaces Hall of Farnin the Rest quarter. Re was er Ted Williams, who resigned
scoreless in t)le second period ;last month.
•
-then began to hit again in the
Herzog was director of player
development for the New York
third stanza.
Mets.
§hort called the appointment
of Herzog, who has a reputation
for making things happen, "an
historic announcement which
bodes well for the future of the
Rangers" and said he'll have
"complete authority just as
Williams did."
Herzog had no illusions about
the present caliber of the team
he will lead.
He
characterized
the
Rangers, who had major league
baseball's worst record at 53100 last season, as "one of the
worst I've ever seen when they
played a series with Kansas
City." He added, "But I guess
they weren't any worse than
the Mets used to be."
He said he would like to
make the Rangers "respectable" as soon as possible.
Sq
Herzog's appointment left no
Wavers -front Wilhairis'--four- —
year stint as manavr, as Short
also announced Thursday that
no member of this year's
SCORE FOR DALLAS COWBOYS--Dallas Cowboys running coaching staff would be reback Mike Montgomery 1231, scores on a hand-off from Craig hired. The staff included Nellie Fox,
Morton (141 in second quarter of NFI, game at Dallas. In the
action are Detroit Lions end Jim Mitchell (83), and Mike Weger Wayne Terwilliger, Sid Hudson,
Joe C,omancho and George
ink safety. Dallas won, 28-24
(AP Wirephoto) Susce.

Whitey Herzog
Named Manager
Of Texas Team
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Rural Electric Coop
Bringing thousands of West Kentucky
families efficient electricity.
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The service of West Kentucky Rural Electric has revolutionized the life of farm
families in this entire area.
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Educators
Attend Fall
Guidance Meet
Five counselor educators
from the department of
guidance and counseling at
Murray State University were
among more than 500 who attended the annual fall meeting
of the Kentucky Personnel and
Association
Guidance
in
Lexington Oct. 25-26-27.
They are: Dr. W. Ben
Humphreys, chairman, and Dr.
William G. Emener, Dr.
Thomas F. Holcomb, Dr.
Donald Rye and Robert W.
Rowan.
Three counselors from
Murray and Calloway County
schools also attended the threeday session co-sponsored by the
KPGA and the division of
guidance services of the Kendepartment
of
tucky
Education.
They are: Mrs. Geneva
Brownfield, Murray Middle
School; Mrs. Alberta Korb,
Calloway County High School;
and Mrs. Jo Horton Lovett, who
is also the assistant director of
the University School.
"Survival '72" was the conference theme, and special
interest sessions were
conducted to assist counselors with
particular problem areas of
adapting
programs
and
practices to the ever-increasing
needs of student in a rapidly..
changing society.
Attending
were school
Counselors, vocational counselors, employment counselors,'
according to Charles L.
Eldridge, director of school
relations at Murray State and
outgoing KPGA president.
Featured guest speakers
during the program were:
Kentucky Lt. Gov. Julian
Carroll; Dr. Lyman Ginger,
state superintendent of public
instruction; Mrs. Donna Chiles,
president of the American
Personnel and Guidance
Association; and Dr. Kenneth
Hoyt,
career
education
specialist at the University of
Maryland.
Aserage pot user
DALLAS IUP1 — A as
professor says the average
person arrested for poasession
of marijuana is a young, white,
single male who is a permanent
resident of his locality and is
either•student or a blue miler
worker-._
Methodist
Southern
Universits professor Robert
Bogomoimy reached this
conclusion in a study of more
than 800 cases in Dallas during
research for the National
Commission on Marihuana
and Drug Abuse,

'1--
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Down Concord Way ...

THE NURSES

Bra Coy Garrett Speaks On Mary And Martha At Good Shepherd

RNs taking pressure
off overworked doctors
the technology of medicine,
and the constant changes in
medication," she adds.
One example of the new
technology is found in the
electronic monitoring devices
used in intensive care,
By SHIRLEY GALLINA
coronary and neonatal units.
Copley News Service
Mrs. Patricia Dalrymple
works in all these areas as diWS ANGELES — Whether
it's a routine appendectomy, rector of nursing service at a
Los Angeles suburban hospidelivery of a baby, or open
tal. She believes that, alheart surgery, the need for
though health care is more
hospitalization puts a lump in
complicated today than ever
anyone's throat.
before, the patient is very
Highly specialized doctors
knowledgeable about mediand advanced medical equipcine in general.
ment promise sophisticated
"As the physician has
treatment
during
the
found, you can't just tell padramatic or acute phase.
bents what to do ... you have
But, after that, who is conto tell them why," Mrs. Dalcerned about you, both as a
rymple says.
person and a patient? Who is
''The patients not only want
the person who sees the docto know what you are doing,
tor's orders are carried out
but why and how you are doprecisely, and that all your
ing it.
needs are met?
"They also want to know if
It 11" your nurse.
it's going to hurt.
More and more, the respon"They ask,'How will I feel?
sibility for total attention to
What is the medication for?"
"
the patient has been assumed
Nurses put the patient's inby the registered nurse.- •
terest and cooperation to use.
And, she is better educated
"They teach the patient how
for that than any time in histo help himself," she says. "In
tory.
such cases as cardiacs or the
"Today, nurses are taught
diabetic,the regimen is deterto look at the'4ithole patient,
mined by the physician, but it
noting anything that may reis the nurse who must assist
late to the illness," says Mrs.
by making sure tfie patient
Betty Gibbons, director of
understands what the doctor
nursing service at a Califorwants turn to do ... and why he
nia hospital.
wants him to do it," Mrs.
It used to be that the nurse
Dalrymple says.
just carried out the doctor's
Nurses with the education
orders, and gave bedside
and skills to assume such re
care. She took care of the indisponsibility have come into
vidual as a patient ... not as a
being in fairly recent times.
person who has problems that
It was just 112 years ago
could relate or contribute to
that Florence Nightingale, the
his state of mind, such as fiheroine of the Crimean War
nancial worries," she says.
and the founder of modern
"Today's nurse is trained to
nursing, opened the first
think of the whole family in
training school for nurses in
relation to the patient. To take
England.
into consideration what the
And, it was only after 1930
patient faces after the hospithat hospitals began to emtal stay.. whether he can go
ploy graduate nurses to care
home and receive the right
for their patients. Previously,
care, or whether other argraduates found employment
rangements must be made,"
primarily with private paMrs. Gibbons points out.
tients at home, or sometimes
•'Although most people are
in hospitals.
aware that nurses are better
Student nurses provided the
educated today, many do not
major portion of nursing serknow the nurse's need for convices in hospitals.
tinuing education because of
the exploding-knowledge jav,-.-_-_.-1-2-70daY, basic bedside care
ii-carried on byThutses' aides
Far-ranging ducks
and licensed vocational
SALT LAKE CITY IUPII
nurses LVNs)," Mrs. Gib— Three ducks tagged in Utah
bons explains.
have been reported shot in
"A patient may not feel he
Russia in the last two years.
is getting nursing care, but
Editor's Note: This Is the
first of a three-part series
looking into the changes and
duties of modern hospital
purses.

November 2,
1972

We the undersigned do
hereby certify that we
have jointly and severally
sold alrof our interests in
the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home, of Murray, Kentucky, to Kenneth Churchill Imes and Tommy Lee
Walker and have no vested
interests, financial dr
otherwise, as of this date.

The trees were so lovely in
after church.
Otis Lovins invited the family autumn dress that we chose the
and the J. D. McClures to be his country roads by Buchanan and
guests for Sunday dinner at the through by Blood River Church
Avalon Smorgasbord room in of Christ.
And the day would have been
Paris. Two dollars for such a
Bro. Coy Garrett at Good
meal is now considered an perfect if we had not driven by
Shepherd chose for his scripastounding bargain for each what was once Freeland's Store
ture, Luke 10:38-42, about
one. We saw the Hal Win- and the old Freeland homeplace
Martha being cumbered with
chesters of Concord there, and and the Freeland Cemetery.
much serving, and Jesus saying
If ever there could be a
Laura Lassiter Jennings with
Mary chose the good part in
project for Boy Scouts to really
friends from Murray.
setting at Jesus' feet hearing
work wonders by a roadside, the
grandmothers
The
of
His word.
cleaning of that old graveyard
yesterday would have been
The audience surely was
would be a challenge.
horrified at the cost of feeding a
carried down memory lane
The few tombstones for once
dozen people.
recalling days when the
prominent citizens are almost
They never counted the cost hidden in brush and weeds, and
preacher was coming for dinner. The Marthas certainly of seating over the old wood there are no children left behind
needed help with the serving of range in the days before to care.
the old time preacher meals. refrigerators, running water,
I could understand the words
air conditioning, and can of Ecclesiastes 1:3, "What
How times have changed!
openers.
profit hath a man of all his labor
Electricity has converted the
which he taketh under the
And
they may, at that, have sun?"
kitchens but it has also changed
the menus, and women's lib has taken more time for being the
We hope that Otis Huey has
caused restaurants to overflow Marys and sitting at Jesus' feet. been dismissed from the Paris
By Estelle Spiceland
October 30, 1972
Many early risers had plenty
of time to walk the floor Sunday
waiting for church time.

it's the registered nurse RN)
who plans and evaluates what
he is getting, especially in
acute cases," she adds.
With increased responsibility has come greater vestige.
-The image of the nurse is
changing," Mrs. Dalrymple
points out. "It is changing
from that of a handmaiden to
the doctor to one of professional status where she has
something to contribute to patient care from a nursing
point of view.
"The registered nurses
have assumed many of the
functions formerly done only
by the physician," she adds.
Next: LVNs lighten the
load.

Hospital by now. He suffered a
heart attack.
Hassel Brown after a stroke is
in Westview Nursing Home.
We hope that Mrs. Effie
Shoemaker Kingins enjoyed her
96th birthday there. Her picture
proved the poem true, "If your
life is unselfish, if for others
you live, For not, how much you
get, but how much you can give,
If you live close to God in His
infinite grace, You don't have to
tell it. It shows in your face."
According to the success of
Fall Festivals, a few such could
certainly
update
school
buildings.
Well at least Mrs. Burman
Parker and I can feel assured
there will be a big turnout on
our birthday for November 7 is
Election Day.
And I doubt anyone doing any
better than Nixon has done
regardless of promises, so we
are ready to risk him again.

An Announcement

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home

We would like to take this opportunity to announce that as of yesterday, November 2, 1972, We, Kenneth
Churchill lines and Tommy Lee Walker have purchased in full the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, including the
business, funeral home and lot, all vehicles and the parking lot, adjacent to the Funeral Home and are now the
SOLE owners of the firm.
Also, we would like to announce that our Grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Ronald W. Churchill will again be ACTIVELY associated with the firm, as of this date.
Throughout the years it has been the policy of our firm to be open, honest and fair with the public, such was the
case last fall when the funeral home was sold to four area businessmen, and again now as we have purchased ALL
Interests,
As Great Grandsons of the founder, James Horace Churchill and Grandsons of the past owners, Ronald and
Rebecca Churchill, we feel that being home owned and home operated by members of a family that has been in
the funeral business in Murray and Calloway for over M years enables us to offer the very finest in funeral service
in this area. We grew up in this business and shall continue to grow with it. We are dedicated to it and thereby
know how to treat people fairly and at the same time give SINCERE,PERSONAL and REVERENT service to
those we serve.
V,e assure complete freedom of choice in funeral arrangements made only on the basis of private
family
decisions. We make no effort at any time to influence the family's decision in the selection room. We
display a
wide range of caskets, and at prices to meet the need of any family and to satisfy every preference.
All merchandise displayed and sold is of recognizable QUALITY, throughout the profession. We invite your
inspection
and comparison of our complete facilities and merchandise.
Everyone in our organization is deeply concious of the responsibility of our calling and
particularly of those entrusted to our
There can never be a substitute for reverence, sincerity and dignity on the part of the funeral
director who
serves you in your hour of sorrow, It is our desire to serve you as we ourselves would like to
be seri,ed.
We consider our calling a sacred one and deem it a privilege to serve you In an efficient and
thoughtful manner
in any way that is most helpful to you in your time of bereavement. Our home is dedicated
and our organization is
pledged to "SERVICE WITH REVERENCE,SINCERITY,DIGNITY AND ECONOMY."
our sincere disire is that you may feel that you have a trusted friend by your side in your time

of need.

We at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home appreciate your patronage and will be forever
grateful of your consideration of us.
Very Sincerely,

(Signed)
Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
Walter L. Apperson
A. Wilson Simmons, Jr.
Bethel Richardson

Kenneth Churchill Imes
Tommy Lee Walker

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Kenneth Churchill Imes - Tommy Lee Walker, owners
_3rti Maple Streets

Home Owned and Home Operated
Phone 753-2411
_
'Where Personal and Sincere Service Have Been A Tradition Since 1886"
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All homes can have
Economic
nice cozy fireplaces Stabilization
DOROTHEA M.BROOKS
NEW YORK 111Pli — It
has been "hearth and home"
almost since the dawn of
Fire—and the warmth, food
and security it symbolizes--is
an integral part of the home.
And today, more than ever,
according to the Fireplace
Institute, homeowners are
succumbing to the elemental
appeal of the hearth. No longer
is fire confined to campfire
blazes or custom -designed
fireplaces.
Any apartment, townhouse,
any style home can center
around the traditional hearth.
There are electric and gas-fired
units, as well as a wide variety
of wood-burning fireplaces.
The masonry fireplace, the
Institute says, remains the most
desirable in many locations
because its custom design and
fabrication blend into any
decor. Framed in fieldstone,
brick, ceramic tile or even
adobe, these wood -burning
units now are less costly than
they once were, thanks to more
efficient construction methods
and the use of prefabricated
metal parts, such as flues,
smoke domes and damper
assemblies.
However, the completely
prefabricated fireplaces also
have grown in popularity.
These retain the appearance of
the masonry fireplace but do
not demand its structural
requirements. These new prefab units are completely
assembled at the factory, and
may be framed in simply with 2
x 4 wood framing. Light in
weight, they may be supported
easily on any *well-built floor
system.
The pre-fabricated fireplace
will appear custom-designed
when faced with brick,
paneling, or other materials,
and located either in a wall or a
corner, or open on both sides
for two-room enjoyment. These
wood-burning units are suited
for new or existing homes.
Another new development in
home fireplaces, the Institute
says, is the free-standing unit.
available in a wide variety of
designs. The contemporary
steel mOdels, designed in
flowing modern lines . and
vibrant shadings such as hot
orange, flame blue and copper
tone, are especially useful in
contemporary rooms. If the
traditional is desired, they are
available also in authentic
reproductions of the cast-iron
Franklin Stove, or "brick"
Fireplace.
free-standing models
may be utilized in any room of
the house, such as kitchen, den
or bedroom—combining
warmth and conviviality with
ease of instathrtinn. --Thierzere,

be connected to existing flues,
and require no masonry or
special supports.
Nostalgic charm
If an ample wood supply is
available, the Institute says, the
wood -burning
units can
provide the nostalgic charm of
crackling logs and the glow of
embers. But if a ready wood
supply is difficult, a gas-fired
unit is an alternative. Lit by
switch or push-button, the
dancing flames resemble a real
wood-burning fire, with added
safety features of a safety shutoff and automatic pilot.
A
fireplace
designed
specifically for gas usually is
pre-fab, with a smaller flue for
the venting of gas fuel residue,
and equipped with a gas log
and connections. The smaller
flue usually will fit inside an
ordinary wall with little
modification.
The cons entional fireplace ,
however, can be fitted with a
gas log also, since it already has
a flue.
Gas logs are designed in
many styles and sizes,
simulating such woods as
twisted pine, mountain oak,
white birch and manzanite for
an authentic effect.
'Ile electric fireplace, too,
has grown in popularity, the
Institute says. It is especially in
demand for apartments. As
simple to install as a painting,
they are simply plugged into an
electric outlet, where the 'snap
of a switch starts flickering
"flames."
_These units require no
permanent flu* or
requirements of any kind, and
tire easily portable. They may
be purchased with or without
heating facilities. If warmth is
desired, the heating unit is
equipped with circulating fans
and thermostat. Models are
available for either 120 volt or
240 volt circuits.
No matter what your
fireplace, there is the question
of accessories.
Firescreens, tongs and log
baskets are essential for woodburning fireplaces, both for
safety and efficient perforrnance. With gas or electric
Fireplaces, accessories are
primarily decorative, adding to
the reality of effect. Accessories
today come in a wide variety of
ityles from burnished brass
to
American
early
Mediterranean
wrought-iron
and the gleam of contemporary
stainless steel or pewtered
driftwood steel.
Whether home is an apartment or a single-family
residence, your tastes simple or
sumptuous, it can_. "hearth

This column of questions and margins are required to refile
answers on the President's forms PC-,50. Category III firms
Economic Stabilization must also adjust their records.
Program is provided by the
employer
Q. Can an
local office of the U.S. Internal automatiOally pay salary inRevenue Service and is creases to new employees who
published as a public service. elect to become union members
The column answers questions and thus, are able to qualify for
most frequently asked about a higher wage scale under a
wages and prices.
master collective bargaining
Q. Can a firm increase prices agreement negotiated before
because of an increase in sales the Treeze?
tax?
A. Yes, if such a collective
A. No. Sales taxes collected bargaining agreement was
by a firm for the State would entered into before Nov. 14,
not be part of a firm's annual 1971. However, this emsales or revenues nor would ployment contract is subject to
they enter into profit margin challenge generally by the
calculations. Moreover, an employer, the union or two
increase in the sales tax rate members of the Pay Board.
would not justify a subsequent....
increase in prices. An increase
in excise taxes, however, would
justify a price rise, because the
tax is imposed on the production
of the item, whether or not the
product is ever sold. Thus, an
excise tax is an allowable cost.
Q. How are legal fees controlled under the Economic
Stabilization Program?
A. Law firms with more than
60 employees can not raise legal
fees above a 2.5 percent annual
limit. This ceiling alaplies to
increases in legal fees for the 12month period that began Nov.
14, 1971,and each succeeding 12month period. Firms which
taye_already raised their_
aggregate feeic aettie
percent limit Arta Nov. .14,
19'11; 4ill not be permitted
further increases until the
excess is worked off.
Q. May a firm include interest
on long-term debts as an
allowable cost when calculating
its current profit margin and its
base period profit margin?
A. Yes. Under a new Price
Commission policy, companies
with fiscal years beginning
after July 31, 1972 must report
interest on long-term debts as
an operating expense when
calculating they current profit
margin and base period profit
margin for Price Commission
purposes. Previously, only
obligations
interest on
maturing within a year had
been allowed in making these
computations.
All Category I and II firms
which did not periously use
interest on long-term debts as
an allowable expense when
iiisiv-pe-riad profit

MORGANFIELD, Ky.—A,
pioneer Job Crops strip mine
reclamation-training
project
will be established in two
Kentucky counties in according
to a joint announcement by
national Job Corps Director
John Blake, Kentucky Governor
Wendell Ford and by first
Congressional
District
Representative Frank Stubblefield.
The project to be located in
Muhlenberg and Hopkins
Counties will be an extension of
the Breckinridge Job Corps
Center at Morganfield, Ky.
It will recover to productive
life for recreational, conservation, and industrial use
approximately 635 acres.
The Morganfield facility
which houses, 1,825 Corpsmen
and teaches 18 vocational
trades will provide support
services to the project. The
Singer Company operates

Breckinridge for Job Corps
under a contract with the U.S.
Department of Labor.
According to Blake the new
facility will house 175 enrollee-es
and will teach heavy equipment
operation, heavy equipment
repair, cooking, carpentry, and
electrical installation.
The project is singularly sited
to the unique character of Job
Corps, Blake indicated.
Governor Ford said the state
will provide a master plan and
the engineering specifications
necessary to reclaim the land.
Mr. Blake said that the Job
Corps reclamation project is an
affirmative response to one of
the President's major concerns
involving protection of the
environment.
Kentucky has approximately
150 acres of strip mined land.
The extension to Breckinridge
will operate on a budget of

Nine ()Clock
Monday Morning at

Sensational SPECIAL PURCHASE
Compare to $3.00 Yd.

"ANNE KLEIN"

DESIGNER
111.011SE FABRICS

$1,758,518 which will carry it
through to the end of calendar
year 1973.
Preliminary
proposals
prepared by the Breckinridge
They're tough
CHICAGO 1UPII — Years
of fighting them on their home
grounds still has not eliminated
the mosquito problem, and
with good reason: they're born
to
e habitats of the world's
2,500 species of mosquitoes,
according to Encyclopaedia
Britannic*, range from small
holes in trees to huge swamps.
Many species can withstand
severely contaminated water,
including the hot, highly
alkaline volcanic pools of
Uganda.
Others can tolerate the
digestive enzymes of car•
nivorous plants and some are
bred in saline and brackish
pools. One species was found in
India breeding in a tank of
hydrochloric acid.

stall indicate construction costs
in the neighborhood of $400,000.
Construction includes three
pre-engineered dormitory
buildings on a concrete slab
foundation each measuring 130
x 40 ft.; one cafeteria of a
similar construction measuring
100 x 50 ft,; a combined
academic and administration
building measuring 150 x 60 ft.;
a
shop-classrooni-warehouse
building measuring 216 x 60 ft.;
and septic sewer facilities.
Heavy equipment for the
project has been acquired from
a variety of sources including
government surplus stocks in
Vietnam Transportation and,
rehabilitation of the equipment
will cost an estimated $350.000.

There are an estimated 5
million square dancers in the
United states and Canada.

WE SELL LOWER BECAUSE
WE OWN OUR OWN MILLS
VISIT OUR STORES
AND WE'LL PROVE IT!

WE SELL FOR LESS
DIRECT TO THE PUBLIC
BECAUSE!
t We Own Our Own Mills

Space center toured

f/Our Tremendous Buying Power
Enables Us To Obtain
Volume Discounts

special Saturday-only "ski
jets" to Twin Falls, Idaho,
from San Francisco and Los
Angeles, and to Kalispell,
Mont., from Seattle and Portland.
Airwest also serves ski
areas at Reno-Lake Tahoe,
Salt Lake City, Cedar City,
Utah; Calgary, Canada, and
Jackson Hole, Wyo. ...
TWA is taking a step to improve its inflight entertainment by selecting Alto Fonic
Programming as supplier of
entertainment for its eightchannel audio system. TWA
was the first to introduce inflight motion pictures to the
public, in 1959. ...
For youth and military
standby passengers, Western

RE-ELECT

U
•
•

18861'

aAnndswers

Reclamation Project To Be Established In State

VVVe Operate on Lower Overhead

Two-hour guided bus tours
are now being conducted daily
at the Marshall Space Flight
Center in Huntsville, Ala.,
where U.S. space exploration
started. Buses take visitors
into work areas of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's largest operation. Giant test stands for
the Apollo-Saturn moon rocket among items on display. ...
Skiers can reach many
winter resort areas in the
West through Hughes Airwest
''Ski Spree" packages. In December the airline will start

ie 753-2411

Questions

THE TRAVELER

By HAROLD McCONNELL
Travel Editor
Copley News Service
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Airlines is publishing a new,
specialized flight schedule. It
gives information on flights
between major western cities
that traditionally have room
for standby passengers. ...
A new, man-made white
sand beach has been carved
from the oceanfront at Willemstad, capital of Curacao.
Fronting on the Holiday Inn, it
is protected by offshore reefs
and clusters of coconut palms.
The island now has 38
beaches, most of which can be
reached by an excellent highway system. ...
Qantas Airways; the • Australian flag carrier, will introduce its own nationwide reservations system throughout
the United States. It's
scheduled for completion in
April. ...
Want to spend Christmas in
South America' TV host Hal
Sawyer's annual Christmas
Holiday Cruise starts Dec. 8
with a flight from Los Angeles, New York or Miami
aboard a Van* Airlines jeUiner to Rio de Janeiro. A 26-day
trip follows aboard the Santa
Mariana passenger-cargo liner including stops at Buenos
Aires and Lima as well as a
day and a half transit of the
Straits of Magellan. Cost
starts at $2,685 from Los Angeles.
Twelve "Cruise and Fly Vacations" to the Caribbean are
being offered from seven Midwestern cities — Chicago,
Cincinnati, Columbus, Dayton, Detroit, Indianapolis and
Toledo. Holland America's
Nieuw Amsterdam and the
German Atlantic Line's
Hanseatic are joining with
Delta Air Lines in the program.
The trips range from 10 to 12
days and cost starts at $640 a
person.
A 500-room Hotel Inter-Continental is being built in Rio de Janeiro. It will open in the
summer of 1974.

VOur Huge Volume Allows Us to
Sell at Lower Profit Margin
VVVe Sell the Newest Fashion
Fabrics Direct From Our
Own Apparel Plants.

D.
Klein". Exclusive
America's foremost designer "Anne
These blouses are
Yes, here are fabrics used by
blouses.
fine
Fall Collection of
fabrics used by "Anne Klein" in her country for $25 to $40 each. Here are the very
the
over
selling in exclusive shops ill
designer creation at a mere
make your own exclusive
same fabrics she has and you can
prints. 100% nylon
cotton
and
Dacron
from
fraction of ready made cost. Choose prints, dacron crepe prints and many, many_
dacrostrarickssItton voille
collection. Hurry
sheer prints.especially for the.'.Anne_ Kretn"
others. Exclusive patterns made
buy!
fabric
designer
for this once in a lifetime

ONLY REMNANT HOUSE
GIVES YOU A WRITTEN GUARANTEE
OF LOWER PRICES!
'Tr

-rr

21" ,
27

•

LOWEST PRICE
GUARANTEE

VISIT OUR DESIGNERS

Fall*Bov%446
Designers. Sample
Exclusive .fabrics from World Famous
most exclusive
lengths and experimental pieces of the world's
from the
fabrics
couturier
exquisite
of
selection
fabrics. Large
designers and all at
work rooms of the worlds most famous_
savings of 507c and even mo—

If after purchase of Fabric
from REMNANT HOUSE
you find that you can purchase the identical first qua.
lily fabric from any other
retailer in the trade area at a
lower
price. REMNANT
HOUSE will cheerfully refund the difference.
(Offer Good ~run One Week of
Purchase of FabrIc from
Remnant HouSe)
GUARANTEE OF LOWEST
PRICES ON 1ST QUALITY
FABRICS!
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A DIVISION OF ONE OF THE WORL D'S FOREMOST APPAREL MANUFACTURERS

204 W. WASHINGTON

Paris, Tn.
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9 - 6 (Friday)
9 • 5:30 (Saturday)
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MONEY

Interest won't stir crunch
By TO .,ABLE
Copley Nit 41 Service
DALLAS - Interest rates
are definitely headed higher
in the next 14 months but not
high enough to bring about a
"credit crunch" such as the
one experienced in 1969, says
Eugene Adams, new president of the American Bankers
Association.
Adams, president of the
First National Bank of Denver, took office here at the
98th annual convention of the
ABA, which represents 96 per
cent of the commercial banks
in the United States.
He said in an interview that
"tighter money is on the way
and you will probably see the

rates climb fastest in the second half of 1973. But we won't
have the crunch of previous
years.
-The one we went through
in 1969 was a lesson," Adams
said.
Adams said the prime-lending rate, presently at five and
three-quarters per cent at
most major banks, has a good
chance of reaching 6 per cent
by the end of this year. By the
end of 1973, he said, a prime
rate of seven to seven and onehalf is expected.
He said the economy is
moving along an upward
spiral and if it continues as
most people believe it will,
tighter money is inevitable.
"This is going to bring more
business investment in plant

It's really
in the stars
By T41MMY_M.GEDDIE
--DALLAS IUPII-Redhaired Frances Sakoian used to
throw a temper tantrum every
six months, but today when she
feels one of those cycles coming
on she knows how to handle it.
She cleans out the closet.
Mrs. Sakoian said she
learned to control her temper
by understanding herself
through astrology. Her third,
book, "Th-s. AiitTolbier's
Handbook.- is being published
by Harper 8 Row.
She was interviewed at the
convention of the American
Federation of Astrologers, of
which she is a director.
"You learn who you are,
what your potential is through
astrology." she said, "You
/earn what you are capable of
doing and where your hangups
are that you have to work with.
"In astrology we learn that
we can't change anybody else,
that we've got to change
ourselves,"
Mrs. Sakoian said a person
can change undesirable personality aspects as revealed
through astrology, citing her
own temper as an example.
"I used to label it righteous
indignation," she said. "And as
long as I put that label on it I
.was unable to work with it.
• "But after a while, as I
learned more astrology. I
learned that this was cyclic'that it just seemed like events
(would conspire to bring out this
'flare of temper. It would set off
every six months.
7-"And then when- I learned_10_
chart this cycle, then I was able
to be an observer of my actions
and realize that I was reacting
to something that was outside
of myself, but the seed of it was
in me.

"I finally learned not to get
myself so I was caught up in
this thing, and I learned to
handle it. I started cleaning out
ms closets on those days, for
instance.
"I used the energy in a
constructive manner, because
the energy is going to be there,
and how you are going to use it
is going to be dependent on
you. she said.
.-Stritoian, who. ie from
Arlington, Mass., taught the
first accredited course in'
astrology at a' university in the
United States, at John F.'
University
at
Kennedy
Martinez, Calif. She had 35
students in that class, but in a
noncredit course at Berkeley
she had 350 students.
She said astrology works.
very basically, due to the
dispersement of energy caused
planets in different
positions.
In answer to a question
whether astrology could fit in
with theories of established
religion, Mrs. Sakoian said.
"All religions speak of the
omnipresence of the eternal
creator, or God, or whatever'
you want to call it.
"Now what does omnipresent mean? It means that
the eternal is equally present
everywhere. There is nowhere
where He is not. I use "Hebecause 1 have to use terms of
description.
"So if this is true, isn't He
present with the stars? Isn't he
present in everything?"
...M.ra....Sakoian said a person
should not readThis horoaeope
and decide he is going to be the
person revealed in those signs.
She said ever) person has the
ability to make himself better.

4/2ffididdi/ORef
Calvary Temple First
Pentecostal Church of
God
Your new building is beautiful!
Thank you for letting us be a part of it.

FITTS BLOCK & READY MIX
E. Maui - Murray Box A
rimw

+wow

Phone 753-3540

and equipment and inventory
accumulation," Adams said.
You know this creates a
greater demand for money."
Adams said the major progams for the ABA in the
coming year would be in minority employment, minority
(ending, student loans and
better meeting the challenges
of customer service and public responsibility.

"I wish instead of doing it a
By EDITH M. LEDERER
little at a time, either they'd do
Associated Press Writer
ABOARD CARRIER AMER- it or not do it," said Maj. Lee
ICA off Vietnam I AP) - Be- "Bear" Lasseter of Lake
cause of all the talk about the Wales, Fla." If they don't, it'll
possibility of a cease-fire in the be a lot harder going up North
Vietnam war, many pilots later on.
"All we're interested in is
aboard the aircraft carrier
America say they're not taking getting the job done - ending
the war. The rumors have got
any chances.
They go after their assigned to affect people a little bit
He said that during the last
targets, but in a crunch situ- You don't want to be the last
five years the banking indusone shot down."
ation caution is the key.
try had the largest percentage
The pilots said safety is alOne squadron commander
gain of any industry in hiring
said the North Vietnamese are ways a paramount concern, but
minority citizens, according
to a study made by the Deshooting "with everything as Lt. j.g.) Mary Baldwin of
Springfield, Colo., put it, -Now
partment of Labor
they've got."
"It's
the
big
push,"
said that there's a chance the war's
"Also, in 1970, we estabCmdr. Don Summer of Hous- going to be over, I'm extra
lished a goal of loaning $5 bilton, Tex. "They feel they're go- cautious. I don't take any
lion to minority businessing to have a settlement soon. chances."
men," Adams said. "In the
One key to survival for these
They're not worried about amfirst two years, the total loans
were $415 million, so we are
munition, and they're shooting men is motivation.
-It's easy for us to think too
on target with that program.
everything they've got - at
There was 40 per cent accomleast that's the way it seems to much about a cease-fire and let
down," explained Lt. Cmdr, Be
plished in the first two years,
me."
with three years to go, and I
Last week, President Nixon Smith of Jacksonville, Fla. "As
think we will make that on
ordered bombing halted above soon as you start to relax time or ahead of time."
the 20th parallel, putting the that's when you get shot
Hanoi-Haiphong area and the down."
There are other areas of imrailroads to China off limits.
portance in "an aroused and
"When we moved down below
changing social environthe 20th, they knew - so they
ment," Adams said.
moved their defenses down,"
"In an effort to assure that
said Summer. "It's been my
we continue to keep pace with
observation that they're accelemerging needs, and to transerating, whether it's defenses
late awgreness .into responNEW YORK 1UP11 or moving supplies. The end's
sive action: I arn'proposing to
Milking a goat, cutting hair,
in sight so they're going for
repairing shoes and sewing
ABA directors that we form a
broke."
pants is what you would expect
new public-policy commitof a farmer, barber, cobbler
The America, operating off
tee," he said.
and tailor.
g--_North___Yiginam pear the demiliThe conututtee wiTurirK p
Rot they also happen to be
____tarized zone, has turnecTihRi-a—
confront such issues as consome of the extre services
rumor mill since Henry A. Kisperformed
- American
sumer needs arid expectasinger's -announcement last
Airlines personnel along with
tions, competing social needs
week that "peace is at hand."
their regular duties, according
for bank funds, conflicts beto Bill Hunter.
-"The rumors aboard this ship
teen the right of privacy and
Hunter, a former Dallas
I
can't
believe
it,"
said
Lt.
demands for accessibility to
newman who is editor of AA's
Col.
J.K.
Cochran
of
Beaufort,
bank financial records, freeemplosee newspaper Flagship
NC, who commands the only
ing bank employment pracNews, recently compiled a list
Marine attack squadron in the of "above and beyond"
tices from barriei s of bias and
7th Fleet. "You name a day be- assistance provided customers
tradition and the long-range
consequences of investment
tween now and next April that in emergencies. Here are a few:
A fleet service clerk. at
and industrial technology on
there'll be a cease-fire, and
Chicago
milked the goat. An
the environment.
I've heard it."
Oklahoma City woman had
bought a Great Seamen goat to
ensure a supply of milk. for an
ailing son who needed it as part
of his daily diet. The goat was
delivered to the AA freight
detergent and warm water will terminal at O'Hare InBy ANDY LANG
take
off
the
accumulated
AP Newsfeatures
ternational Airport in Chicago
Q. - We had vinyl tiles put grease and grime. For especial- just after the day's last
down on our kitchen floor a few ly stubborn areas, use a strong- departure for Oklahoma City.
That meant an overnight
years ago. They are still in good er detergent .When washing the
condition and still solidly at- walls, do it differently than stay for the, animal. It also
meant,
the owner said, that the
tached to the floor, but my wife most persons. Start at the botgoat would have to be milked
is changing the color scheme tom and work upwards. If you that night
and the next morand wants to replace them with start at the top, the dirty water ning or it could stop
giving
tiles of a different color lam will run down the walls, min- milk. Bernie
McCauley
thinking about using vinyl as- gling with the old dirt and caus- volunteered to lend a hand and'
ficrstos tiles7 It seems like a ing a difficult removal task. the day-and the milk supterrific job to take up the old When dirty water runs down a ply-was SainsiT.
tiles. Can I put them down over just-cleaned surface. it wipes
Maria Elias, a passenger
the old tiles'
off easily.
service representative at
•
•
Lambert-St.
Louis
InA. - Yes. But it is important
1For either of Andy Lang's ternational Airport, didn't have
that any wax on the floor be
booklets.
.'Wood
Finishing
in anything against long hair but
thoroughly removed. otherwise
the adhesive will nnt hold prop- the Home- or "Resilient Floor she took the passenger into
erly. An added step that will Tiles,- send 30 cents and a long, AA's baggage room to trim his
insure secure gripping power is stamped, self-addressed enve- locks, The young man had no
to sandpaper the old tiles a bit lope to, Know-How, P.O. Box objections, either, Seems he
was on his was to National
to roughen the surfaces, but I 477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743, Be Guard summer
and
have seen excellent installa- sure to specify which booklet planned to have hiscamp
hair cut in
tions where this step was not you want )
the airport barber shop but it
taken. In laying .the new tiles.
was closed.
be sure that the joints do not Country people
So he asked Miss Elias if she
KUALA LUMPUR IU1311
fall over the seams of the old - Only 14.9 per cent of the
would trim his hair enough for
tiles.
him to pass inspection.
4,685,938 Malay population in
•
It was a stewardessWest Malaysia live in urban
unidentified-who came to the
Q. - I am going to paint our areas, according to the 1970
aid of a passenger flying from
kitchen. My wife says she census.
wants to wash the walls first
but isn't sure what to wash
them with. Can you help"

Here's the Answer

A. - Your wife has made a
wise decision. For most jobs of
this kind, washing with a mild
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By H. P. JANS
Copley News Service

TOKYO - One typically
smoggy 1971 Tokyo day as I
was driving past the Diet
)parliament) building with a
friend from the Foreign Ministry I noticed what appeared
to be stone and steel going up
around the Diet grounds.
"Oh, that's part of our new
democracy," my friend explained. "It's to keep out the
student demonstrators we expect in a few weeks - when
the matter of U.S.-Japanese
Okinawa negotiations come
up." A few years earlier the
students would have been
jailed before they had a
chance to demonstrate.
The concrete and steel - a
concrete wall topped by sharp
steel staves - may be part of
"democracy" but they also
are part of a tough and efficient Japanese management
of demonstrations that controls thousands of militants
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Businessmen Favor Sales
Tax Over Property Taxes

Independent business people exactly a sales tax, it has been
surveyed_ so far in various attacked by opponents, as such,
states through special state with the charge that this is 4.
surveys conducted by the regressive type of taxation.
National Federation of InBut apparently in the states
dependent Business are close to so far surveyed by the NFIB,
unanimous in their viewpoint the independent business people
that property taxes must be do not hold this viewpoint
reduced.
despite the fact that collection
In fact, the survey results and transmittal of such a tax
show quite strongly that if adds an extra overhead burden
necessary to accomplish this on their operations.
reduction, other types of taxes
It is believed that the sales
should be levied to make up the'-tax is favored by the indifference,
dependent business people on
In the fifteen states surveyed the belief that the present real
so far in this particular area, an estate taxes are progressively
increase of the existing sales making home ownership most
tax, or the adoption of a sales difficult and in the case of the
tax is by far the Preferred elderly, impossible.
alternative.
While all business people will
This data is drawn from the agree that government costs
states
of
California, should be cut to make any tax
Washington, Wisconsin, Texas, increase unnecessary to reduce'
Kentucky, Missouri, Colorado, property taxes, there is also the
Massachusetts, Idaho, Alaska, feeling that if a tax adjustment
Indiana, Oklahoma, Ohio, is essential, the sales tax is the
Florida, and Illinois.
preferable solution because it is
According to the states, the a "straight" tax. In other
percentage in favor of a sales words, unlike hidden taxes, or
tax over any other form oftax to income and payroll taxes which
reprace lower property taxes add to the overhead -and are
ranges from 60 percent to 75 thus pyramided by markups
percent. along the tine, resulting in the
.....Ity_erat months ago, the 'ultimate consumer paying more
Federal Administration Firsed" -for the goods or services than
as a trail Minn the concept-of-a government actually collects
value added tax to raise funds from the tax, the exact amount
for reducing - local property of the tax collected by governtaxes. While the VAT is not ment is all the consumer pays.
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finally
mentioned his plight to Tony
DeSocio, the flight service
director on the DC 10. DeSocio
suggested ,the man retire to a
lavatory, remove his pants,
a
wait there until a stewardess
made the repairs. The stitches
in his britches, the passenger
said, saved him further embarrassment.
Robert L. Seredick, another
flight service director, had
barely announced he was on
board to help passengers with
travel or "related" problems,
when a woman reported she
had a "related" one, The heel
of her shoe was broken.
Seredick enlisted the aid of
Flight Engineer William P.
Rayburn who, with a tool from
his flight kit, straightened the
twisted nails and hammered
the heel back into place.
On a number of occasions,
AA employees also have
provided bed and board and
ground transportation for
stranded travelers. When a
German woman and her infant
missed a connection in
Memphis, ticket sales agent
Susan Raftery took them home
for dinner and lodging. She also
loaned the woman a dress and
provided fresh diapers for the
- During a taxi Arikain New,
York last year Capt. W.R.
Bowen regularly informed the
passengers of the frequency
and fares of bus services from
the airport. He also would
announce which direction he
and his crew were heading and
said each had room for three
passengers in their cars.
And then there is Lou
(:adorette, an AA ticket
salesman at Newark Airport.
Five minutes before a_ flight
was to leave for Chicago, an
elderly woman shuffled up with
her daughter and asked where
it was boarding.
The plane was leaving from
the departure gate farthest
from the counter. Cadorette did
some fast mental calculations
and derided she would never
make it on time without
emergency action.
So he dragged a wheelchair,
put the lad) in it and dashed
for the gate with the daughter
ninning behind. They made it
but when the farewells began.
Cadorette realized he had made
a mistake.
It wasn't the old lad) who
was going to Chicam,-ji wee,
her (laughter.

before the riot stage is
reached.
Early and expert intelligence on would-be rioters'
plans is another successful
police tool, as is mass police
action when an emergency
situation is near- to the point
where two years ago police
were mobilized nationwide to
stamp out simultaneous internal disorders in Tokyo,
Osaka, Nagoya and other big
cities.
This type of tough action
has brought foreign police experts from the United States
and around the world to see
how the Japanese do it. They
usually seek out Masaharu
Gotoda, director-general of
the National Police Agency,
for advice on how to deal with
the global increase in demonstrations-riots.
"These Japanese extremist
groups have intensified their
radical and violent activities
under the slogan of the abrogation of Japan's alliance
with the United States,"
Gotoda said in a report on the
techniques he uses to control
unruly crowds.
Gotoda pointed to the intensified training given riot police - there are 5,000 such
special officers in Tokyo alone
-and the general riot control
schooling given all police
throughout the nation. "We
have been tightening control
over these violent activities
by augmenting the strength of
p
--Torree-Unttsand w4U
improvement of the required
police equipment," he said.
Japan also makes its approximate 280,000-man defense t army ) ground force
available for riot control but
so efficient are the police that
it neiter has been necessary to
call on the troops.
The special riot police, and
all officers when on riot duty,
wear a protective helmet
called an "anti-rock protector- along with leather
patches attached to both sides
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and a face shield. They also
wear protective vest and leg
guards with duralionin lining
and steel-plated gloves with
sponge lining. Many carry
man-size dural shields, long
and tough police batons
known to Americans as
"nightsticks" plus tear gas
launchers.
The riot police rarely carry
firearms.
Water cannons, common in
Latin American and Italian
riot control tactics,are part of
the equipment here, too, along
with sufficient supplies of tear
gas.
There is a strategy here to
be tolerant of a certain
amount of demonstrating*
even if it stops traffic and
causes other inconveniences,
but the rioters seem to know
just how far they can go before the full massed strength
of the police will be applied
against them. We follow the
remote supervisory and controlling method as a rule,"
Gotoda said, "avoiding direct
contact with the rioters so far
as circumstances will permit.
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CHURCH AND STATE
Roth the Bible and the Constitution enunciate the great
principle of the separation of church and state. Repeated and stronger
attacks are being made upon this invaluable principle.
Matthew 22:15-22
The question of whether or not to pay tribute to Caesar, which
was raised by the enemies of Christ, gave our Lord a splendid
opportunity to teach that every person has obligations to God and
to his government.
1. The Pharisees.
The Pharisees were the most strict and orthodox sect of the
Jews. They were proud, exclusive, boastful of their good deeds,
strict adherents to traditional beliefs, and precise in their
religious worship. They reduced religion to a set of rules and
-c
tonies. To them, the traditions of their fathers were more
important than the divine revelation. They hated Christ with
satanic animosity.
2. The Herodians.
They were essentially a political and not a religious party, and
in this respect were the very opposite of the Pharisees.
Religiously they were skeptics. They believed that the Jews
should submit to the dominion of the Romand.
3. The Sadducees.
The Sadducees were the rationalists and materialists of that
day. In their estimation there was no place for repentance, faith
or forgiveness. They taught that the existence of angels and a
bodily resurrection were illusion. They denied the miracles, the
resurrection of the physicical body and the judgment.
The Scheme
Even though these three groups of schemers were at great
variance, they met, exchanged ideas, and concocted a clever
scheme to allure Christ into self-incrimination. Frequently bitter
enemies become friends in a common cause or crime. About the
only thing on which Satan's follwers will unite is their efforst
against Christ and His cause.
Their diabolical scheme was to propound a question to Christ
that, regardless of how He might answer it, would bring upon Him
the hatred of the populace of the punishment of the secular
authorities. They merely wanted to prove that He was disloyal to
His people because He advocated the payment of tribute to
Caesar, or that He was a traitor to Caesar because He recommended rebellion against taxation.
The Subtlety
"Starting with words of smoothese flattery,' those malicious
hypocrites asked Him an exceedingly delicate question. The
obvious intent of their subtle question was to ensnare Him in His
speect-c.-"ffiey chaTIFfiettittrirto- pealt-ilis-faincl-withoot reservation or fear of than. These. wicked pretenders posed as learners,
but in reality their minds were already closed. They were simply
searching for a seapon to use against Him.
The Surprise
Seeing through their trickery and duplicity, Christ turned 'to
them and said, "Shew me tirbute money." They brought to Him a
denarius, a coin which the Jews used when paying their taxes to
the Roman government. He asked them whose image and
superscripion appeared on the coin, and they replied, "Caesar's."
Christ's statement, "Render therefore unto Caesar the things
which are Caesar's: and unto God the things that are God's,"
truly surprised them, Thus He laid down the rule that it is the duty
of all people to acknowledge their obligations to both human
governments and God. Failure to perform one's obligation to
human government is wrong, but denial of God's ownership and
failure to perform one's obligation to Him is a far greater sin.
Acts 5:27-29
So successful were Peter and John in preaching about the
resurrected Christ and in healing the sick that the jealous Jewish
authorities had them arrested and imprisoned. God sent an angel
to release the apostles from the prison, and to command them to
touttnue their preaching in the tediple. These men did net behave
like escaped convicts, but as men whose work had been inlerrupted temporarily.
When the high priest sent officers to the jail to have the
prisoners brought before thesenate of Israel on the next morning,
they discovered that the prisoners had escaped. That the guards
had not noticed .their escaPe indicates that something supernatural had occurred. The authorities Were iii-g—
reaTatstress whenthey received the account of the complete security of the prison
and the absence of the prisoners. What an embarrassment to
them!
Imagine the chagrin and perplexity of the robed members of the
court when they received the report that the apostles whom they
had put in prison were teaching publicly in the temple. Upon
learning this, they had the officers to take the apostles into
custody again and imprison them, but "without violence for they
feared the people." One reason why the people favored the
apostles was because of their burning zeal for the slavation of lost
souls and for the instruction of the saved, which was in striking
contrast to the religious leaders tsho opposed them.
When the apostles were brought before the Council, no
questions were asked about their escape from prison because no
further test about supernatural power was desired. After placing
the prisoners in the center of the Council, the high priest charged
them with disobeying the order which they had received not to
teach in L name of Christ. He asked them, "Did not we straitly
command you that ye should not teach in his name? and, behold,
you have filled Jerusalem with your doctrine." Whether the highpriest was making this admission consciously or unconsciously it
was very damaging. The authority of the Jewish leaders was
superseded by that of the humble apostles, and that was a contributing factor in their jealously of the Lord's servants.
Courageous Peter and the other apostles explained their refusal
to obey the mandate by saying that they were not in the world
primarily to obey man, but rather to obey God. Convince that God
was with them, the apostles refused to be frightened by threats,
stripes, imprisonments or death. Every believer in Christ must
obey Gad regardless of what others say or do.
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Church For Handicapped
Built In Fort Worth
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
The chapel doors are wide,
allowing easy access by wheel
chairs. Ramps slant up to the
entrance and to the podium inside. Space for wheel chairs intersperses the rows of moveable chairs.
These are among the special
features of a small church in
Fort Worth, Tex.,—Crusaders
Chapel. A sign in front tells its
particular purpose:
"A Church Where the Handicapped Can Grow and Serve."
Most of its approximately 50
members are physically handicapped, half of them in wheel
chairs. It is one of several such
congregations that have developed around the country.
In ordinary congregations, a
handicapped person often feels
-out of place" because he can't
fully participate, says Ronald
Ballard, who sparked organizing of the chapel after he was
paralyzed from the neck down
in a car accident.
He says the special chapel
"fills our needs" since it is free
of the usual psychological and
architectural barriers for the
handicapped and they are able
to feel at ease on equal terms
with fellow members.
Fort Worth's Sagamore Hill
Baptist church is sponsor of the
congregation, but it is not limited to Baptists, and includes
taembers,from various denominations.
_ Another innovative ministry
is -Mobile Meals," a churchsponsored program in Westfield, N.J., catering to elderly
persons in several adjoining
communities.
About 150 volunteer workers
of several denominations
participate in the program,
which seeks to make sure that
elderly clients have good
nourishing meals.

By JACK WEBB
capped neighbors. Some stuCopley News Service
dents themselves produce tapes
for the program.
MONTREAL, Canada —
"If they read fairy tales, "You can stand on any street
that's all right—we distribute corner in Montreal," said
them in pediatric wards,- Fa- Mark Twain, "and throw a
ther Schneider says. He notes stone and it will break a
that the fourth graders' record- stained glass window."
Mark Twain, as usual, was
ed corny jokes also go over
well with old people who have capturing the truth in a minilittle contact with ch ldren and mum of words.
Montreal is a city of
miss it.
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"We not only render a service, we show we care," says
Janice Testa, a Westfield Episcopalian and leader of the program, which serves persons too
ill to prepare meals or those on
fixed low incomes but too proud
to accept charity.
With Westfield's First Baptist
church providing kitchen facilities and serving as headquarters for the nonprofit venture,
it delivers basic meals at a
weekly cost of ;15 per person,
raised by donations and nominal feeFt paid by the elderly
clients.
At Westport, N.Y., Episcopal
church, its pastor, the Rev.
Dana Kennedy, has arranged to
have the church's entire Sunday services recorded on tape
and taken to the homes of shutins and played for them.
Women of the parish Altar
Guild distribute the recorded
services —within hours after
morning services—to the sick
and other persons unable to attend church.
In Metuchen, N.J., the Rev. SAGMARFUS
William Schneider of St. ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
at
Francis Roman Catholic church
Borrow a page from another's
started a similar service, successful manual. But don't
recording sermons, masses, underestimate
your own
discussions and other material valuable know-how. Find that
on tape and distributing them "just-right" medium for steady
to patients in hospitals and attainment.
nursing homes.
The program is called
STOP—Service To Other
People.
Young people, acting as
-mini-chaplains," also distribute the tapes to handi-
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church in the world that has
stained glass windows in the
ceiling.
Montreal is an old city, and
the churches are only part of
the general aura of ancient
grandeur that the tourist finds
here.
The cobbled streets of Old
Town, for example, are filled
with the chatter of French
voices, and its boutiques, lay.
ems and old buildings attest
to the French desire to keep
the city's varied European atmosphere intact.
Montreal is also a city of
many delights. There are the
French-speaking nightclubs
and the taverns where only
men are allowed, dancing on
tables at the German beer
hall and La Ronde, the big
amusement park at the Man
and His World Exposition on
the island of St. Helene.
There is skiing in the mountains, a half-hour's drive
away, and dozens of gourmet
restaurants.
But the American tourist
should not miss a visit to the
churches of this 325-year-old
city. They are gilt-andstained-glass witnesses to the
faith of a whole people.
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churches and cathedrals
which raise their domes and
spires above the modern office buildings.
On a visit to Montreal you
can drop by the St. Joseph's
Oratorio, a cathedral-like
church that is a gathering
point for the faithful from
throughout Canada. There are
thousands of crutches and
canes inside the church —
mute testimony to the millions of crippled Canadians
who have come to the church
seeking a miracle and, they
claim, were granted one.
On any given day you will
find Catholic Canadians
climbing on their knees up the
hundreds of stone stairs leading into the church, certain
that a miracle will meet them
at the altar.
Or you can go to the Church
of Notre Dame in Old Montreal, one of the most beautiful
churches in the world.
The marble aisles slope
gently down into the bowels of
the church, ending just before
a huge wooden altar covered
with gold. In the ceiling you
will see two huge stained
glass windows. The Cathedral
of Notre Dame is the only
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er than one quarter of an inch.
— many of which may be steadily than many. But you the opening so that it spans the
Actually, the quarter-inch desdistinctly novel. Capitalize on MUST control a tendency to go first and third studs_ Put in ignation refers only to the maxall during this good period.
to extremes for, once your have shelves between the studs and imum size of the bit shank it
set your mind on a certain Use moulding around the out- will handle. But bits and special
LEO
side of the opening to finish it hole saws with quarter-inch
(July 24 to Aug. 23) *126kC objective, nothing stops you —
off_
shanks can be used in the drill
You should attain top-grade and you COULD get off on the
• • '
and will cut holes up to 3 inches
benefits now. Emphasize your wrong foot. Outstandingly
When steaming off or otherindividualism, dynamic per- versatile, your choices of a wise removing
After removing the old finish
sonality and tenacity in the face career are almost limitless. In sure to cover wallpaper, be
the floor with from a floor with a floor sander
the business world, you could
of obstacles.
crumpled
newspapers.
If
you prior to refinishing, it is essensucceed as executive, financier,
VIRGO
manufacturer, merchandiser or don't, you'll find the wallpaper tial that the entire room be
WU\
sticking
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
organizer on the grand scale; on off .the to the floor as it comes vacuumed before doing another
Wall, not only making a thing.
You will require more than the artistic side,
writing, mess but causing
stains.
ordinary patience now; will also painting, music and sculpture
have to be extremely careful in are the best outlets for
your
In roller painting rough
4 Thirty-five home repairs are
making decisions. Turn thumbs talents. Birthdate of:.. Guido
stucco, deep indentations may discussed in Andy Lang's helpdown on dubious schemes
Reni, Ital. painter; Walter not take the paint. Keep a large ful handbook. "Practical Home
LIBRA 6
Cronkite, TV newscaster; Art sponge handy. When dipped in RePairs.- available by sending
'Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Carney, actor.
the paint, it is excellent for $1 to-this newspaper in care of_
Planetary influences only
filling those hard-to-reach Box 5. Teaneck, N.J. 07666.
New
Britons
mildly auspicious. Pursue a
areas.
LONPON UPli — Nearly
cautious but flexible course.
•
40,000 persons received British
The prong-horned antelope
Plastic wood used to make
View things in their true per- citizenship in 1971, the Home
is the only hollow-horned
repairs is difficult to remove
spective — not unrealistically. Office reports. Of the total, 173
animal that sheds its horns.
when some of it gets on an
were Americans.
SCORPIO
nit
A
fr
e
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
.37•03700:1CA:C
:0:3
4
Your natural dependability
and willingness to work unstintingly for a cause can put
you far ahead in the race for
4
o
r
future gains now. But visualize
all possibilities before acting.

V.:1' U L4
munity.
our
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God
W

We are proud to have had a part in the
completion of this fine faclity.

ini

CLAUDE VAUGHN

ENE

PLUMBING & HEATING
501 No 4th St.

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-6168 7-.1i
•;!..;•
4111;t;41r4 10...,.••••••%111,1••4;4•...,.• •
•••
ame,
a.mr

6;2,1;4

.••••

.

see

a,

We were
honored to
provide your
carpeting and
draperies.

Thurman
Furniture
Co.
208 E Main
Phone 753-4834
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A New York City Fireman's Story: You Have To Expect Injuries
By PHIL THOMAS
master's degree in communiAP Newsfeatures Writer
cations. and a teacher's certifiNEW YORK IAP) —
cate
Dennis Smith is a New
He has, however, no intention
of quitting the fire department
York City fireman. He has
it's the life I've created for
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
seen people burned to death. He
myself," he says with a shrug
has been badly burned himself
MOO
00M0
BOO
-There is nothing to make me
7 Symbol for
ACROSS
OMO MOO ONOM several times. But after nine
tantalum
leave the department except
almost daily
living
years
of
OGIODOMMO
MOO
Swift
8 Arid so forth
money. and I am not overly
DODOO MUM
with smoke and heat and flame
Vapor
(abbr.)
interested in that
Distant
De 000 00e0 and the nearness of death he
9 War
Motherly
::12
GOM EIDIM OMMOU still can remark laconically'.
god
.1 want to be a fireman You
woman
,OM 000 UM DO
10 Parent
"'la Near
as the best way to
things that give you a sense
long
do
"As
MOOOM 000 MOM put a fire out is to get close to
11 Evaluates
:
115 Agile
0000 MMO MO
13 Approaches
37 Whale
OMB OD000 it, you have to expect injuries."
18 Make lace
16 Former Russian
20 Remains at
ruler
Smith. the slender. 31-yearUMOMMUMO0 000
ease
19 Cnaracteristic
00031 0000 BOO old father of three young sons,
23 The unal
21 Bound
M000 0000 000 IS attached to Engine Co. 82.
24 Ireland
22 Gastropod
26 Showers
and during the six years he has
mollusk
28 Teutonic deity
been with the company he has
25 Itlistake
49 Is mistaken
29 Trap
37 Girl's name
been' taken to the hospital" 40
31 Harvesters
27 Country of
52 Intellect
38 Antlered
33 Angers
Europe
animal
or 50 times "My worst injury
54 Underworld
35 race of watch 30 Weird
god
By BOB COOPER
40 Gotten up
DENNIS SMITH
ca me when I was pulling a hose
36 Sharp
name
57
Girl's
Three-toed
32
41
Native
Associated Press Writer
had to spend
back
and
replies
my
I
hurt
Egyptians
sloth
34 Leading
39 Flowering
three months lying on my stom- view, the terrible deprivation
LEXINGTON, Ky.
58 Behold!
44 Stage whisper
bush
of
Player
ach. I've been badly burned five a place like the South Bronx.
60 Brother of Odin
47 Rail bird
42 Coniunction
36 Forays
(AP) — Increasing your
43 Lasso
times Bad enough to leave
"I think I succeeded The re- learning power, accord45 Roman
scars. But fortunately these are sponse has been good on
:
tyrant
all ing to Laia Hanau, is as easy as
all well-hidden. Under the col- levels. From the firefighters as
46 Possessive
pie.
•
pronoun
lar ••
well as people in high position
48 Wipe out
An assistant professor of
in
based
company
is
Smith's
who have written me about the
-60 Pinch
51 Arab sailing
the South Bronx, an area he crises of New York City. And, I study techniques at the Univervessel
sity of Kentucky, Mrs. Hariau
most poverty wanted people in power to
as
"the
describes
look
53 Encircle
stricken in New York. Nothing at firefighting as well as the has proved her point nearly
55 Saint (abbr.)
1.000 times since she devised a
worse."
56 Continued
ghettos of this country. Nobody
story
Touched, also angered. by the seemed to have heard of the study technique that is aston59 Impels
plight of the people living in his South Bronx until now, perhaps ishingly simple.
61 Proportion
It all began about 10 years
area
as well as wanting to dis- The book seems to have
62 City in
cuss firefighters and fire- reached people who care on dif- ago when Mrs. Hanau, wife of a
Germany
physics professor at the univerfighting. Smith has written an ferent levels.•'
.
autobiographical book. "Report
Writing a book while working sity, was about to begin pracschool.
From Engine Co 82"
I Keep
full-time at the day and night tice teaching at a high
"It occurred to me that these
2 Part of
In writing the book, which he life, of a fireman apparently
To be''
finished in six months, Smith wasn't all that difficult for kids had measles of the brain.
3 Seed
says, "I decided I had three Smith, an intense man who re- They were just sitting there
—Container,
responsibilities to the fire- veals that he also was working while a lot of facts were run4 Romadloecl
ning around the room and they
fighters I worked with, to the
5 Put off
as a firelighter while'taking a 1weren't absorbing them," she
6 Symbol for
to:ilover...ant
atl
-firefighters1)betr, by. United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
samarium
lustrate, (rem a uniceie point or taaehetor's Alegfee in English.a .recalls.
"rtiaIllny husband that iitight
that it Wasn't the kids' fault or
the teachers' fault; it was just
IF I 60 SACK OUT5IPE,
NO, 1 FEEL FINE... 1.2
I 5EE
that they didn't know how to
AND CATCH A COLD, THEN
JUT LiKE ID TALK TO
absorb the things that were
MAY I TALK TO HIM
HIM FOR A MINUTE.,
being told them or that .they
were reading.
-My husband isn't very emotional — physics professors
never are — so he told me not
to get upset. He said I should do
something about it — and I did.
-About two in the morning, I
just woke up and I had it." she
BLONDIE
said.
What she had was the first
step in her technique, which she
has copyrighted under the title,
Statement-Pie. It makes it
simple to categorize everything
one reads or hears in the classroom.
Every lesson. Mrs. Hanau
said, can be divided into statements that the teacher or book
makes and Pie — or proof.
information and examples
about the statement.
Using this division, a student
...can_a_rrange his notes to .show
'
the separate—atlfgartmTHE PHANTOM
since only. a certain amount of
Pie is needed for each state001.31.1, MY SON, PRINCE AND
ment, he can eliminate considcwomPlosi, GO TO KAZ- M1R -ORA
erable note taking.
LEARN WHY THE
"It also helps students to
CARAVANS DO
NOT
WHAT
know what they are lacking in a
COME,
SHALL
particular lecture or study, asWE DOF
Mrs. Hanau
s gn me n t .
said. "For example, a student
might end a class, look over his
notes and say that he has plenty
of Pie on a particular subject,
but no statement. He didn't recognize the point the professor
was trying to make." she said.
When the technique is mastered, step two in Mrs. Hanau's
course involves spotting key
words and definitions that are
BEATLE BAILEY
used by particular teachers.
She calls these go-betweens.
E GIVEN UP ASKIN6 FoR
Step three, involving the othSMALL. FAVORS, TM GONG FOR
PEAR Goa_
er two, is called over-all organiTHE .W140L E BALL OF vykk"
zation of content. or 0A0,
which Mrs. Hanau describes as
a process to statement-Pie the
Go-betweens.
This method, she said, pinpoints immediately for the student what he knows; what he
does not know and what is "fuzzy" to him.
To learn all of this, Mrs.
Hanau has made up her own set
of text books, which one reads
starting at what normally
NANCY
would be the back and works
towa rcithe front.
11111111MR.
,•;iiiirp"Mil'a
, GOOD -BYE,
The books..are a series of
clear plastic overlays that give
IF YOU WANT TO !KIDS—AND
the student just one thought at a
DON'T FORGET-BE HEALTHY, EAT
time and are laced with Mrs.
EAT
MORE
MORE GREENS
Hanau's own brand of humor
and a number of drawings.
At the start of each one is a
note that tells the reader to
relax, not to take notes and not
to try to memorize anything in
the book. That's part of Mrs.
Hanau's philosophy
"Learning in the classroom
is a game, nothing but a game,
and it ought to be fun," she said
LIL ABNER
with a wink.
The course in her techniques
WHICH
voluntary at the university
'GORE
is
IT IS—
LONESOME
medical
school here. She also
wHurFO'IS
HOWDY,
<WS LONE50A14.
has introdifebd it at the univerLONESOME
GA55-1
PEACEFUL
A -5COCTIN'?
sities of Michigan and MaryHAYSTACK-DAYS is
land.
AK/MBERED',
)
"We can teach the course to
professional students in 8-10 individual conference hours, to%
undergraduate students in
classes of. about 20 in one semester and to high school stu4-etitr1trtvrie.year--a444baLualithe
hours per week." Ole said. •
Up to now, her techniques
have been limited mostly to the
professional level, since she is

Crossword Puzzle

GREENS

of satisfaction. If you base it on
the money you make I don't
think you will ever really be
successful My life is not hassled. I do what I enjoy, and I
respect what I do as well as the
people that I work with."
Smith currently is in ''the
cerebral stage of putting a book
together. I've got a lot of things
I want to say. and it's a matter
of putting them together in an
understandable sequence.
'The book will be fiction, and

one of very few who know how
to teach them.
But next summer a course
will be conducted at the University of Michigan to train personnel to teach Mrs. Hanau's techniques. So far. about 1,000 have
learned them, it can multiply
rapidly.
"Wouldn't it be wonderful
some day if we could teach
them to children in the fourth
grade? Just think of the knowledge they could acquire during
the rest of their education," she
said.

Hospital Report
November 1, 1972
ADULTS..111
NURSERY
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS •
DISMISSALS
Kenneth Wayne Bucy,Route 7
Fox Meadows, Murray, Mrs.
Mary- Louise Lewis, Route 2,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Deborah
Housden and Baby Boy, Route
5, Murray, O.J. Grogan, Route
5, Murray, Mrs. Dorothy Nell
Nanny Route 1, Murray, Mrs.
Amy Lorene Dortch Route 7,
Murray, Mrs. Lucille Heath,
Murray, William- Jennings
Garland, Route 1, Kirksey,
Mrs.'ram Lee McHood, Route
5, Murray, Mrs. Lillie Mae
Pierce (expired), Route 1,
Kirksey.
Coverup
BANGOR, Me. (UPII —
One of the advantages of
covered bridges in the 19th
century'. protection from the
elements, w as a disadv an tage
in one way. During the winter
season, covered bridges had to
have snow carried in to snowpave the planking to accomodate people using sleighs
and sleds for winter travel.

it won't be about firemen. It's I and growing up in New York
got to do with my own experi- City poor in that terribly sterile
ences of being an Irish Catholic, period of the 1950s "

*****************
Dear Calloway Citizens:
Calloway County has approximately 13,500 of
its citizens registered to vote. Election Day is
Tuesday, November 7, and on that day we will be
voting for our President, Vice President, U.S.
Senator, Congressman and members of our local
school boards. Our right to vote is a privilege not
enjoyed by many citizens of the world and, if it is
to be maintained by us, we must exercise our
right to vote. It is of utmost important that we
vote on Election Day.
Calloway County is a Democratic county and
the overwhelming majority of our citizens are
registered Democrats. It is our judgment that
Calloway County citizens are better represented
and far better when Democrats are elected to
office. The undersigned urge you to vote on
Tuesday, November 7, and to support the
Democratic party.

Signed: THE ELECTED OFFICIALS OF
CALLOWAY COUNTY

James H. Blalock, Circuit Court Clerk
Huel Jones, Jailer
Clyde Steele,, Calloway County Sheriff
Marvin Harris, County Court Clerk
Robert 0. Miller, Calloway County Judge
Sid Easley, Calloway County Attorney
Charlie Hale, Property Valuation Administrator

Political Ad Paid by Democratic Campaign Committee
Violet Johnson, Treasurer

4****************

Cal,r Gulf-Service
presents .

Biggest Sale Ever!!
Oil DEAN

FIBERGLAS BELTED
All White Wail
SAf TBILT

TIRES

(Premium Quality - Best Tire
Manufactured by Dean)

All Prices Include Federal & State Taxes
-* INSTALLED and BALANCED FREE!! *
Sizes

Regular Saving Price

129.00
C78x14
E78x14
'30.00
-'30.50
F78x14
G78x14 & 15-----32.50
H78x14 & 15-----37.00
'37.50
J78x15
140.00
L78x15

Sale Price
through Nov. 10th

26.00
27.00
28.00
30.00
30.50

SNOW TIRES AT EQUAL SAVINGS-!!
SMALL — BIG LETTERS

Remember .. .
All Prices Include State & Federal Taxes
* INSTALLED and BALANCED FREE!! *

6th & Main Streets

Phone 753-5862
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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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To Everywhere... Every Day Of The

n)

es
EE!! *
le Price
I, Nov. 10th

25.00
26.00
27.00
28.00
30.00
30.50
400
SO

Taxes

Week,Every Week Of The Year!
No magic carpet could whisk you and your family so many places
in a single day! THE LEDGER & TIMES
gives you all of the news of Murray and Calloway County, takes you all over the world and even to outer
space
as a regular occurrence, in every issue. Action wire-photos and
local shots help you quick-scan the latest happenings.. . vivid word pictures let you study in depth the events that interest
you. It's all there .
the human
oddities, general interest articles ... the columnists, the cartoons
, the editorials, for you to enjoy, to inform
you
. at your fingertips, in a form you can refer to later.
The pages of the LEDGER & TIMES whirl shoppers all over
the marketplace, keep your buying dollar
on top of the timely best buys.
The DAILY LEDGER & TIMES presents you with a galaxy of entertainment
features: Sports, television,
radio, theater, homemaker hints, books, the crossword puzzle, the comics.
Newspapers like the LEDGER & TIMES make you the best
informed citizenry in the world.

REE!! *

vice

Phone 753-5862

THE LEDGER 81 TIMES . YOUR PASSPORT TO THE WHOLE WORLD
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IT'S EASY
To Place Your
Ledger & Times...
ALCOHOLIC

Husband
drinks
after work
By BOB SCOTT
Copley News Service

WAN
FOR SALE

bERMAN SHEPHERD puppies
for sale. AKC registered call 753N7P
9427.
COUCH AND two matching
chairs. Brown vinyl, fair condition. $75.00 for set. Phone 753N3P
5906 or 753-8777.

TV ANTENNA, big jack, good
N3C
condition. Phone 753-0205.

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

T-ADS
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FRIDAY-NOVEMBER 3, 1972

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . . .
IL

Spiders
NOTICE

.1111

with large walnut cabinet with drawer space.
Machine is in top-notch condition. Cabinet slightly
damaged.

Complete Outfit

Call
753-19

SERVICES OFFERED

Termites
Eat Your Home

!ID 41

Singer Touch & Sew I

753-1916
SERVICES OFFERED

Another Viewe

Demonstrator
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Roaches /
Carry Germs

FR
ST

GET it ID OC

PESTS

22995
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0,
•
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GAS STOVE 36" with divided
Dear Bob Scott:
burners and 20" oven, $50. Also
COMPARE
AT
TWICE
THE MONEY
lam not sure our problem is World Scope Encyclopedia, 12
alcoholism.
volume, 1959 edition, $35. Phone
ONLY
ONE FOR SALE
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a
Every night after work
N3C
753-5268 after 2 p.ni.
i heavy equipment operator }
day the year round... Winter and Summer.
my husband stops to drink
with the fellows. We have
been married about eight 3 POINTER BIRD Dogs. One 4
Bel Air Shopping Center
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
years now and I am expecting years old, one 2 years old and one
BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
LETS
498-8274
after,
Phone
old.
year
1
our fourth child_ The first
N3P 1967 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE, 1969 FORTY-TWO foot house
years he stayed out a few 6:00 p.m.
power brakes and steering, air boat, twin 185 h.p. engine, 6.5 KW
nights a week drinking and
TA,Rog
S Pe Off -Al Nee mewed
condition. power plant. Heat and air, depth
now the only night he does not AKC REGISTERED German conditioned, good
0 1972 by Weed Foyle. Syndcate, Inc
stop is a day he doesn't work. Shepherd puppies, seven- weeks Also Frigidaire electric dryer. finder and. other extras. Winter
11-3
N4C price $16,000. Phone 753-3648 or
He stops at least two hours old. Have been wormed. Call 753- Call 753-2350.
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky
each night and most the time • 6897.
N3P
753-6202.
N13C
FOR
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
RENT
FOR RENT
longer.
When the weather outside
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
He doesn't eat much anyUSED BALDWIN Spinet piano.
r
Is frightful, our home-made
'tit lilt! t11111
more. I'm not sure if all conUsed
Baldwin
organ,
used
v Licensed by State of Kentucky
delightful.
ice cream is still
struction workers do this or if
Baldwin grand piano. Lonardo
400.......v Member Chamber of Conmer626,
20 cents & 30 cents, Qt. 79
my husband is one of a few. I
Piano Company, across from
BEAUTIFUL BLONDE
do know he loves his work and
Post Office, ParisfTenn-.
Adik:INN
cents.
N3C
lets it come before his family
COCKER SPANIEL
WILL DO any type of carpenter
HAULIN•
''
,o DONE' anytime.
ever since we Were first marwork, small or large jobs. Free, Garbage in county. Will haul
LARGEST
PUPflES
VARIETY
of pistols
ried.
estimate. Phone'753bundled newspapers from your
VA LOANS,no down pa
-Yr-Mei-A forin-•'Kent4,eck3'. No _ increase in
Because he doesn't run
AKC Registered
November6NC-tome. J.D. Pace Phone
7955.
prices.
Country
Boy
Stores,
i53qualified veteran. 12 years to
around on me and does bring
pay. Drive on out almost to Army Surplus, 9 miles from
N1461
home his check, he thinks I've
,--k
-Clarks River Bridge on Beltline. Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky '- Two bedroom
.
nothing to complain about. I
.•-• custom cleaning of Lespedeza
house-la
rge
living
room, modem kitchen and
Bank financing on spot. Bill's 117 and 164. Open Sunday until
have been raising the children
dining space, bath, hook-up for washer-dryer, plenty of r seed. P.O. Box 657. Phone 753- JOHN'S REPAIR Service..
Lynn Grove
N3C
practically alone over the
Mobile Homes, 3900 South 1:00P.m.
5742.
electrical outlets, central,oil heat, ample closet room, all tile
N8C Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
`...,
years, the house and the yard
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
Beltline Highway, Paducah. Ky,,'
,..._ floors, recently redecorated.
:?sic HURRY TO Bill's 12'x60', three 6-and the animals. I don't mind
,
753-7625
nights.
443-6150.
TFC
;
Large
yard, 8x16 utility house and concrete floor, 2-car
SHOTGUN: 20 ga. Charles Daly,
work but I am really very
bedroom 1972 new. One only at
HELP WANTED
garage with 8x12 workshop. A delightful country cottage 10
over-under,
modified
and
full
tired at times and just don't
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
BLACK WALNUT seedling, 2 to 3 $4,495.00. A lot full of other ,..; minutes from Murray, mi,
1
west of Kirksey. Available Nov.
seem to care much about choke, chambered for 3-inch ft. Silver maple shade trees, 12 to selections. Also used 8' and 10'.
also
bank gravel, fill dirt and
15.
Call
489-2405.
shells. Excellent condition,
t... BYARS CONSTRUCTION Co.
things anymore.
--.,
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
15 ft. Clump white birch 2 to 4 Bill's Mobile Homes, 3900 South
$230.00.
Phone
Paris
642I can't talk to him. He never
needs carpenters and carpenter or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m
stems. Phone 753-8467.
TFC
N4C Beltline Highway, Paducah,
N6NC
remembers the next day what 5813. •
helpers full time. Phone 492-8383,
Kentucky, 1-443-6150.
N3C
after
5:00p.m.
phone 492he said and he refuses to talk
with someone who might be of 10 GALLON and 5 gallon
TWO-BEDROOM house, located BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT, 8390.
N7P SMALL WORLD ELECTRONICS;
aquarium,
with
307 N. 4th 753-6091
stand. Fully ,
help If I threaten divorce or
412 N. 4th St. Phone 753-3829. N4P unfurnished. 2 bedroom, living
RADIO, TELEVISION,
NOC ,
leaving him he gets very an- equipped. Phone 753-8260.
SECRETARY,
good
typist,
room, kitchen, utility, bath.
SMALL APPLIANCE
gry and just says he'll never
UNFURNISHED HOUSE at 108 Carpeted, air-conditioned, dish- shorthand desired, permanent
SALES 8. SEljtVICE
REFRIGERATO
R, IDEAL for
give us any support money if I
South 12th Street. Inquire at washer, refrigerator, stove, position, local firm. Send resume 'SPE,CIALIZING IN CB & CAR
RADIO
REPAIR
apartment; small family. Exdo.
Rowland Refrigeratiori or phone garbage disposal. Phone 753-4974 to Box 32-A, Murray, Ky.
-N3C
- BULLS or HEIFERS
Because my husband only cellent shape, $20.00. Single bed,
753-2825.
N4C or 753-3865.
N7C
drinks beer he says he won't $10.00. Both go, $25.00. Phone 436EXPERIENCED
WAITRESS, GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
From
1
Week
to
Weaning
Age
become an alcoholic. Some- 5539 after 6:00 p.m.
N6C
THREE BEDROOM house, THREE BEDROOM house for afternoon shift, must be neat, Installation or rework. No job too
times he comes home drunk
For Further Information .
electric heat and air corglltioner. rent 507 Whitnell Ave.,$140 a efficient and able to work big or too small. Call for estimate
but most of the time he's just BABY CALVES, and small
November 27P
Furnished
or unfurnished. Couple month with $100 security'deposit. weekends. Apply in person 436-2159, Jim.
--tailf drunk.
weaned ofdyes, pure bred and
preferred. Available Nov. 15th. Phone 436-5580.
N6C Colonial House Smorgasbord. TF SEPTIC
I don't know anymore what cross bred. Murray, Route 3.
TANK cleaning, back
No dogs. Call 753-6388 or 753-2743,
to do. We love each other but I Phone 474-2236.
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp
ITC
6:
tafter
••__N4P HOUSE_ THEW,. rooms and
am not satisfied with this kind
753-5933.
TFC
of life and do not want it to be SPINET
bath, screened in bid perefi:4------CONSOLE Piano. USED UPRIGHT Piano in need 1970 KAWASAKI 500 Phone 753BABY
SITTER
in
my
like this the rest of our lives. Wanted
home
oil
Call between 7 a.m. and 6 p.m.
responsible party to take of repair, priced cheap. Phone 8550.
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
TFC FURNISHED THREE bedroom Hoyt Cleaver, Sr., Route Almo, yours. Phone 753-2977:
N3C
Worried
1,
over spinet piano. Easy terms. 753-3289.
home.
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
10
of
South
miles
Murray.
N5C
P.S.: He is 29 and lam 28.
753-1779.
TFC
Can be seen locally. Write Credit
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. Call Puryear, 1-901-247-5353 for
Dear Worried:
Manager, P.O. Box 276, IWO 5-gaited saddle horses, been Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo appointment. Must furnish
MATURE PERSON with at least PIANO
TUNING-RepairYou have a live one _ . a Shelbyville,Indiana 46176.
N4P shown successfully in society Piano Company, across from references.
N8P
2 years experience in piece rebuilding. Prompt expert serpage out of the book. He needs
RENT
FOR
horse shows past three years by Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
goods. Apply in person to Big K. vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
N3C
help and he needs it right NICE
Modern Office Space-524
FOX Trotting mare, gentle teenage girl. Well mannered. If
a TWO BEDROOM house, .carFringe benefits.
N2C pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
away. I am sending you some
sq.
ft.-first
floor,
central
to ride, 3 years old. Phone days you want to win, don't overlook
peted, electric heat, washer and
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753material and an Alanon conFOR
heating,
utilities
air,
SALE
dryer connections, with stove if
November21C
tact. Be sure to contact this 753-7100 or after 6:00 p.m. 753- these horses. Phone 753-2645 after
8911.
furnished,
TRAILER
parking
space.
N3C
needed, has outside storage. $80.
N9C 5:30 p.m.
person and follow the sugges- 8257.
If interested contact
8'x35', 1 bedroom, full bath
WANTED
per month, 307 N. 5th St. Call
tions. In that way you ought to
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Western
Dark
Fired
with shower, wall to wall
Day Car Hostess
AKC REGISTERED golden
Calvert City, 395-7478.
N4C
be able to save your marriage
(
.7ontrol, nhone 753-3914, 100 South
Tobacco
Growers
carpet,
nice
all
Apply
in Person to
electric
and your home. Leave the lit- retriever, 3 years old, female,
13th Street. "Every day you
-1
Association,
Tobacco,
appliances
with garbage
erature around the house just spayed. Obedience trained.
K & N ROOT BEER
delay lets bugs have their
EXTRA NICE one bedroom
Building, 206-208 Maple
disposal, air condition,
in case he might read it ... Excellent for farm family. Phone
way "
4th and Sycamore
TFC
apartment,
water,
furnished
Kentucky.
Murray,
Street,
wired
for
electric
heat, nice
753-4907.
which I doubt. Anyhow, the
N9C The lightest and most powerful
I
I
sewerage
garbage
and
pick
753-3341-3342.
up
Tels.
porch
with
aluminum
place to start is with yourself.
chain saw in the world for
furnished. Electric heat and air
awning.
Don't give up yet ... since he„, AKA1 PROFESSIONAL tape
PERSON EXPERIENCED with
conditioned.
Lots of cabinets, two
LOUISE BILBREY
is typital in his drinking he deck, $300.00, and Pioneer turnFURNISHED HOUSE for college sewing machine. Apply at Verbetween
Located
closets.
or see at 108 N. 7th St.
might also be typical in his re,. table, $75.00. Excellent condition.
girls, one block from University- non's Shoe Service, 607 S. 4th
Catholic church and White Hall.
covery. That's good!
Phone 753-1257
Must sell. Phone 753-9411 after
4l November 1. Phone Murray. Call 753-9885.
_49a7be
7
A51,3'ail
N4C
Couples only. $95.00 per month.
Single or Married
Bob
5:00 p.m. or 753-2932.
TFC
N6C
N6C
Phone 753-3805.
P.S.: How does he finance
MALES
ADMIRAL TV., black and white.
all this drinking? ConstrucFURNISHED APARTMENT, HELP WANTED
NICE THREE piece Kroehler
at Taylor Seed
16-24
tion workers do have their-- sectional couch..
New
YRS.
picture
wall
wall
to
carpeting,
heat,
air
tube.
Very LARGE EFFICIENCY apartC
•lieap. Phone
Co. Apply in person. Phone 753share of alcoholics ... but so 753-6517 after
reasonable. Phone 753-9827. N4C.
conditioned,
utilities
furnished.
*LOW
RATES
conditioned,
5:00 p.m. Or all day
furnished,
air
5742.
_ .
ment,
N4C
do psychiatrists.
Saturday.
4 bar lightweight lust 6.9 lbs -,
N6C
electric heat, large closets and One block from University
(Budget Terms)
1971 250CC OSSA Race bike with 3
camput:touple
s-onty,
no
pets.
I am now --availble for leaf
storage area. No pets. 1606 W.
Sheer power cuts through
Bob Scott can be reached at
bike trailer. Phone 753-5699. N4P
For
Eurtherinformation
N4NC May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC raking. Call Ruby Nichols, 753Main.
6 log in 5 seconds
Beverly Manor Alcoholism
MUSIC
8630.
N8C
Hospital, 401 S. Tustin Ave
Great maneuverability -has10 bar
CALL 753-1222
23 NICE 10 week old pigs Call
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,
Orange, Calif. 92666 (Tele•Swigested teal., Imre
753-5048.
Music
Lessons
house,
BEDROOM
N4P
5
miles
TWO
color TV,air conditioned, electric
phone 714-633-95821.
••Wetsfit (INS cutting attachments
Professional teachers of
out, unfurnished. Available Seat. $100.00 per month, deposit NEEDED ONE salesman to work
(Copyright, 1972, Copley
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
DINETTE SET $30.00, Frigidaire November 12. Phone HopkinNews Service and Beverly
required. Phone 753-7358.
accordion, drums and band
TFC Murray area. Company car
Range $100.00. Platform rocker sville 886-3681 nights.
instruments .1 & B Music
N6C
furnished for business and
Enterprises
Center, Murray, Ky
WALDROP SAW $10.00, couch, makes bed $45.00.
753pleasure. Group hospital and life
505 Main
7575
End tables, Early American bed BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT, FURNISHED APARTMENT, insurance, retirement paid
and
100
Phone 757-4091.
N4C unfurnished. 2 bedrooms, living living riu»n, kitchen, ballotstir per cent by company. $8,000 to
LOCK SHOP
two,
room, kitchen, utility, bath. with shower and bath. One or
$12,000 first year potential. Must
Pianos -Organs
WILL I/0 baby-sitting in your
207
otreems... Zit nit
So
7th
Apart- have previous sales
REGISTERED Llewelyn Setters Carpeted. air-condifiOried,- dish
,
experience home.
October 31, 1972
See why more people buy
days. Experienced.
ments,
South
all
Street7
16th
75
1J
Murray,
--white.
Ky.
Bee
Creek
refrigerator,
washer,
Kennels.
stove,
Wurlit/er than any other
sieursADULTS..104
furnished. Phone 753Call 753-7585.
Novelidx:r7C be held any day after
piano
Sales-Service-Rental
N3C garbage disposal. Phone 753-4974 6609.
5:00
p.m.
or
NURSERY..8
purchase Practice piano and
4819.
N6C
753-3865.
N9C
on
or
Saturday
if
necessary. Call
studios J8.8 Music Center,
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
GARAGE SALE: Saturday, Nov.
Murray, Ky. 753-7575.
CLEAN AIA,electric 2 bedroom 8 Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect
4, 11:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Tiller, THIS spot
DISMISSALS
FOREIGN FEMALE lady needs
that spot, traffic paths
x 40 trailer. $45.00 per month. Call for appointment.
TFC job. Phone
Mrs. Patricia
electric appliances, 4 drawer too, removed
McIntire
767-4744.
with Blue Lustre EFFICIENCY
N9C
APARTMENT, 489-2595.
N4C
Karnes, Route 1, Alm,Thomas
chest, baby crib and mattress, carpet
shampoo. Big K, Belaire available immediately. New,
Alfred Barnett, Route 6,
pump organ, rugs, brick and Shopping Center.
N4C clean, and furnished. Phone 753- TWO BEDROOM, bath and
Murray, Mrs. Edmonia Spann,
cement. No clothing! 1406 Vine
4342 days or 753-8958 nights. N6C electric heat. Located 500 Ky.
709 S. 3rd St., Murray, Miss
St. Plume 753-9371.
N4C
Avenue. $70.00 per month. Phone
Reba May Henson, Box 14,
bedroom mobile 442-0016.
TWO
NICE
N4P
Dexter, Mrs. Verdia MaeUNCLE WILLIES Trading Post,
home, on Hwy. 641, two miles
Johnson,504 N. 3rd St., Murray,
31 2 miles So. of Murray 641, just
South of Murray. Reasonable GARAGE
APARTMENT.
Walter Leucht, 101 N. 16th St.,
About Our
off Tobacco Rd. has for sale,
Phone 753-4645.
N6C Furnished or, unfurnished.
price.
Murray,'Roger Potts, Route 1,
grandfather clOck, role-top desk,
Couples. No children or pets.
Kirksey,
Aluminum Plates TWO BEDROOM house, fur- Phone
Howard
Lee
secretary desk with claw feet.
753-7846 or 753-1409. TFC
Newsome, Route 5, Mayfield,
Walnut desk and chair, several
nished or unfurnished, located IT
Mrs. Wanda Dee Roberts,
walnut and oak_ _tables. Oak
mile north on Old Benton Road. OLD 4 room-hoose with bath, oil
.25,c4,0c h
I
-listauLe.-1,41law, Mrs. Lillie Mae
rechoing chair with Jaw leg.
1 mile west of Mid-Way.
See J.R.lrahan at Bus
Pierce, Route
-N8C teat,
of depression
Phone 753-3477.
tation.
N41'
Johnson Finney, 405 N. 17th St.,
he LedgeklAines
glass,
Murray, Mrs. May McClure, 300
TWO 17-PrOnivr-db1te'x apart-'?W44-BEDROOM __furnished or
103 N. 4th Street
Woodlawn, Murray, NR. Nell
SLEMAR SIGNET Clarinet with
ment, large rooms. Washer and unfurnished apartment, central
Angeti Maness, 717 Riley Court,
case. Excellent condition. Used
Murray, Ky.
dryer outlets. Gas heat $45.00 per heat and air. Good location.
Murray, Mrs. I3eu1ah White
only 2 mofiths. $125.00 or best
month. Located in Coldwater. Available October 4. Phone 753Phone 753-1916
Miller, 505 Poplar St.; Murray.
offer buys. Phone 753-5207, N3C
PaicirPolitical Advertisement
N6C 4331.
Phone 489-2595.
TEC.
en.

MURRAY SINGER SEWING CENTER

Protect Your Home!

caz
az)
AFAMY

DE

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

ditEs

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

Fe

When you has
Forget all the
Bring em to t
Leave the woe

FOR SALE

FOR
RENT

Phone

435-4871

E

HOLSTEIN CALVES

Phone 489-2161

After 5:00 p.m.

MINI MAC 1

AUTO
INSURANCE

.$9995

Doug Willoughby
Insurance

MI McCulloch

Hospital Report

STORING IT
MAKES WASTE!

CALL

SELLING IT
MAKES CASH

Place Your
classified Ad
Now

753-1916

•S.

1

DEE HUDDLESTON
DEMOCRAT - SENATE

-Trust Lijm Kentucity Because
'You_ Can"

Triangl
CARPET SALE,
her. Hughes Pai
Maple Street, Murr

When is Than
-_
Ring a DingCall 7

INVITATIO
Notice is hereb
Fiscal Court of
will accept b'$ •
mentioned below
Wednesday, Nov
the County Cour
Courthouse, M
Each bid must
specifications se
equivalent.
ONE II
1973 model
23,000 pound ca
and chassis
72" cab to axle
truck
7,000 pound ca
17,000 pound ca
-rear aideheavy duty vac
minimum 330
duty, V-8 mg'
right and left
mirror: 7"x16'
heavy duty fro
minimum 12,
springs with a
four speed,
smission
9003c20x10 ply
900x20x 10 pl
nylon rear tir
heater: fresh
1 qt. oil bath
oil filter
5 cab lights
Spoke wheels:
equipped with
with quarter
5 yard sides,
hoist to be
frame
hoist to be 10
hoist to be u
hoist to have
,,State as
with option to
Truck.
AUCT
AUCTION S
4, 10:00 8.0
$lazel, Kent
bank at It,
home.
This is an
with good 3
living and
breakfast
apartment
rugs lpract
and other
,heaters, pl
ol
/blankets,
:last, cast i
land cookin
land
mis
Douglas S
Shoemake
Livestock
*sale.
CAR
1 Rev, an
iMayfield.
;County, wt
-ifor their
"OHM!
:the howl
ithere. 0
4always.
Rev.
Kathleen.
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Call
753-1916

sell It With A Classified

NOTICE

NOTICE

* RE-ELECT *

hours a
mmer.

CTION

FRANK ALBERT
STUBBLEFIELD
DEMOCRAT - CONGRESS
For The First District

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

John C. Neubauer
Real Estate
208 South Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(Swann Building)

NOW OPEN to serve you with . .
Residential, Farm and Lake
Property
Developments, Management
and Appraisals

Paid Political Advertisement
Robert W. Rodgers, Salesman
(Res. phone 753-7116)

ay, Ky
ears
Comm 'r
•NE anytime.
ounty. Will haul
i.pers from your
. Phone 753- '
N14C
PAIR Service.
trical-roofing and
one 753-5897 days or
TFC
WORK, trucking,
avel, fill dirt and
e Hardin, 354-8138,
er 5:00p.m. TFC
LC) ELECTRONICS

4th

753-6091

TELEVISION.
APPLIANCE
SEWVICE
NG IN CS it CAR
AIR

HOUSE wiring.
r rework. No job too
all. Call for estimate
November VP
K cleaning, back
Phone Rex Camp
TFC
MATE on septic tank
Phone 753-7850. TFC
TUNING -RepairPrompt expert serrs experience. Rebuilt
sale. Ben W. Dyer,
entucky. Phone 753November21C
TERMITE and Pest
one 753-3914, 100 South
et. "Every day you
bugs have their
TFC

AUTO
URANCE
gle or Married
MALES
6-24 YRS.
LOW RATES
udget Terms)
rtherinformation
11 753-1 222

g Willoughby
Insurance
505 Main
IX) baby-sitting in your
days. Experienced.
ccsfurnisliki. Phone 753N6C
GN FEMALE lady needs
)ne 767-4744.
N9C

ATTENTION HUNTERS AND
When you have company
John C. Neubauer, Broker
Trappers: At the late Mark
Forget all the fuss.
(Res. phone 753-7531)
Neal's estate auction I bought his
Bring em to the Triangle
fur
handling
equipment
and
I
will
Leave the work up to us.
MEMBER
be buying all kinds of legally
Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors
Triangle Inn
caught furs at my home on HighMurray-Calloway County Multiple Listing Service
way 641 three miles south of
Kentucky Society of Rural Appraisers and Farm
Murray.
Management
CARPET SALE, all of NovemI would appreciate a letter
ber. Hughes Paint Store, 401
from you who plan to hunt or trap
List With UsMaple Street, Murray.
N16C . Most
of you will be new
We Have Buyers For }our Property
customers as it has been a long
time since I bought furs.
" Douglas Shoemaker, phone 753When is Thanksgiving Day?
AUTOS FOR SALE
*BY OWNER; four bedroom
3375,Murray,Ky.
N3C
home, with large den, large
Rg
a-TruigDIng- Knows
1966 OLDS-,
lift,_
o lar e utility room,
Call 753-3000
sedan,
power brakes, power maple cabinets, dishwas er,
Need a quick breakfast,
steering, air, motor good, body garbage disposal. Close to Carter
lunch or supper? Try our
country ham on a biscuit, fair. I need smaller car. Price, and Middle Schools. Priced to
INVITATION FOR BIDS
25 cents each. But only 1 or $575, or best offer. See at 802 N. sell. Bank loan available to right
N4C person. Phine 753-1822 days, or
take "em out by the sack- 20th after 5 p.m.
Notice is hereby given that the
753-6342 nights.
TFC
fuls. TRIANGLE INN
1967 MALIBU CHEVELLE. For
Fiscal Court of Calloway County
further information, 753-8005
will accept bids on the item
mentioned below until 9:00 a.m., LADIES SUEDE boots, also just after 5 p.m.
N5C
Wednesday, November 8, 1972, in received a large shipment of
the County Court Clerk's office, ladies suede dress shoes with 1967 REBEL two door, power
Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky. purses to match. All famous brakes and steering, radio and
FIVE ROOM house with
Each bid must conform to the name brands. Shoes all colors. snow tires. Excellent condition.
bath, within city limits.
specifications set forth or be its Also little girls slippers in multi-: Phone 753-8432. Call between 2
Fully carpeted, storm
N7C
equivalent.
colors at the Lynnville Shoe and 9 p.m.
windows, electric heat. A
Store
N3C
nice
14'x18' block outONE (1) TRUCK
building with water and
1961 FAIRLANE 500, radio,
sewerage hookup. A big
heater, automatic transmission,
1973 model
garden spot. Only $9,800.00.
'Wild
good.
runs
$175.
Call
753-0393.
N3C
3,000 pound capacity G.V.W. cab
Plane 753-6734 days or 753and chassis
Raspberry
1903 nights.
1962 OLDSMOBILE 4 door Delta
72" cab to axle - 144" WB - C&C
OPENING
88, local low mileage car. 436truck
2427.
N3C TWO FARMS 14
7,000 pound capacity front axle
SOON!
and 38 acres by
17,000 pound capacity ,two-speed
owner. Property locate Nor1967
OI.DSMOBILE
98
Coupe,
rear eale.-thwest of Kirksey. Call after 5
new-tirarh-inechanically_perfact.
heavy duty vacuum brakes
Ky. Lake Catfish-See at Sholar Auto Repair. Phone
minimum 330 cubic inch, heavy
Steaks - Whale Fish
753-1751 or after 5 p.m. call 489-duty, V-8 engine with governor
Fresh Frozen
2481.
N4C
Wrapped for your freezer
right and left side West Coast
Real Estate For Sale
mirror: 7"x16"
Ph. 474-2743 Closed Sun.
3
-Bedroom Brick
heavy duty front springs
1968 CHEVELLE SS :)96.
Automatic, linwer steering-and
minimum 12,500 pound rear
Carpeted
Living room.
TOUR
OF GREECE and Holy brakes. Phone 753-6051.
springs with auxiliary
den, 2 baths, kitchen
Land,
Dec.
26-Jan.
4,.
Last
call
four speed, heavy duty tranwith built-ins, carport.
enrollment deadline Nov. 10. All 1970 MONTE CARLO,
smission
low
utility room, outside
details
arranged
by
Wholesale
mileage.
condition.
Phone
Good
900x20x10 ply front tires
storage building. Air
Tours International and Tour 753-4759.
N4C
900x20x10 ply mud-and-snow
Conditioned. On Covey
Hosts, Wendall H. Rone and
nylon rear tires
Drive.
Jerrell White. Call 753-5750 for 1969 FORD LTD 10 passenger
heater: fresh air and defrost
information and free
station wagon. New tires, air
1 qt. oil bath air cleaner
Phone 753-8126
brochure.
N3C conditioned, power steering and
oil filter
brakes,$2095.00. Phone 7535 cab lights
6747.
N6C APPROXIMATELY 154 acres
spoke wheels: 20"x7"
SPECIAL
near Buchanan, Tenn. Priced at
equipped with 9"x7" dump body
Hot roast beef sandwich
1969 CHEVELLE, 350 engine, $75 per acre. If interested call
with quarter cab shield
with whipped potatoes and
bucket seats, automatic on the 489-2110.
N8P
5 yard sides, 6 yard end
beef gravy. 99 cents.
floor,
air conditioned, two door
hoist to be mounted in full sub
Here or Go. A
hardtop. Phone 753-9641 after 4:00 1 ACRE LOT, with water, septic
frame
753-4953
AL Inn
p.m.
N6P tank and light pole already in
hoist to be 10 ton cap.
ground. Gravel driveway. Phone
hoist to be underneath type
N4C
FOR A Subseription to the 1966 PLYMOUTH four door. 435-5715.
hoist to have double arms.
Paducah Sun Democrat. Call Good condition. See J.R. Mahan
N6C
',State as outright bid and-or Cortez Byers, phone 753-6364. N4C at Bus Station.
with option to trade-in 1966 Dodge
WANT TO BUY
-1970 DUSTER, 3 speed, stick
Truck.
ITC
shift, V8 engine, 4 barrel carWhy Thanksgiving Day?
buretor and headers. Good
Antique Clocks
Genie
Telephone
The
AUCTION SALE
condition. Phone Harold Walls
Knows
We buy and sell old clocks,
435-5061 after 5:00 p.m.
N6C
AUCTION SALE Saturday. Nov.
Call 753-3000
cases, works and parts.
4, 10:00 a.m, rain or shine in
Over 150 in stock. We
Hazel Kentucky, behind Hazal
repair clocks. J & B Music
bank at Mrs. Zilphia Cook's
, FOR RENT OR LEASE
Center. 753-7575.
BLUE MARLIN
This is an unusually clean sale
Wed.& Fri. rughlikent
SPACIOUS 72-5(-70--- three
with good 3 piece bedroom suites,
& Men-Say-Shuns; Sat.
bedroom, 1'2 bath trailer on PORTA-CRIB, also couch or
suites,
room
dining
living and
night-Glenn Littleton's
private
lots-. Available -otter couch and chair, reasonable.
breakfast set, 2 refrigerators,
Combo.
December 25. $430.00 plus Phone 753-5629.
apartment size stove, TV., nice
utilities. Approximately 242 miles
rugs ( practically new), electric
east of Murray. Phone 753-5514 WANT TO BUY old furniture,
and other lamps, fans and
If You
after 3:30 p.m. or 753-0464 after attic junk, or anything of value.
heaters, platform rocker, other
9:00 afn.for appointment. N9P Phone 436-2135.
November21C
quilts,
;chairs, old dresser,
)alankets. picture frames, shoe
Phone.-last, cast iron, baby pen dishes
land cooking utensils, brie a brac
miscellaneous
items. j
%and
Before 5:00 p.m.
'
tDouglas Shoemaker associate
and
Auction
,Shoemaker
or
/Livestock Co. in charge of
N3C
tale.

Real Estate
For Sale

Miss Your Paper

STON
SENATE

lucky Because

itsement

Ad 75C:3:1916

••••••

piders

e!

FRIDAY-NOVEMBER 3, 1977S.

753-1916

GEORGE McGOVERN

753-7278

Between 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. In The
Evening

CARD OF THANKS
• Rev. and Mrs. John Bradley of
.Mayfield, formerly' of Calloway
;County, wishes to thank everyone
r their prayers, cards, phone
tICl/nwers-,-gifts,-and visitala
ithe hospital during our stay
;there. Our prayers go with you
always.
Rev. John Bradley and
Kathleen.
ITC

If you know your route
buy's number, please call
bun first. If you get no
--eesii1U&ten_ cail John
Pasco , Jr at the above
number during the hours
listed

DEMOCRAT-- PRESIDENT
"For The People"

•

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

16 SPACE, board og health NEW THREE bedroom brick, on
trailer park. Two miles east of 150 x 200 lot, one mile southwest
Murray. Good investments at of Coldwater on blacktop road.
$13,000. Phone 753-3648 or 753- Priced at $15,800. If interested
6202.
N13C call 489-2110.
N8P

PEST CONTROL

16 SPACE BOARD of health
approved trailer park. Two miles
east of Murray. Good investments at $13,000. Phone 7533648 or 753-6202.
N 14C

AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
monthly contract required.
Superior Exterminating Company, phone 7537266.
December5C

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact
Guy Spann Realty. We have a large staff
of Qualified Salesmen to serve you.
TAKE A 1.00K AT 1107 South 16th Street. Brick veneer, three
bedroom home with 1'-2 baths, shag carpet, draperies, all
built-ins. Immediate possession. Very good floor plan that
you must see to appreciate. Look at the outside and call to see
inside.
A 2 BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE AND BATH on 11
/
2 acres.
One half mile South of Kirksey just off No. 299. $9,500.00.
COLLEGE FARM ROAD - LOVELY THREE bedroom
brick veneer house, all built-ins, 80'x230' size lot, two car
carport and priced right. $21,500.00.
IN HIGHLAND OAKS SUBDIVISION,Smiles North, just off
Hwy. 641. A three bedroom brick on lot 100'x185'. Central
electric heat, carpets, built-ins, city water, carport. You
must see this to believe so much for so little. $19,500.
LYNN GROVE - 10 ACRES, -2'2 miles North of Lynn Grove
on Hwy. 1836. Good well and 2 trailer sites. 6.7 acres tendable.
WATERFRONT LAKE LOTS can be bought at a bargain.
Owner wants to sell before winter. Call us for details.
PANORAMA SHORES-ON
lot is a lovely 3 bedroom frame house, central heat and air,
fully carpeted, all built-ins, 2 baths, 2 car garage and good
boat dock. Real fine year-a-round home with a beautiful view
of Kentucky Lake. Must see.
FAIRVIEW ACRES -4 MILES from Murray. 3,4 acre, three
bedroom brick veneer house, one and half baths. JUST
RIGHT.
A GOOD LARGE BUSINESS BUILDING on the Square in
Murray. In excellent condition and fully rented. Call us for
details.
AT 724 FAIRLANE DRIVE is a nice modern three bedroom
brick home on large lot. Built-in range. Priced to sell at
$19,500.
NICE COTTAGE AT PANORAMA SHORES, 2 baths,
baseborad heat and 2 air conditioners. On 100 foot lot.
Fireplace, basement, 2 baths, draperies.
813 BROAD STREET IN BAGWELL MANOR. Extra nice
three bedroom brick home with 3 baths, central heat and air,
carpets, built-ins, draperies, large library, complete with
many-many shelves. Professors take note!! Shown by appointtnent-_
.
REDUCED TO SELL.811 VINE STREET,Frame house with
5 bedrooms. Can be used as 2 apartments. Has 2 baths, 2
kitchens. On nice corner lot. Electric heat. $14,000.00.
806 NORTH 19TH STREET. Newly decorated three bedroom
brick veneer house, approximately 1800 square feet, 2 baths,
single carport and priced right. $25,500.00.
105 N. 17TH. IS A WELL located brick and frame home with
three bedrooms. Draperies, 2 air conditioners, carpet Priced
to sell at $18,250.00.
1605 CATAI.INA IS A MODERATELY PRICED brick home
with 3 bedrooms. Has carport,electric heat and priced to sell
at $19,500.00.
ALSO LAOTS IN THE CITY of Murray and suburbs.
323 WOODLAWN IS A NICE 3 bedroom brick home with
garage. Completely redecorated inside and out.
DUPLEX ON DODSON, THREE BEDROOMS each side.
Carpeted and modern. A real good investment.
SPRING CREEK ROAD-/
1
2 MILE east of Penny Road-2/
1
2
acres, 3 bedroom frame house and real sharp. On paved
road. Must see-$11,750.00.
-HOUSE ON -41 NORTH near Dexter on _city water. 2bedroom frame. A real buy at $9,200.
ON NORTH 16TH STREET, 21 2 MILES North of city limits,
three bedroom brick house with central heat and air. Priced
to sell at $21,500.00.
AT IRVIN COBB RESORT, A Block cottage on waterfront
lot. Has boat house and float. A good cottage, well located
and in good con
-dillot6,000.00.

Guy

1804 COLLEGE FARM ROAD is a good three bedroom
frame and brick. Has electric wall heat and central air. Only
$17,800.00.
REDUCED!!! SIX BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house, one
half mile west on Hwy. 94 with central heat gas) and 3 air
conditioners, two and half baths, all built-ins, formal dining
room, full basement and built on approximately one acre.
$39,900.00.
REDUCED! CLEAN UP Shop on South 4th Street Concord
Road. 100' x 250' of good commercial property. Good shop
with 2 stalls. Equipment includes air-compresser. The lot is
nearly worth the price of the entire property.
NEW BRICK VENEER DUPLEX. Two bedrooms each side.
Central heat and air. Shower over tub, washer & dryer
hookup. Both sides rented, good income.
CANTERBURY ESTATES: ON OXFORD DRIVE is a
beautiful nearly new split-level home with all built-ins,
carpet, central heat and air, 2/
1
2 baths, 2 car garage.
Everything for ,gracious living. Call for an appointment to

THREE BEDROOM BRICK HOME on 5'2 acres with barn,
in Marshall County, 6 miles- East of Hardin. Has built-in
range, and oven, garage. Plenty of room for your horse or
pony. Call for appointment.
503 NORTH 7TH STREET-3 bedroom brick veneer house, 2
baths, carpeted On good size lot. Lotta house-$22,500.00.
IN WALKING DISTANCE OF THE UNIVERSITY at 206 N.
- 13th St. is a nice brick home with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, built-in
range, draperies, carpets, fireplace. In excellent condition.
Call us to set.
1304 KIRKWOOD-THREE bedroom brick veneer house,
built on 90' x 250' size lot, all built-ins and fully carpeted, first
come first bought at $20,000.00.
PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. across
from Holiday Inn. 150'frontage and extra deep. Ideal for most
types of businesses. Call for details.
808 NORTH 18TH STREET - Attractive three bedroom brick
veneer house on large lot, 75'x225'. Plenty of shade and
fenced. Carport, utility and large rooms. Priced at only
$1'.1.500.00.
_
• _
205 NORTH 6TH STREET-3 bedroom ?rattle rouse, 1W'
stories and fenced in back yard, with a nice assumable loan.
Real good buy--$12,800.00.
DUPLEX AT 203 MAPLE STREET on commercially zo
lot about 755000'. Paneled and newly renovated. Electric
heat. Good rental potential. $7,500.00.
FOR THE HANDY MAN. A LARGE 2 story cottage at
Kentucky Lake Development on 100'x175' lot.Partially
finished. Much of material to finish is included in price. Has
aluminum siding, storm windows and doors, bath; water
heater, electric heat. A real bargain at $8,500.00.
BEAUTIFUL FOUR BEDROOM BLOCK house on large lot,
five years old, with one car garage. Must see this house to
appreciate. On Hwy. 464, East of Penny Road.$19,000.00.
5 ACRES ON 641 NORTH with nice three bedroom brick
home. Large family room with fireplace. Lovely wooded lot
with circular drive.
1200 SYCAMORE, THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
house with 20'x40' new swimming pool. Lovely house waiting
for new owner. $23,500.00.
•
602 SOUTH 12TH STREET-GOOD BUSINESS,
stock,
equipment and fixtures. Known as the CRAFT
HOUSE.
Growing business. Good. ilivearnent. Inquire at office.
1406 JOHNSON. THREE BEDROOM Brick veneer house,
one bath,single carport and on 86'x160' corner lot. A Fine buy
at $19.000.00.
NICE HOME ON COVEY DRIVE. Central gas heat,
fireplace, 2 baths, fenced yard, double carport. 200x205' lot.
$22.250.00.
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Huddleston To Campaign
Today In Northern State

William Bartley ... Speaks In Murray

Bartley Lashes ut At
Nunn and Hu(Idleston In
Speech Here Last Night

By BOB COOPER
Associated Press Writer
FLORENCE, Ky. AP) Democratic senatorial nominee
Walter "Dee" Huddleston said
today that his Republican opponent's charges about his ignoring George McGovern were
"just another part of his
smokescreen."
Republican Louie B. Nunn accused Huddleston of hypocrisy
for not meeting the Democratic
presidential nominee when he
visited the Cincinnati airport
-Thursday. Huddleston arrived
here about 18 hours later.
"I think Mr. Nunn displayed
a little hypocrisy in saying earlier that it was the worst thing
a fellow could do to be associated with McGovern and now
saying I ought to be," Huddleston said at a news conference.
Huddleston said he felt the
presidential campaign would
have no effect on his own race
against Nunn, adding that even
if President Nixon carries Kentucky by as much as 200,000
votes, he believes he can win.
And in reality I think the
actual outcome (for Nixon) will
be more like 50,000 to 65,000,"
he said.
Earlier, Huddleston insisted
that he was not avoiding
McGovern.

By MIf,P BRANDON
the health aid to its citizens,'
Ledger Al Times Staff Writer added Bartley.
Thetflird
candidate for the
„
Although running on the
Uflftd States Senate in three People's Party, the 31 year
old
ys. appearldio Murray last law student from Jefferson
night. People's Party -nointriee • C-eraTY-7-1-e -supput
tae
William Bartley addressed a candidacy of Democrati
"1 don't believe a
c
warm and receptive crowd at Senator George McGovern.
run two campaigns at the same
the United Campus Ministry at
"I agree with McGovern's time and I am running for the
Murray State University.
proposal of minimum income to Senate," Huddleston said.
Bartley lashed out against eliminate poverty. Nixon
He told an Owensboro news
had
Democrat Dee Huddleston and the same idea three
years ago conference Thursday that he
Louie Nunn in his informal talk and it called for $2,400 per
year
with a large group of students for a
family of four. I say that no
and teachers.
family can live on this amount
"People are getting tired of unless
they go hungry."
watching the touring Homer
Bartley accused Kentucky
and Jethro team of Huddleston
and Nunn," quipped Bartley. governor Wendell Ford of -all
"Nunn is running on such issues but endorsing ,the candidacy of
as drugs, draft dodgers and Richard Nixon."
The funeral for Mrs. Lithe
"We have helped get people Mae Pierce will
George
McGovern
while
be held
Huddleston is trying to ride a registered to vote and the Saturday at two p.m. at the
Democrats think that is all chapel of the Blalock-Co
used Ford."
leman
"I give the people of Ken- right. But now they have turned Funeral Home with Rev. John
tucky a choice and t present their backs on the young people Jones and Rev. Terry Sills
issues to the voters. The other who have given so much of their officiating.
two candidates are arguing time and they refuse to support
Serving as pallbearers will be
over who started what tax, " McGovern."
Edwin Pierce, Eugene Pierce,
"If I draw a substantial Doyle Pierce, Jimmy Rogers,
said Bartley,
"I favor national laws to portion of the vote, maybe the Mike Pier(2e, and Dickie Baz-prohibit -strip mining. What Democratic Party in this state zell, all grandsons. Interment
strip mining has done to will realize that there are -some 'will be in the Kirksey Cemetery
communities
and the en- intelligent people around. I with the arrangements by the
vironment
defies
the believe that I can draw Blaock-Coleman Funeral Home
imagination. I also support anywhere fro six to eight per where friends may call.
National Health Insurance. It is cent of the vote. By doing so,
Mrs. Pierce, age 87, wife of
a shame that the wealthiest maybe the Democratic Party Charlie Pierce who died Ocnation in the world ranks 10th in will give the people of Kentucky tober 10, 1969, succumbed
a choice in six more years," Wednesday at
1:30 p.m. at the
concluded
Students to get high
the
-former Murray-Calloway County
CHIC()- Calif. IUPII - Democrat.
Hospital. She was the daughter
When the Apollo I; moonship
Bartley drew an ovation that of Ivy Alexander
Beach and
is launched from Cape Ken- lasted for
well over a minute Sarah Radford Beach, both
nedy in December, 95 Chico
State University students will after the conclusion of his deceased. She was a member of
speech.
be taking notes.
the Kirksey Church of Christ.
On Murray Cablevision's
They'll be at the Cape as
Survivors include three
part of a three-credit course in Channel 11 Monday evening,
teaching methods in science. Nunn, Bartley and Huddleston daughters, Mrs. Kelly (Lillian)
Rogers of Lexington, Mrs. Billy
They will fly to the Cape in a will appear
between 6 p.m. and (Nell) Housden of Murray, and
chartered "Classroom in the
7:30 p.m.
Sky."
Mrs. Dell Bazzell of Farmington; six sons, Carnie of
Farmington, Carlos of Warren,
Mich., James of Murray, Fred,
Paul and Frelon Pierce, all of
Kirksey ; two brothers, Chesley
JOI-ENSON CITY, Tex. (API Adam's book "Understanding
Beach and Arlie Beach, both of
- Former President and Mrs. Adolescence." Another book enKirksey; two half brothers,
Lyndon B. Johnson have cast titled "Human Behavior in a
Felix Beach of Murray and
their ballots for Tuesday's gen- Changing Society" will contain
Artis Beach of Kirksey; twentyeral election and a friend says a McGovern chapter entitled
five grandchildren; thirty-one
they "voted the Democratic "Youth Involvement in Adjustg- reat'grandchildren.
- • •-••-•ticket from top to bottom."
ing Our National Priorities."
The spokesman disclosed Both textbooks are due off the
Thursday that Johnson and his presses next March.
wife had cast absentee ballots
Monday in the office of the
BALTIMORE, Md. I AP) Blanco County clerk here.
Democratic vice presidential
He also Said the former chief nominee Sargent Shriver took
executive, who.has been under time out from campaigning to
close medical supervision since attend an 90th birthday party
PADUCAH, Ky.(API - Rea heart attack in April, has for his mother, Hilda Shriver.
publican senatorial nominee
canceled two scheduled apMore than 1,500 senior citi- Louie B. Nunn and retiring Sen.
pointments this month on the zens from nursing homes, gold-.„,/ohn Sherman Cooper appeared
advice of his doctors.
en age clubs and retirement at a political ray here
They were an appearance at homes in the Baltimore area Thursday night, and the some
a meeting of the Mayo Founda- also attended the party on 400,people in attendance Includtioe trustees at Rochester, /Thursday in the Morris Me- ed a 50-merbber delegation who
Minn., on Nov. 9 and a ceremo- chanic Theater.
declared they were Democrats
ny. at Washington on Nov. 14 at
Folksingers Theodore Bikel for President Nixon and Nunn.
which Johnson was to be hon- and Mother Scott and a gospel
Nunn told the group that his
ored as the winner of the singing group were among the record as an official in county
government allowed him to beAmerican Association of Col- entertainers.
come familiar with various fedleges and Universities' first national distinguished ahunni
- LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP.) - eral funding programs and
award.
Milton Berle, "Mr. Television" state aid program. (Nunn is a
of :the 1950s, is returning to former county judge.) He
PHILADELPHIA (API - television - but only in syndi- stressed that his opponent,
Democrat Walter "Dee" HudDemocratic presidential nomi- cated forth.
nee George McGovern has writTelevision producer Daniel dleston has had no such exten -two chapters for upcoming Welkes said Thursday Berle perience in county or city govpsychology textbooks edited by would star in end produce a ernment.
Again referring to the $200.Temple University professor series
of
six
90-minute
James F. Adams. '
television specials from Las 000 loan of seven leading DemoAdams said he asked the Vegas for syndication next crats to the Huddleston. campaign, Nunn asked, "Who holds
South Dakota senator to write yr.
. the chapters early in 1971 "beWelkes said Berle would act the mortgage on Dee Huddlescause I admire the man and as host of the program that will ton.?"
Sen. Cooper talked about nahow he has been able to turn on combine a talk-interview show
the kids of this era."
'and musical variety format. tional issuas and praised NixMcGovern has a history The.specials will be filmed and on's efforts to end the war.
Cooper criticized the camPh.D.
taped at various Las Vegas hoOne chapter. "The Need for tels and showrooms, using local paign tactics of both DemocratInvolved Youth" has been entertainers as well as estab- ic presidential nominee George
McGovern and Huddleston, sayadded to a revised edition of lished stars, Welkes said.

Mrs. Pierce's Rites
Will Be Saturday
At Funeral Chapel

People In The News

had learned only 24 hours earlier that McGovern planned a
stop in Kentucky and that his
visit to Western Kentucky at
the same time was more important to his own campaign.
"It may sound selfish, but I
don't see any reason to lose the
Senate race because of another
campaign," Huddleston said.
However, Huddleston's schedule, which is fluctuating day by
day, didn't call for any visits to
Western Kentucky as recently
as three days ago. At that time,
he was scheduled to tour the
7th District of Eastern Kentucky today.

Calvary .. .
(Continued from Page 1)
The first trustees of Chestnut
Street Tabernacle were William
F. Johnson, Sledd Farris, and
E.H. Gregory, all deceased. The
present trustees are Buel E.
Stalls, James Tipton, and Rexie
O.T. Stalls.
The groundbreaking services
for the new Calvary Temple
were held the early part of this
year; however construction was
delayed because of weather
conditions.
Contractor lot_ the new
structure Was Rev. E. David
Gross, of Duncan, Okla.,
presently of Murray. The
Building Committee was
composed of Buel E. Stalls,
James Tipton, Rexie O.T.
Stalls, Rev. Eugene E. Peal,
and Rev, Marvin L. Williams.

Miss Faye Hodge of Carlisle County, second from right, was crowned as District Dairy Princess at
the meeting held at Mayfield High School Wednesday evening, She was crowned by Miss Kathy Jo
Stubblefield, Calloway County, right, retiring district dairy princess and first alternate to the Kentucky Dairy Princess, Miss Carolyn Venable of Calloway County, left, was named as second runnerup and Miss Gail Yates of Graves County was first runnerup. All four girls are students at
Murray State University, Fimer Hixon of Fulton was speaker at the meeting sponsored by the
American Dairy Association of Kentucky. Miss Barbara Rudolph of Marshall County was the
recipient of the "Ada's- College Scholarship award presented to the outstanding dairy girl.

Nixon Address, Demo Response
Indicate War.Still Major Issue

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
In a re-election appeal, President Nixon says North Vietnam
will watch Tuesday's presidential election to find out whether
Americans want "peace with
honor or peace with sun-ender."
The new church will seat
Democratic challenger
approximately 280 persons.
Rev.. Paul Wanger, pastor
of the church, has issued a
special invitation to each one ta
attend all these services on
Sunday.

Key '73 ...
(Continued from Page 1)
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church, Rev. Martin Mattingly
of St. Leo's Catholic Church,
and Rev. David Roos, First
Cliristian
Church.
_
The Key '73 Committee announced
the
following
assignments of responsibilities:
Telephone census committee-Dr. Samuel R. Dodson of First
United Methodist and Rev.
James Garrett; Communitywide Thanksgiving Service
Committee-Key '73 Committee
and Rev. Fred Morton of United
Campus Ministry; Youth
Committee-Charles Guthrie,
First United Methodist; and
publicity committee-Rev.
David Roos. Numerous other
committees are yet to be
named.
Key '73 is the most broadly
based inter-denominational
effort ever planned in the
United States including nearly
all of the major denominations
besides many of the Roman
Catholic Dioceses and such
groups as the Billy Graham
Evangelistic Association, and
Campus Crusade for Christ,
Rey, Keitt! said.

Nunn, Cooper Campaign
In Paducah on Thursday
uig," these tactics are not worthy of men who aspire to high
office:"
Earlier in the day Nunn critiCiZtJ Huddleston for his failure
to greet McGovern when he
made a brief appearance
Thursday at Greater Cincinnati
Airport. Huddleston, citing prior commitment, left Louisville
for Western Kentucky, the opposite direction.
The former governor said
Huddleston has said he would
support McGovern and "now he
ought to go up and greet him."
Nunn said that Hudaleston's
failure to meet McGovern
proves that his opponent for the
U.S. Senate is a "hypocrite."
"It proves what I've said all
along," Nunn said. "Huddleston
asks people to vote for
McGovern where he thinks it
will do good, and where it
won't, he doesn't-he's a hypocrite."
Nunn said he feels the mar.
gin of his victory next Tuesday'
will be "substantial" but declined to give any exact estimate. He quoted Cooper as saying at Somerset Wednesday.
that his margin could be as
high as 100,000 votes.

Nixon Names
Contributors
To Campaign

WASHINGTON t AP) - The
list of contributors who gave
$1,000 or more to the Nixon
campaign between Jan, 1, 1971,
and March 9, 1972, as released
today by the Committee For
the Re-election of the President, included:
Ohio-R. Q. -Annington, Willoughby, $1,030; Loren M. Berry, Dayton, $2,000; Alan Gressel, Cleveland, $5,000; John R.
Donnell, Findlay, $3,000; James
J. Nance, Cleveland, $1,000;
Kent Smith, Gates Mill,
$122,000; Gertrude Dean Souffer, Lakewood, $3,000; Vernon
Stouffer, Lakewood, $15,000;
Robert L. Weston, Cleveland,
$1,000.
Kentucky-John Greenebaum, Louisville; Mason C.
Rudd, Louisville, $2,000;
SPACE Dairymen's Lobby,
Louisville, $10,000.
Indiana-Ray J. Hillenbrand,
Batesville, $1,000; Mrs. Charles
J. Lynn, Indianapolis, $3,000;
N.H.
Noyes, Indianapolis,
$1,000.

Funeral Services
Scheduled Saturday
For Ernest Page
Funeral services for Ernest
W. Page of Murray Route Six
will be held Saturday at two
p.m. at the chapel of the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Kenneth Cole and Rev.
C.R. Simmons officiating.
Pallbearers will be Nelson
Key, Hayden Morris._ Loyd_
Hasty, Scott McNabb, Prentice
Colson, and Owen Henson Hale.
Interment will be in the Elm
Grove Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.
Masonic rites will be conducted tonight(Friday) at 7:30
p.m. at the funeral home with
Murray Lodge No. 105 F.& A.M.
in charge.
Page, age 63, died Thursday
at 7:50 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway, County Hospital
where he had been a patient
since last Friday. He was a
member of a Baptist Church
and of Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons.
Born July 1, 1909, in Marshall
County, he was the son of the
late Jess Page and Edith
Heath Page.

George McGovern, -who ha.sbased his White House bid on
opposition to the Vietnam war,
said Nixon's comments on
television made him "highly
skeptical about whether the
Nixon administration will ever
bring peace."
Both Nixon's prime-time TV
address Thursday evening and
the Democratic response indicate the Vietnam war is still
a major campaign issue, one
week after the White House reported progress in peace negotiations and said "peace is at
hand."
In his first prime-time TV address of the campaign, Nixon
said the United States will
agree on a Vietnam settlement
"when the agreement is rightnot one day before."
The President added: "We
are not going to allow an election deadline or any other kind
of-deadline to force us into an
agreement which would be only
a temporary truce and not a
lasting peace."
McGovern told television viewers in Michigan that Nixon's
claim that certain details need
to be worked out means that
the Vietnam negotiations "are
not going well at all."
McGovern hurriedly booked a
30-minute broadcast on CBS at
10:30 p.m. EST tonight to give
a fuller response to the President.
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew also took up the subject of
peace negotiations as he campaigned in the West.
The vice president said
McGovern has "meddled
around with foreign policy" the
way no other presidential candidate has in the history of the
United States.
"I want to remind you that at
the very time we were in the
process of negotiating a peace
he has offered to renegotiate
thal peace and give away everything we've obtained at the
bargaining table, through the

Seen & Heard . .
(Continued from Page 1)
Good to hear from Mr. Ed
RicTcrnari this mm ttittg. HcS-83
and Mrs. Rickman is 79.
_
If you have two jobs and
you're rich, you have diversified interests. Ifyou have two
jobs and you're poor, you're
moonlighting.
Bumper sticker: "Be alert.
The world needs more lerts."
Fellow says he owes the
government so much money
they don't know whether
to
throw him in jail or recognize
him as a foreign power.

FRIDAY-NOVEMBER 3, 1972
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011ie F. Ball
Passes Away
On Thursday

4)

011ie F. Ball of Hamlin passed
away Thursday at 8:25 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 65 years of age
and his death followed an extended illness.
The deceased operated a
sewing center at Lafayette,
Ind., before he and his wife
moved to Calloway County in
August 1971. He was a member
of the First United Methodist
Church, Murray. He was born
September 21, 1907, in
Maysville, Ind. His mother was
the late Ida Dickson Ball. One
son, Eugene Ball, died in 1950.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mary Allen Ball of Hamlin
who he married July 23, 1927;
his father, Johnnie Ball
of
Casse Grande, Arizona; two
daughters, Mrs. Robert ( Faye
Louise)Stockdale of LaFayette,
Ind., and Mrs. George ( Kaye)
Smith of Greenwood, Ind.; one
son, Allan Ball of Garden City,
Mich.; ten grandchildren; four
great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman .
Funeral Home with Dr. Samuel
R. Doson, Jr., and Rev. James
Baker officiating.
Burial will be in, the Murray
Cemetery. Friends may call at.
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home afternoon p.m. today
-4

saCrffiee""
Ar Lir' Karr
men and countless wounded.
"I think that's reprehensible," Agnew said at a Cheyenne, Wyo., high school.
McGovern had said last week
(Continued front Page 1)
that, if elected, he would respect the terms of any agree- Directors Association, The West
ment made during the Nixon Kentucky District Funeral
administration. But he added Directors Association, the
he would reserve the right to Order of the Golden Rule, The
try to change any provision for Associated Funeral Directors
continued military aid to the Service.
present South Vietnamese gov"We are authorized to service
ernment.
all burial policies at face value
The Democratic vice-presi- regardless of where they are
dential nominee, Sargent Shriv- written," Imes said. "We are
er, said the President's elec- charter members of the Kention-eve peace effort has col- tucky Funeral Directors Burial
Association."
lapsed. The funeral home was
originally on the south side of
the court square, and later
moved to what is now known as
the Colonial Building. Under
the direction of Ronald Churchill the present modern facility
was constructed several years
ago.
Imes is married to the former
November 4, is a red letter
day for all Cub Scout leaders in Mary Beth Beale of Almo and
the Four Rivers Council they have two children Molly,
age 5 and John Beale, age 2.
according
to
Shirley
Beauchamp, Chairman of the Walker is married to the former
Marylin Wilson of Murray and
Cub Training.
they have one daughter Trade
A "Pow Wow" training one year old.
session will be held Saturday
afternoon from 1 till 4:30 p.m, at
the Benton Elementary Gym,
llth and Maple in Benton. This
is for Cubmasters, Den
The lunch menu for the
Mothers, Assistants, Committeemen, interested parents, Murray City Schools for'
Monday, Nov. 6, through
and Den Chiefs.
Friday, Nov. 10, is as follows:
The "Pow Wow" will include
Monday-Hot dog on bun with
outstanding
sessions
in chili, carrot stick, cake, milk.
games, crafts, skits and
Tuesday-Chicken a la king,
puppets. , pack administration, applesauc
e, pickle slices,
Webelos den and program ideas
chocolate chip cookies, bread
for the Blue and God banquet. and
butter, milk.
Wednesday -Meat loaf,
"It is a training program and
necessary for the various mashed potatoes, turnip greens
training awards, but it will be cornbread, and butter, ice
ati afferYlbon-of fun - tad _cream, male
Thursday-Hamburger, bun,
relaxation for all who attend a
spokesman said -Registration onion and pickles, potato chips,
fees will be El which includes pork an beans, apple, milk.
Friday-Pimento
the "Pow Wow" notebook full of
cheese
ideas to help in all Cub Scouting sandwich, green peas, celery,
stick, moon pie, milk.
programs.

so
0
CD 0

Churchill .. .

Cub Scout Leaders
_To Have Training_
Session Saturday

City School
Lunch Menu

World News Briefs
-SAIGON -r-AP)--- The tI..t
government has drafted secret
plans for a military advisory
group of American civilians to
remain in South Vietnam after
all U.S. troops are withdrawn,
similar to the situation that
now exists in Laos.
U.S. military sources said the
advisers would be employed by
civilian firms that would be under contract to the U.S. Defense or State Departments.
The draft peace agreement
negotiated by Henry A. Kissinger and the North Vietnamese
in Paris calls for the withdrawal of all U.S. forces from Vietnam within 60 days of a.cease fire, but nothing has been said
publicly about U.S. civilian advisers.

"Why don't you play golf with
George anymore? "asked
the
wife."
"Would you play golf with a
guy who puts down the wrong
score and moves the ball when
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. you aren't watching?" queried
Myrtle Rhea Page, and one her hubby.
daughter, Mrs. Pattie Winfield,
"No," she replied.
WASHINGTON (A?) - A
both of Murray Route Six; two
"Neither, will George."
300-member group of militant
sons,13111 Page of 1610 Parklane
Indians today voluntarily
Drive, Murray, and Hance
Quoted: "If you let a smile be their 18-hour takeover ended
of the
Page of Louisville; five grand- your tunbrella, you'll get a federal government
's Bureau of
children.
mouthful of rain."
Indian Affairs building.

The demonstrators seized the
building at dusk Thursday. int. er, the White House apparently
ruled out plans to evict the protestors forcibly and negotiated
an agreement for them to vacate today.
Before vacating the building,
the Indians had said they would
move to the government's nearby "Departmental auditorium.
OTTAWA (AP) - Prime
Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau
said Thursday night he won't
quit desprae the tie vote in Canada's general election, and the,
leader of the New Democratic
party pledged' the support
Trudeau needs for a majority
in the House of Commons.
Trudeau told a televised news
conference he would ask Gov.- Gen. Roland Michener to call
Parliament into session as soon
as possible so his Liberal government could determine its
fate with a vote of confidence
in Commons.
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seconds. A native Texan, she
launched her career at age niw
when she appeared with western
songstress Judi Lynn.
This fall, Miss Tucker became
a high school freshman in
Henderson, Nevada, having
already achieved a success
envied by many veterans in the
industry. Her top ten single,
"Delta Dawn," was penned by a
State
former
Murray
University, Murray, Ky., music
major, Alex Harvey, who

currently records with Capitol.
Though Tanya has never
received any formal schooling
in music, her rendition of the
songs on her new Columbia
her
illustrate
album
professional maturity. This
writer feels the best songs on the
album are "The Jamestown
Ferry," "Soul Song," and "New
York City Song."
On the other hand, veteran
Tennessee Ernie, who studied at
. the Cincinnati Conservatory of
Music, leads with his popular
single "The Pea-Pickin' Cook"
on his new Capitol album. Other
winners on the album are
Snuff,"
Dips
"Granny
"Sunday's Still A Special Day
To Me," and "Mama's Song."
The 52-year-old Ford, who had
his own network television show
for five seasons, began singing
professionally after going into
radio as an announcer in 1937.
His best remembered tune is
"Sixteen Tons," a million-seller
released in 1955.
Ford was in Nashville this
week taping an hour-long
Christmas special to be aired
December 23 by NBC-TV.
Another television star in the
news recently was Hee Haw's
Junior Samples. The Georgia
cracker was arrested in his
hometown of Cumming on drunk
charges. A few days later,
Junior sauntered into the local

et

newspaper office with a gun to
see that the Forsyth County
News printed the "truth."
According to Junior, his
arrest was a political move by
the new sheriff. Samples had
supported his opponent in the
recent election.
This writer asked Hee Haw
producer Sam Lovullo if he
could shed any new light on the
matter, Sam quipped, "As we
all know, Junior Is great selling
cars on Hee HON. However,
when Junior samples his
moonshine in the cornfield away
from Hee Haw, the sheriff
should be included in his party."
Junior recently completed an
eastern tour with several of his
cohorts on the syndicated
television show, including
Stringbean, Grandpa Jones and
Lisa Todd. Archie Campbell
emceed the show.
Archie has been named
Comedian of the Year by Music
City News, a country music
trade paper. Winked Campbell,
"1 don't know why they'd pick a
pore little ole country boy from
Bulls Gap, but I'm sure
impressed and grateful."
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MR.MERCHANT

By DARRELL ROWLETT
The new and the old are
represented by two recently
released country albums.
Fourteen-year-old Tanya
Tucker is sporting her first
following the success of her
"Delta Dawn" single while
Tennessee Ernie Ford has
added another in a long line of
successful albums.
Tanya Tucker has always
been quick. On her feet, she has
made the 50-yard dash in 6.7
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YOungster Tanya Tucker Cuts Album,
Junior Sampling With Wrong Party

Inside Country Music—
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Rodgers surprises
NEW YORK 11.1PII —
Everyone knows Richard
Rodgers wrote "Some' Enchanted Evening," "Younger
Than Springtime," "Mountain
Greenery- and. "My Favorite
Things"
But an exhibition at New
York's Hallmark Gallery
honoring the composer's
legendary 55-year career listed
some other, less familiar
Rodgers melodies. Among
them: "Fan Tan Fannie,"
"My Pal Bumper," "How's
Your Health?" "When They
Rub Noses In Alaska," "Lido
Lady" and "Out Of A Job."

Debut
HOLLYWOOD IUP I t —
Tina Christiani, of the famed
Christiani circus family, will
make her motion picture debut
in Paramount's "Badge 373,"
filming in New York City.

Amusement
shorts
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Sloppy White

Gloria Loring

Dorothy Olson

Peter Marshall
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. •;BER 18-19—The Paducah Lions Club-WPSD-TV Ii ihon for
I. s
t; Children is
LIONS CL
scheduled thi year for Sahrrday and Sunday,November 111-19, WPSD-TV,Channel 6,from 10 p.m. Saturday until 1 p.m. Sunday
will be Gloria
Host for 'Ws 'ear's trleihon is Peter Marshall, top right, star of !sale's "Hollywood Squares." Also appearing
Loring, topi t."a young entertainer to take seriously ;"Slappy White. bottom 1.;1t, a popular master comedian who appears
frequently o "Sanford anti a:t." and perennial fasorite Dorothy Olson, bottom right, who is returning for her 15th year to the
telethon.
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HERE S A HAPPY NOTE: A friendly
Classified Ad Visor will help you
prepare your low cost, result getting
Want Ad Its easy, call now
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Re-release
HOLLYWOOD IUPI Twentieth Century-Fox will re.
release "The Sound of Music'
next Easter.

time, reading of books is
strictly forbidden and
readers are hunted down by
authorities.
10:45 p.m.-Movie: "Mr.
Hobbs Takes a Vacation,"
Channel 3. James Stewart,
Maureen O'Hara, Fabian,
John Saxon, Marie Wilson.
Misadventures of a banker
and his family trying
desperately to enjoy a
vacation in a rundown
beach house. Problems
range from bad plumbing to
grumpy servants.

Sunday Daytime Schedule

On Gridiron or On Screen,

PAGF TEN

Cooper, George Raft, W. C.
Fields, Charles Laughton,
Frances Pee, Wynne Gibson.
Eccentric
millionaire
decides to leave his money to
eight strangers, whose
names he picked out of
telephone book.
7:30 p.m.-Movie: "The Buccaneer," Channel
29.
Brynner, Carlton Heston,
Claire Bloom, Inger Stevens,
Charles Boyer, Henry Hull,
E.(1! Marshall. New Orleans
- War of 1912: General Andrew Jackson's dependence
on the help of pirate Jean
lafitte is complicated by the
Govnornor's daughter.
7:30 p.m.-Sandy Duncan,
Channels 5, 12. Opportunity
comes scratching at Sandy's
door when she's selected to
be the "Bubbles Galore" girl
in a television commercial
for a new bubble bath that
unfortunately has one small
side effect-it gives Sandy the
seven-hour itch.
7:30 p.m.-Mystery Movie:
Channels 4, 6. "The Most
Crucial Game," starring
Peter Falk as Lt. Columbo.
During the investigation of
the slaying of the owner of a
professional football team,
Columbo meets the Los
Angeles takers basketball
team. Robert Culp, Dean
Jagger, Susan Howard and
Dean Stockwell guest-star.
8 p.m.-Movie: "Von Ryan's
Express," Channels 3,8.
Frok Sinatra and Trevor
116-ward star in an actionadventure drama-adapted
from the best-selling novel by
David
Westheimer-about
one of the most daring mass
POW escapes ever conceived
during World War II.
10:15 p.m.-Movie: "The Big
Gundown," Channel 29. Lee
Van Clef. Thomas Milian,
Luisa Rivelli. Egged on by a
Texas landowner, a gunfighter sets out to capture a

Then Sell it! Through a

Are goo 011;111
lioishod Ioiag
lour lion?

Paid Political
Advertisement

For The
First District

DEMOCRAT

FRANK ALBERT
STUBBLEFIELD

* RE-ELECT *

For Congress

Sunday, November 5
10:30 a.m.-Movie: "Ghost of
St. Michaels," Chatinel 29.
Will Hay, Claude flulbert,
Felix Aylmer, Charles
Hawtrey, Hay Patrie. Death
strikes when the bagpipes
are played in this murder
mystery.
4
p.m.-"Robin
Hood,"
. Channels 5, 12. Animated
special taken from the cycle
of ballads built around the
magnanimous folk hero of
the early 13th century who
used his skill at archery to
rob the rich in the environs of
northern England's. Sherwood Forest and gave
generously to the needy.
4:00 p.m.-Movie: "Five Weeks
in a Balloon," Charnel 8. Red
Buttons, Fabian, Sit! Richard
Hayden. Barbara Eden.
Scottish balloonist is asked
by Queen. Victoria to plant
the British flag on an explored part of Africa. With
his crew .assembled, the
balloon takes off on a
madcap safari, where they
meet new dangers constantly.
6:00 p.m.-Movie: "If I Had A
Million," Channel 29. Gary

Mexican accused of raping
and murdering a young .girl.
At the shown-down, he
realizes the Mexican is not
guilty, but the Texan's sonin-law is.
10:30 p.m.-Movie: "Night of
the
Following
Day,"
Channel 6. Marlon Brand°,
Richard Boone, Rita Moreno,
Pamela Franklin. A kidnapping, planned with
meticulous care, runs into an
unforeseen snag when the
abducted girl falls in love
with one of her captors.
10:30 p.m.-Mirvie:
"Fahrenheit 451," Channel 5.
Julie Christie. In an unspecified country, at an
underterminate period of.
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ing a subject of intensive negotiations," he said.
"None of us want to upset
any possibilities of the governments reaching a settlement."
And, he added shortly after
the regular "Today" show finished Thursday, going ahead
with the POW program would
have been "either mischief
making or idiocy because we
would be into areas that might
be academic tonight."
Three hours after he spoke,
Presidential aide Henry Kissinger told Washington newsmen
the U.S. and North Vietnam
have agreed on most major
provisions of a settlement of
the Vietnam war and that
"peace is at hand."
The U.S. POWs, according to
a Hanoi broadcast, could be
freed within 60 days after a
negotiated settlement of the
war is signed.
The "Today" POW program
had as scheduled guests spokesmen for various peace groups,
a POW family organization,
and a Pentagon spokesman,
Maj. Gen. Daniel "Chappie"
James, a veteran of the air war
over North Vietnam.
The show also planned to examine the history of prisoners
of war, the Geneva Convention
articles concerning POWs and
whether those articles had been
violated by Hanoi.
The show as planned may
never go on. Shulberg said that
if an agreement is reached on
the release of the POWs, another show with a more hopeful
content will be in the works.
It will concern, he said, a discussion of Pentagon plans to
rehabilitate the POWs and
"just talk more precisely about
how they're going to be handled
when they arrive home."
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serve that -it's different from

Actor Gray Made
Film in Germany

-R 1

6

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
Jackson Purchase Production
vA CR4, Credit Association

PCA Ithe go ahead people

so it cost less.

to use their money

PCA showed me how

loung guest
HOLLYWOOD (UPI I Brandon Cruz, 10, who starred
with Bill Bixby in -The
Courtship of Eddie's Father,will make a guest appearanee
on "Kong Fu- for ABC.

their parents were trying to figure out the same thing.
Saturday's program marks
the start of a regular series of
half-hour news shows for children. All the programs will be
narrated by regular CBS correspondents and keyed to major
news events.
One segment now in the planning stages for broadcast next
spring is entitled, "What's the
Congress All About?"
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It contrasts this with the good
old days when there were no
computers to speed up the vote
sampling and analysis process.
In that era, vote reports took
a lot of time and, as Cronkite
explains, it often "looked like a
horse race...first one candidate
appeared to be winning.. then
the other one caught up and
passed him., then the first one
caught the second one again."
The program, written and
produced by Joel Heller, has a
lot of flashy visual effects that
hopefully will lengthen the notoriously short attention span of
the young viewer. And even the
old one.
Thankfully, most of the narration isn't "written down" for
the kids.
"What's An Election All
About" was born, oddly
enough, in the tumult and
hoopla of this year's Democratic and Republican national conventions in Florida.
During those gatherings, CBS
News broadcast two experimental programs that tried
to tell children what the conventions were all about while
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When Mike inherits a few
hundred dollars and donates
most of it to a Presidential
campaign, a family feud ensues, on "All in the Family"
Saturday, Nov. 4 (7:00-7:30
p.m.,
CST) on the CBS
Television Network. John Rich
directed from the script by
Michael Ross and Bernie West.
Due to Mike's action, Archie
decides Mike and Gloria should
pay for and prepare their own
meals, not only because he feels
the mosey should go toward
paying him back for two years
of room and board, but also
because he opposes Mike's
choice in Presidential candidates.

Gift auses
Feu In All
In T e Family

young alie in that it explains
in plain , nglish how network
television news can "project" a
presiden al election winner „so
quickly.

Saturday Evening Schedule
WSI L
Ch.3
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By JAY SHARBUTT
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - The
"Today" show on NBC blew a
golden opportunity last week to
get in some timely licks keyed
.to the increasing signs of peace
In Vietnam. But the blow actually was for something rare
in television news-restraint.
"Today" had planned to air a
special two-hour Thursday edition centering on the administration's effort to free the 425
American prisoners the Pentagon says North Vietnam is
holding.
Instead, Stuart Shulberg, the
show's executive producer,
postponed the POW program a
day before its scheduled broadcast.
"It just struck us that this
was a very inappropriate day
to be stumbling around in an
area that obviously was becom-

CBS To Air Children's Election Show Saturday
By JAY SHARBUTT
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - This
Saturday, CBS News is
televising a pretty childish
show on how this nation elects
its president, Congress, governors and assorted state and local politicos.
Why is it childish? The main
reason is that it's strictly for
children. It lasts 29 minutes, is
called "What's An Election Al/
About" and starts at 12:30 p.m.
EST.
No matter that it's just for
kids. The ancients also should
watch it. Particularly the 18year-old ancients who next
Tuesday vote in a presidential
election for the first time in
U.S. history.
The show, narrated by Walter
Cronkite, is a timely primer on
the election process in the United States. It's a visual civics
course containing basic information many of us forgot as
soon as we were assaulted by
non-Euclidian geometry or
some-such in high school.
The program also should
prove interesting for old and

FRIDAY-NOVEMBER

'Today' Shows Restraint
In Canceling Broadcast

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Jerry Lewis and Tony Curtis, as a couple et newsmen Casanovas in Paris, who've made a hectic,
hilarious game of)uggliq international Maine hostesses, discover from cabbie Francoise Ruggieri
another alluring group of lovelies in the drivers' seats of Parisian taxis, in the color comedy,
-Boeing, Boeing," on Channel 8's Award Movie,Sunday November 12 4:00p.m.
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think the American male has
always felt that physical combat was something he could
identify with or something he
could vicariously enjoy."
Whether athlete or actor. to
Jim Brown. -It's taking what
you have and doing as much
with it as you can."
"We all have a level we try to
reach
But there's no way to
combine the physical and the
mental and come out 100.
"I like to do my thing and
have it come out my thing. I
don't want to be a Shakespearean actor. Not a Calvin
Lockhart or another Poitier
I like the hero or anti-hero
type '•
Brown has played that role in
some dozen films now and he
feels he's learned a lot about his
new field.
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"I know more about what's
going on, I understand the medium a lot better_ I have a more
rounded understanding of the
total picture."
Brown is more involved in
other aspects of movifsmaking
now, beyond acting. "Slaughter" was "a whole thing for
me," he said, including a little
writing on it.
Despite the current rash and success - of "black"
films, Brown doesn't like to put
"Slaughter" in that category.
"The black film," he said,
"has no definite definition. It's
a title put on 'em when they
have a lot of blacks in 'em
"You do what you want to do.
There are special markets and
general markets. The general
markets are better. You start
with your own market, then expand.
"So, you can see Where I'm
comm n' from. To me, everything
is exploitation. You use me, I
use you for something. So
what? You get the financing
and do your thing."
His "thing" in "Slaughter," a
bloody, brawling mass audience
adventure, is the role of superhero and superlover. In the hero
role, he takes on, singlehandedly, a South American
crime syndicate which has
about as much chance as a oneon-one tackler on a Jimmy
Brown open field run.
In the role of lover, he makes
some play-action passes at
Stella Stevens that deserve instant replay They include some
interracial nude bed scenes
about which Brown comments:
"They don't have the impact
they used to."

Saturday Daytime Schedule

By NORMAN GOLDSTEIN
AP Newsfeatnres Writer
NEW YORK IAP) - A
quiet strength exudes from
every pore of actor Jim
Brown. He speaks gently. but
forcefully
It's much the way he played
football. He would plow past
optimistic would-be tacklers on
his way to setting all sorts of
college and professional football records, then walk slowly,
very slowly, back to the huddle
as though he couldn't run another inch. Then he would slam
through the line again..
Brown. "Mr. Football" at
Syracuse University and with
the pro Cleveland Browns, quit
the sport while at the top in
1966, and plunged into Movies
as he does everything else totally_ Starting with "Rio Conchos," he's made about a dozen
films in his second career and
while he's not quite "Mr. Movies," he has made an impact on
the screen_
In town to promote his latest
action offering, "Slaughter,"
Brown reflected on the images
of the athlete and the actor.
4,1 "I think the athlete has always had a particular place.
especially in the American
male's viewpoint," he said, relaxing a ready-to-play shape of
6-feet-2. 230 pounds that has
been kept trim by a good deal of
tennis, basketball and golf but no football
"I think movie stars have had
a certain kind of superficial
popularity, you know, based on
an image that was developed
But the athlete has alway's had
a following, you know, that
went much deeper Because I
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Valentina Cortes. Woman,
Saturday, November
reputed to be the richest in
the world, returns to her
10:30 a.m.-Movie: "The Seven
home town and offers larger
Dwarfs
to the Rescue,"
sums of money to each
channel 29. The seven
citizen if they will put her
dwarfs by clever schemes
former lover to death. When
contrive to enter the eviI
they agree, she relents and
Prince's castle and rescue
turns on them for their greed.
Snow White and her husband
Prince Charming.
1:30 p.m.-Movie: "Last of The 8:00 p.m.-Movie: Channels 4, 6.
First half of "Giant,"
Comanches," channel 29.
starring Rock Hudson,
Broderick Crawford, BarElizabeth Taylor and James
bara Hale, Uoyd Bridges,
Dean. The owner(Hudson) of
Mickey Shaughnessy. After a
a
Texas cattle ranch and his
six
raid by Comanches,
wife (Miss Taylor) involve
remaining cavalrymen join a
themselves in the plight of
stagecoach and lead it to
poor Mexican ranch workers
safety. ,staving off an Indian
and the life of their one-time
attack until help arrives.
ranch
hand,
now
a
3:06 p.m.--Movie: "Blue Veil,"
millionaire, Jett Rink (Dean)
channel 12. Jane Wyman,
I Part two will be colorcast
Charles Laughton, Joan
Monday, Nov. 13, 8 g.m.)
Blondell, Richard Carlson.
Young woman finds solace 9:00 p.m.-The Sixth Sense,
channels 3, )8. Ote hour
and happiness in the selfdramatic series that explores
sacrificing career of being a
psychic phenomena and
children's nurse.
extrasensory perception
7:00 p.m.-All In The Family,
starring Gary Collins as
channels, 5, 12. When it
Michael Rhodes,Ph. D., in "I
comes to having a females
Did Not Mean to Slay Thee,"
surgeon remove his apPamela Franklin guest stars
pendix, Mike's usual liberal
with
Pernell Roberts,
turn
male
views
Michael Baseleon and Connie
chauvinistic.
Milton. Dr. Rhodes fights
7:00 p.m.-Kung Fu- channels
against time to save a young
3, 8. One hour dramaticgirl apparently dying from a
adventure series concerning
fatal disease.
a Chinese-American fugitive
living a precarious existence 10:45 p.m.-Movie: "Boom,"
channel 6. Elizabeth Taylor,
turbulent
along
the
Richard
Burton, Noel,
American frontier of the
Coward, Michael Dunn,
1860's. David Carradine stars
Joanna Shimkus. A muchas Caine-a stoical but
married, ever-widowed
sensitive Buddhist priest
recluse of enormous wealth
trained in the physical and
and power finds her domain
mental discipline of Kung
invaded by a mhn promising
Fu. "Dark Angel" with guest
delights beyond any she had
stars John Carradine, Robert
known.
Carradine, Keye Luke and
Mid-Movie:
"Lilli
Caine 12:00
Jagger.
Dean
Marlene," channel 29. Lisa
befriends a dying prospector
Dainiely, Stanley Baker,
whose legacy, a map to a
Hugh McDermott, John
fabulous gold mind, is a oneBlyth. Lovely French girl is
way ticket to tragedy.
forced by the Nazis to
7:30 p.m.-Movie:- "The
broadcast
demoralizing
Visit," channel 29. Ingrid
propaganda to British troops
Bergman, Anthony Quinn,
during World War II.
Irma Demick, Paolo Stoppa,

Saturday TV Highlights

Owen Marshall (Arthur Hill) defends a client (not in photo) of
attack charges made by Lois Burke, (guest star, Patty 9uke) in
"Love Child," on Channel 8's -Owen Marshall, Counselor at
Law," Thursday, Nov. 9 (9:00-10:00 p.m.).
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On Gridiron or On Screen,
Jim Brown Gives His All
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305 North 4th Street Phone 753-5602

Keys Keel, Office Manager

L

Complete repair service on all makes of TV's and Anterm:. Good selection of 1973 Sylvania Color TV's &
Stereo's in stock.

Dealer In Murray

Your Only Authorized SYLVANIA

2 Miles From 5 Points
North 16th Ext.
Dial 753-2385

SALES & SERVICE

ORTEN'S TV

$25.00
REWARD

McGOVERN

serve that "it's different from
By
THOMAS
the stage version. It's the first
AP Newsfeatures Writer
film musical that doesn't have
NEW YORK (API —
people singing to each other out
Actor Joel Grey has appeer- of context - they don't talk and
ed in a total of four movies, then break into song. It you are
dealing with a very serious
but he prefers to think of his
matter and then break into it
latest, "Cabaret," as his first.
"The others were all bad," with a song you break the
mood,"
says Grey, an engaging man
He also points out the differwho is quick to show a visitor
pictures of his two young chil- ence between acting the same
role on the stage and for the
dren.
"One of ithose first three screen, "In this role," Grey
films keeps showing up on tele- says, "the very essence of the
vision," Grey continues. "Since character is highly emotional
they insist on showing it at 4 so you have to take it down a
notch or two for the screen.
3.M. I feel safe, but wouldn't
you know that that's the night That's because the screen gets
my friends get insomnia and so close that you must be subtler, in other words you're not
stay up watching TV."
Becoming more serious as he going for the 20th row now but
discusses "Cabaret." Grey. a the first row "
slender 39-year-old casually
clad in white sports shirt and
brown suede trousers, says he
For President
regards his part as the "Master
of Ceremonies" as his first major film role_
The role, however, is not a
new one for him since he acted
it in the Broadway musical of
the same name for 14 months
and then took the part into summer stock where he also diDEMOCRAT
rected.
"I would never presume to
direct myself in something I
didn't know well." Grey says_
For The People
"Never something that was
strictly new."
Grey won the 1967 Tony
award for "Best Supporting AcPaid Political
tor in a Broadway Musical" for
his depiction of the M. C, in
Advertisement
"Cabaret," which takes a fictional look at what went on in
Germany in the early 1930s.
Two years later he was nominated for "Best Star Actor" for
his lead performance in
"George M'," a musical about
Ccrgc M. Cohan_
Although he has played the
part of the M. C. many times,
. .For information leadGrey points out that "the role
ing to any person who will
has never bored me Maybe it's
buy a new or used mobile
because the M. C is so highly
home
from
me,
energized When he performs.
it's like the last time each time
He7s a desperate second-rate
performer who is trying to
make himself feel alive_
"He'll do anything for applause or a laugh. I mean anything, and because of that he's
very dangerous. But it's these
little people - like Hitler •who suffer from a tremendous
lack of self-esteem that are alJim Caldwell
ways dangerous in their efforts
to elevate themselves"
Green-Acres
Grey spent three months in
Germany' while the movie was
being filmed, most of it in MunMobile Homes
ich, but didn't get to see much
of the country since "we reParis, Tenn.
hearsed and worked six days a
week."
901-642-0271
He regards the film as "a
good one" and is quick to ob-

Actor Gray Made
Film in Germany
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740 TV HIGH SCHOOL
5:30 ELECTRIC COMSUNDAY, NOVEMBER
8:)0 SPECIAL OF THE PANY
5
WEEK: Awake' and Sing: 6:00 WINDOW TO THE
TOO ZOOM
Clifford Odets' 1935 classic CLASSROOM: Kentucky
730 THE JUST GENEabout a New York Jewish History
RATION, Environmental
faanily's struggle for survival 6:20 LAW OF THE LAND:
Law: Howard Miller and
An information series on
dIing the depression
thirteen high school stu1' :00 WASHINGTON law for the public
dents tackle the -prciblems
WEEK IN REVIEW
6:30 FOLK GUITAR
involved in controlling pol10:30 HOLLIS SUMMERS. 7:00 CONTROLLING ABlution through law.
SENTEEISM AND TURN8:00 THE FAMILY GAME. T ESD AY, NOVEMLinda: A young woman BER 7
7:30
OVER
TV HIGH SCHOOL
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against her rich relatives is 7,00 YOU, THE SUPER- 5.00 MISTER ROGERS
kindled when her second vilSOR : Work Planning and NEIGHBORHOOD
cousin falls in love with
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5 - 30 ELECTRIC COMBette's protege.
7 30 EKU PRESENTS:
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10:00 FIRING LINE
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Things
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igands
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the theme song for a women's
lib movie, "Stand Up and Be
Counted," and Ms. Reddy is
using it as the title piece in her
next album.
"The song started out as a
personal statement," says the
30-year-old singer, recalling her
struggle to make it as an entertainer.
The daughter of Australian
entertainers Stella Lamond and
Max Reddy, Helen had grown
up in show business and started
singing professionally at 15.
When she won a talent contest
in 1966 with a prize of a trip to
the United States, Ms. Reddy,
then divorced, set out with her
small daughter Traci to find
success. It was a long search.
"I had come to America at
precisely the wrong time," she
recalls. "Everything was male
groups and loud noise, There
was just no market for lone girl
singers."
She met and married Wald, a
talent agent, soon after her ar- ;
rival. But even with his help
her best bookings were onenight stands at state fairs.
Then, five years after her
emigration, Ms. Reddy made a
record that changed her life.
Her rendition of "I Don't Know
How to Love Hint" from the
musical "Jesus Christ Superstar" became a hit. She followed that with "Crazy Love" and
was on her way.
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Woman Believes
Spirit Causes
Her Sickness

By JAY SHARBUTT
taries, news documentaries and
AP Television Writer
special events programs, such
NEW YORK (AP) — The Naas coverage of last September's
tional Academy of Television
Munich tragedy during the
Arts and Sciences, which takes
Olympics.
the tube very seriously, is
The judges? They'll be what
doing something unique at
Sarnoff calls a "blue-ribbon
Emmy Awards time next
panel" of at least 40 television
spring.
critics and columnists from
around the nation; they'll be
For the first time in its relaflown to New York to see the
tively young life, the academy
shows and make their judgeis televising a separate awards
ments.
show to honor what the judges
deem national television's best
stews and documentary programs of 1972.
In the past, broadcast journalists picked up their Emmies
either unnoticed or in a group
that on television resembled the
lineup at the 15th Precinct
house after a burglary wave.
Now, with their own 90-minute show, they can take individGuest stars George Chakiris,
ual bows and won't have to' as a young doctor, and Gilbert
stand in the shadow of assorted
Roland, as a faith healer, are
actors, singers, producers and
called to treat an elderly
other folk who deal only in enMexican woman who believes
tertainment fare.
her illness is caused by an evil
The academy's Emmy
spirit, on "Medical Center"
Awards for entertainment are
Wednesday, Nov. 8 (8:00-9:00
being distributed next May 20
For Congress
p.m. CST) on the CBS
from Hollywood in a one-hout
Television Network. Vincent
special on ABC.
* RE-ELECT *
Sherman directed from a script
The newsmen will get their
by Karl Tunberg.
honors and show excerpts of
Dr. Ray Sampson (Chakiris)
their winning entries about a s. tells the critically ill Senora
week or 10 days later in a proEsquival that she must have
gram broadcast by CBS froM
surgery, but she refuses,
New York. _
claiming that only Mondragon
"For a 4iong time, the net(Roland), using his ancient
DEMOCRAT
work news divisions .have felt,
remedies of spells and prayers,
quite properly, that they'e
can help her.
been given short shrift on the
For The
Emmy show," said Thomas W.
Reunion _
Sarnoff, a top NBC executive
First District
HOLLYWOOD It PI I —
and academy chairman.
Woody Allen and director
',Paid Political
The work of the three netIlerb'ert Ross will be reunited
in a new Warner Bros, film
works, syndicated producers
Advertisement
entitled "Alimony."
and the Public Broadcasting
System will be considered for
news Emmies.
They'll compete in five basic
categories — hard news, magazine-type programs such as "60
Phone 753-1272
Minutes," cultural documen* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
II
We Have It— We Will Get It — Or It Can't Be Had
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in it too."
"I Am Woman," which includes the resolve that "...no
one's ever gonna keep me down
again,'has been snapped up as

Broadcast Journalists
To Be Honored On Air

and her husband-manager Jett
Wald share household chores.
"The last person up in the
morning makes the bed,". she
says. "It's only fair. He sleeps

Monday Evening Schedule

Monday, November 6
star and Charlie Callas.
9:00 a.m.—Movie: "Johnny
Martin Milner and Kent
Tiger," Channel 8. Robert
McCord make cameo apTaylor, Geraldine Brooks,
pearances.
Chad Everett, Brenda Scott,
8
p.m.—Football,
channels 3,8.
Marc Lawrence. Half-breed
ABC Sports late-night
seminole must make the
presentation of the Baltimore
decision of whether to take
Colts vs. the New England
over leadership of his
Patriots game from Schaefer
diminished tribe or accept
Stadium
in
Foxboro,
the help of white teacher
Massachusetts.
Commentary
fallen
whose daughter he has
by Frank Giffod, Don
in love with.
Meredith and Howard Cosell.
3:00 p.m.—Movie: "The Bobo,"
10:30
p.m.—Movie: "The Two
Channel 4. Peter Sellers,
Faces of Dr. Jekyll," Channel
Britt Ekland, Rosanno
12 (11:30 on 5). Based on
Brazzi. Singing matador,
Robert Louis Stevenson's
trying to break into show
classic horror novel "Dr.
business is promistd a
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," and
theater booking is he,can
starring Paul Massie, Dawn
conquer a local gold-digging
Addams and Christopher
beauty within three days.
Lee. Absorbed in research
4:00 p.m.—Movie: ''Godzilla vs.
toward isolation of the two
the Thing," Channel 5. Akira
natures of a man, Dr. Jekyll
Takarada, Yurik• Hoshi.
degenerates into Mr. Hyde, a
' Godzilla, ,a firebreathing
vengeful maniac. Dr. Jekyll
reptile? is killed when he is
is revolted by his own second
caught in a web of a monnature and takes desperate
strous moth.
steps to do away with his evil
7:30
p.m.—Movie: "Dr.
self.
Goldfoot and the Bikini
Machine," Channel 29.
11:15 p.m.—Movie:"Orders are
Orders," Channel 29. Brian
7 p.m.—Laugh-In, Channels 4,6,
Reese, Margot Grahame,
starring Dan Rowan and
Peter
Sellers.
Motion
Dick Martin, with Ruth
Picture company
is on
Buzzi, Gary Owens, Lily
location in army barracks,
Tomlin and other regulars.
with girls.
Don Rickles is special guest

Monday TV Highlights

Bridget and Bernie are
reluctant to accept the Fitzgeralds' belated wedding
present—one year's free rent in
a plush apartment—but in the
hope of privacy and quiet,
Bernie sets aside his pride, and
the couple moves uptown, on
"Bridget Loves
Bernie"
Saturday, Nov. 4 k 7:30-8:00 p.m.
CST) on the CBS Television
Network. Richard
Kinon
directed the Burt and Adele
Styler script.
The young Steinbergs have
trouble adapting to their luxury
apartment and decide to move,
but when they discover that the
new building is restricted, they
decide to stay and protest the
discrimination.

By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press Writer
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — It
may be the first marching song
for women's lib — a tune called
"I Am Woman" which sounds a
catchy call to revolution and
has been selling about 25,000
records per day.
"I've been getting lots of
mail about the song from
housewives," says composersinger Helen Reddy. "They say
that if they feel depressed they
put the record en -and it bucks
them up."
The lyrics written by Ms.
Reddy declare:
"I am strong
I am invincible
I am woman."
The Australian-born performer, who shuns makeup and
favors a simple pixie haircut,
employs a male housekeeper,and when he's not there she

Bridget, Bernie Women's Lib Song Gains Popularity
Reluctant To
Accept Present
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HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Arthur O'Connell, twice an
Oscar nominee, landed a
supporting role in MGM's
"Wicked, Wicked," starring
Tiffany Bolling and Scott
Brady.

month period in Nice, Monte
Carlo, Naples, Rome,
Teheran and the Iranian
Desert, the film deals with
the attempts of the police
forces of many countries to
locate the leader of a
profitable narcotics ring. A
special United Nations
narcotics bureau helps
organize the campaign by
tracing the drugs across
Europe to their source in the
desert.
11:15 p.m.—Movie: Double
Feature: . "Phantom of the
Opera,"
channel
29,
Followed
by:
Movie:
"Terror of the Tongs."
Geofrey Tonne, Yvonne
Monlaur, Barbara Brown,
Christopher Lee. British
merchant sea captain sets
out to crush the Red Dragon
Tong,
secret
society
terrorizing Hong Kong in
1910.
12:00 Mid Movie: "Face That
Thrills," channel 3.
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"THE BASHFUL ELEPHANT"

Children's Show Sat.& Sun. 1 til 3 p.m.

"Sam" shows at 3:00 Sat. & Sun. Afternoons

"It's still
the same
old story,
a fight for
love and
glory.'

private detective Miles
Banyon. "Time to Kill." A
marathon dancer, puzzled by
the fleeting reappearance of
a girlfriend she thought was
dead, hires Banyon to find
her again. Jo An Pflug gueststars.
9:00 p.m.-Love American Style
channels 3, 8. Comedy show
with guest stars in three
contemporary tales of love.
"Love and the Hairy Excuse," with guest stars Ann
Prentiss, Dick Shawn and
Ronda Copland;'"Love and
Lady Luck," with guest stars
Catherine Burns, Todd
Susman, Pat Morita, Ellen
Corby and James Milhollin;
and "Love and the Pick-Up,"
with guest stars Herb
Edelman, Loretta Swit,
Robert Hogan, J.S. Johnson
and Erica Campbell.
10:30 p.m.-Movie: "The Poppy
Is Also a Flower," channel 12
111:30 on 5). Starring Senta
Berger, Rita Hayworth, Yul
Brynner, Marcello
Mastroianni, Omar Sharif
and a cast of international
stars. Filmed over a four-
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Friday vening Schedule

Radio-TV -Electrical Appliances

SMALL WORLD ELECTRONICS

9:00 a.m.-Movie: "The Last
Sunset," Channel 8, Rock
By VERNON SCOTT ,
Hudson, Kirk Douglas,
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
Dorothy Malone, Joseph
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Dom DeLuitie, Dean Martin's sidekick
Cotten. Three men vie for the
and barber on the weekly variety show, moved to Hollywood from
love of a woman-her
Manhattan five years ago and has become a city farmer of sorts.
drunkard English husband,
He and his wife, actress Carol Arthur, live in the suburb of Pacific
Palisades where he cultivates a small orchard of avocados, figs,
a man wanted for murder
oranges, lemons and plums.
who was an old-time
He also raises his own tomatos and squash etc] pitches in with his
sweetheart and a dedicated
wife when it comes time to do the cooking.
lawman after the murderer,
For a Brooklyn-born boy, Dom might just as well turn his
during a difficult journey on
attention to animal husbandry, too.
a cattle drive from Mexico to
The DeLuise household includes a dog named Nancy, Malibu la
cat), Woody Woodpecker la parakeet), a rabbit named Dixie and
Texas.
four unnamed guppies in a bowl with a pair of goldfish, Pinnochio
3:00 p.m.—Movie: "North to
and Monstro.
I
Alaska," channel 4. John
The trees and vegetable garden are a hobby.with DeLuise as well
Wayne, Stewart Granger,
as a source of provender. But the menagerie strictly the doing of
Capucine, Ernie Kovacs,
the comedian's offspring.
Fabian. Young prospector
The DeI,uise union of seven years has been ilessed by three'sons:
,
Peter, 6; Michael, 3; and David, 9 month*
leaves for battle, promising
Dom—for Dominick—takes the two tilde"' boys trout fishing:
his partner to bring back his
swimming and bowling."I want to give them al real sense of family,
fiancee-discovering she has
says DeLuise.
married another, returns, to
Until he visited Italy recently Dom was compnced his parents were
Nome with beautiful con.
mistaken about his heritage.
solation prize.
"I thought the name was French," DeLfuise explains, "even
though my parents came from Spinoza. Italy). Well I visited the city 4:00 p.m.—Movie: "Count
and half the people there had the name of D uiae. So I'm 100 per
Three and Pray," channel 5.
cent Italian.
Van Heflin, Joanne Wooddishes
Italian
enjoys
king
who
This pleases the performer,
ward. After Civil War, foranyone,
well
as'
as
hen
the
kit
way
around
although Carol knows her
mer rogue becomes a pastor,
and their housekeeper is a fine cook herse
using much of his former
Long drive
Dam's principal nuisance in life is the long rive from his home to
knowledge in effort to rebuild
taped.
Show"
is
NBC studios in Burbank where "The Dean artin
ruined church.
Don reports for work only three days a week, and often spends 7:00 p.m.-Sanford and Son,"
star.
only an hour or two rehearsing a specific sketchi with a guest
channel 4, 6. Redd Foxx as
One day a week—Friday--Martin and the entire cast work
Fred Sanford and Demond
together beginning at noon. While Dom andi other members of the
Wilson as his son, Lamont.
troupe go through their paces Dean watches on a monitor.
By 4 p.m. atraudience fills Stage 3 at the stludio and tits show goes 7:30 p.m.—Movie: "Up The
on, usually both the dress rehearsal and the filial polished version are
Down Staircase," channel 29.
taped. Producer-director Greg Garrison then takes the best footage
Sandy
Dennis, Eileen
from both shows and splices them together,.
Heckart, Patrick Bedford,
This leaves Dom with considerable time of his own.
Jeff Howard, Ellwn O'Mara.
In addition to puttering in the garden, he kr4gs around the block a
Young teacher burning to
time or two each morning to get his heart started. Dorn belongs to a
health 4•1111) where he exercises and swims.
teach the joys of English
anticipates
and
DeLuise has planted grape vines on his 'property
literature to her students, is
1
the day when he can stomp his own wine.
continually
harrassed by the
says.
"When I
"California is wonderful for growing illigli," he
fact that her students are all
was a kid in Brooklyn my neighborhood was full of gangsters and
from lower-income bombs
killings. But I saw nothing wrong with that. I thought it was part of
.
and hostile environments.
growing up."
Growing fruit and vegetables, he conclIdes, is better.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: "Hornets'
Nest," channels 5, 12.
Starring Rock Hudson and
Sylva Koscina A U.S. Army
captain and a demolition
crew parachute behind Nazi
lines in Northern Italy to
SALES and SERVICE
blow up a strategically vital
dam.
The
Germans,
however,are alerted and gun
down the Americans as they
land, with only the wounded
307 North 4th Street
captain escaping alive.
Murray, Kentucky
Sergio Fantoni co-stars.
9:00 p.m.-Banyon, channels 4,8,.
Phone 753-6091
Starring Robert Forster as

Friday, November 10

Friday TV Highlights
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Brooklyn-born Dom
a farm boy at heart
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Magazine writer Doris Martin
masquerades as an accident
victim and then as a nurse in an
attempt to get herself into a
hospital long enough to interview a notorious safecracker
who is confined there with an
injury and who is keeping
himself incommunicado, on
"The Doris Day Show" Monday, Nov. 6 (8:30-9:00 p.m.
CST) on CBS Television Network. Marc Daniels directed
this episode from a script hy
Laurie Samara and Courtney
Andrews.
unsolved
of
wave
A
safecrackings in San Francisco
has stirred public interest, and
Doris thinks her quarry, Jimtpy
"The Gent" Callahan, can stied
a lot of light on the situation.

Doris Seeks
Interview
With Burglar

future, .particularly if they involve spoken obscenity or complete frontal nudity.
He does think the key to a
further broadening of adult
themes for television lies in the
self-restraint of those on the
creative side of the medium.
But
what
has
caused
television's burst of boldness'
Traviesas thinks it's primar-

Paid Political Advertisement

"Trust Him Kentucky Because
You Can"

DEMOCRAT — SENATE

DEE HUDDLESTON

By ;JAY SHARBUTT
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — "That
Certain Summer" is over. It'll
be interesting now to see how
many — if any — complaints
are registered with ABC for
broadcasting the movie Wednesday night.
The network was edgy about
showing "Summer" in the first
place. The theme of this madefor-television
feature
was
homosexuality and its effect on
personal relationships.
Specifically, it dealt with the
agony of a divorced man — a
homosexual — who ultimately
must tell his 14-year-old son the
truth after the father's years of
secrecy and apparently normal
life.
The film, which starred Hal
Holbrook, shouldn't cause offense. It was tastefully written.
acted and directed.
But it is another toe-in-thewater test of how adult
television can get, an examination already passed by such
regular series as "The Bold
Opes," "All in the Family" and
"Marcus Welby, M.D."
Television's new adult look
perhaps is best summed up by
a censor, of all people: Herminio Traviesas, NBC's plainspoken viceipresident of broadcast standaods.
"This year is the boldest
year, no doubt about it," he
says. But be doesn't think all
the barriers are down, or that
they will be in the foreseeable
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Area Lions Clubs will sponsor
the 16th annual "Telethon of
Stars," to be aired on WPSD-TV
in Paducah from 10 p.m. on
Saturday, Nov. 18, to 1 p.m.
Sunday.
The telethon is staged each
year, with guest-star appearances, to aid the crippled
children of Kentucky, Illinois,
Tennessee, and Missouri.
Promoters of the telethon
expect to surpass the record
figure of 8250,000 raised in last
year's show.
Stars scheduled to appear on
this year's program are Peter
Marshall, emcee, Gloria
Loring, .Dorothy Olson, Slappy
White, Don Cross, and Stan
Gunn.
. .
Also appearing for the 15th
year will be "Bob Sobo and The
New Design," from St. Louis.

16th Annual
Telethon To
Be Staged

ily due to public attitudes
changed by even more boldness
in motion pictures and magazines. He said they've made
once-shocking topics ho-hum affairs.
"Television is really following
what's happening in the United
States — not leading it,", he
said. But he also thinks the
themes we're seeing on
television this year were made
possible by comedy in past
years.
"The big breakthrough, in
my judgment was the Smothers
Brother* Show, followed by
Laugh-In in 1967," he said.
"1-augh-In was the beginning of
satirizing everything. It kidded
homosexuality, the pill, religion, you name it."
From then on, programs that
took serious dramatic looks at
former TV taboos — adultery
and abortion — began appear
ing. Today, the subject range is
broader, more topical and
causes barely a ripple.
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takes the doll home to his
recently-blinded
wife,
unaware that three thugs are
plotting to retrieve it.
(Channels 5, 12).
8:00 p.m.—Iroaside Channels 4,
6. Starring Raymond Burr as
police consultant Robert T.
Ironside. "Nightmare Trip."
Detective Sgt. Ed Brown
( Don Galloway), mugged
and rolled during a Los
Angeles visit, conceals this
identity to check on what an
arrest is like for an innocent
civilian. Burr directed the
drama.
8:00
p.m.—The
Men—
"Assignment Vienna,"
Channels 3, 8. One-hour
action-adventure drama
series starring Robert
Conrad as undercover agent
Jake Webster, proprietor of
Jake's Bar and Grill, a place
where intrigue and excitement are everyday occurrences, and co-starring
Charles Cioffi, in "Queen's
Gambit." Anne Francis stars
as a museum curator who
asks Jake Webster's help in
recovering the stclen royal
crown of Bosnia.
9:00 p.m.—Owen. Marshall,
Counselor at Law Channels 3,
8. Hour-long dramatic series
starring Arthur Hill in the
title role as the brilliant
Santa Barbara attorney with
Lee Majors as his young
associate, Jess Brandon,
with Joan Darling in "Love
Child." Patty Duke, Leif
Erickson and David Soul
guest star. An unwed father
tries to gain custody of his
baby from the psychotic
mother.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: "Sol
Madrid," Channel 12 (11:30
on 5). "Sol Madird," starring
David McCallum, Telly
Savalas and Stella Stevens. A
gripping adventure drama
about an undercover agent
who risks his life in an attempt to crack a drugsmuggling ring that operates
out of Mexico.
11:15 p.m.—Movie: "A Time
For Killing," Channel 29.
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Thursday, November 9
9:00 a.m.—Movie: "Summer
and Smoke," Channel 8
Geraldine Page, Lawrenct
Harvey, Rita Moreno, Una
Merkel, John McIntire,
Thomas Gomez. Merurotic
spinster gropes for the love of
ahandsome young doctor,
who takes up with a gambler's daughter. Later young
man reforms but feeling
rejected, spinster takes first
step toward life of shame.
3:00 p.m.—Movie: "Five
Million Years to Earth,"
Channel 4. Andrew Keir,
Barbara Shelley, James
Donald, Julian Glover. A
time capsule is unearthed in
London and is found to
contain clues to an ancient
Martian invasion of earth.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "The Blob,"
Channel 5. Steve McQueen,
Corseaut.
Aneta
Two teenagers after noticing
a shooting star fall to earth
come upon a man howling
with pain from a mass attached to his arm where the
meterote fell.
7:00
p.m.—Flip
Wilson:
Channels 4, 6. Flip's guest
are Don Adams, Roscoe Lee
Browne and the Staple
Singers. Flip introduces a
new character, Jiva Koolit, a
guru from Tibet. The Stapple
Singers offer "I'll Take You
There" and
"Respect
Yourself."
7:30 p.m.--IVIovie: "Love With
The Proper Stranger,"
Channel 29. Natalie Wood,
Steve MacQueen, Edie
Adams, Herschel Bernardi,
Tom Basley, Harvey Lembeck. Young girl finds herself
pregnant after spending the
night with a boy she just met.
When she seeks him to have
an abortion they fall in love
and are married.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: "Wait Until
Dark," starring Audrey
Hepburn, Alan
Arkin,
Richard Crenna and Efren
Zimbalist, Jr. Suspense
drama. A man, tricked by a
girl into holding a toy doll
filled with smuggled drugs,

Thursday TV Highlights
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Bel Air Shopping Center
South 12th Street

Murray Cablevision

Central Shopping Center
753-5865
TAPES -RECORDS-CAR AND HOME STEREOS
TV ANTENNAS AND TOWERS
At Wholesale Prices
"You Can Pay More But You Can't Buy Better"

1

Don Bickles, the comedian
who puts down everyone with
his cutting comments, is the
star of a CBS special scheduled
for Dec. 12. Guests will be
comedienne Anne Mears,
dancer-ainger Juliet Prowse
and Harvey Korman of "The
Carol Burnett Show."
Jack Gavm•

Feb. 11 is the date for a 'U).
minute CBS special titled
-Duke Ellington . , . We
Love You Madly." The noted
musician will appear on the
show along with a couple of
dozen stars paying tribute to
his talent as a composer and
orchestra leader during a career
that began in 1916.

A forthcoming made-forvideo movie, "Tenafly," one of
NBC's "World Premiere"
films, has James McEachin
playing a black private
investigator involved in the
murder of the wife of a
controversial talk-show host.

Jim Henson's Muppets will
be part of the Perry Como
special on CBS Dec. 6. Henson
will present some new puppets
as well as the familiar Muppetts
of "Sesame Street."

NEW YORK (UPI) — Has
any new—and still unproven—
series ever achieved cover
exposure on TV Guide as
quickly as CBS' "Bridget
Loves
Bernie,"
which
premiered only two weeks
before this relative of "Abie's
Irish Hose" was given the big
break7 It is to ponder!

Television
notes

husband and knowledge of
pregnancy, spouse becomes
aware
of
husband's
infidelity. Much friction and
emotional strain is experienced until she realizes
her undying love for him.
11:15 p.m.—Movie: "Zulu,"
Channel 29. Stanley Baker,
Hawkins, Ulla Jacobson.
James Booth, Story based on
an actual attack
by
thousands of Zulus against a
handful of British soldiers,
which won them 11 Victoria
Crosses for valor in 1879.

TV SERVICE CENTER

Advertisement

Paid Political

For The People

DEMOCRAT

McGOVERN

For
President

Tuesday, November 7
9:00 a.m.--Movie: "Kisses for
my President," Channel 8.
Fred Mac Murray, Polly
Bergen, Arlene Dahl, Edward Andrews, Eli Wallach.
Story of the first woman
president of the United States
and the first male "First
Lady of the Land."
3:00 p.m.--Movie: -The Man
Who Never Was" Channel 4.
Webb,
Clifton
Gloria
Grahame, Robert Fleming,
Josephine Griffin, Stephen
Boyd. British Naval Intelligence officers, aided by
secretary and young . girl,
devise plan to throw Germans off guard, making
invasion of Sicily easier for
Allies.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "The Far
Out West," Channel 5. Ann
Sheridan, Ruth McDevitt,
Douglas Fowley. Frontier
family whose women can
outshoot any man are faced
with tribulations they will
take in good-natured stride.
6 p.m.—Election Coverage—
All three major networks,
ABC, CBS, and NBC, plan
coverage of the 1972 General
Election.
All
regular
programming on the networks is preempted.
7:30 p.m.—Movie: "The
Pumpkin Eater," Channel
29. Anne Bancroft, Peter
Finch, James Mason, Janine
Gray, Cedric Hardwicke,
Rosalind Atkinson, Alan
Webb. After finding true
happiness with fourth
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and Try Our
•Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
•Country Hams amd Steaks
•All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6 a.m. to 10 p.m., 7 Days a Week
— J. C. GALLIMORE —

HAZEL CAFE

COME TO...

,

credited with having gone in
the right direction."
When a writer for a national
magazine some time hack
snidely presented the Nelsons
as too happy to be true, Ozzie
wasn't entirely surprised, because the criticism most often
leveled at the Nelsons' radio
and television shows was that
the characters were entirely
too pleasant.
"People said we didn't present real problems," Ozzie
said, "that the characters
were too nice.
"But why can't nice people
be real?
"Aren't your friends nice?
Generally speaking, if your
friends aren't pretty nice,
there's something wrong with
you. Of the 14 years we were
on the air, I don't remember
one unpleasant minute."

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

in the family show all the time
they were growing up, we
made a great effort to bring
them up as normally as possible, although there was no
way to keep them unaware of
the fact that they were growing up in the public eye.
"Often I think parents take
too much credit for the way
childre turn out when the
childre iemselves should be

reasons, none related to its
quality.
Probably the real reason for
the failure of "Ozzie's Girls"
to expand into a series was a
change in high command at
NBC; for a new broom never
sweeps cleaner than in the
case of new television brass
dealing with programming.
Meanwhile, Ozzie's boys,
David and Rick Nelson, are
solidly successful men both
professionally
and
domestically.
Rick acts, sings, plays guitar and is married to Kris
Harmon Nelson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Harmon.
His daughter, Tracy, is 8, and
his twin sons, Gunnar and
Matthew, are 4.
David, with sons Danny, 10,
and Jamie, 5, is married to
actress June Blair Nelson and
is a director.
Neither son has given his
parents a minute of serious
trouble or sullied the family
name.
"Ninety-eight per cent of
the credit for the way the boys
turned out goes to their
mother," Ozzie says unequivocally. -She's a totally unaffected person. Further, even
though Dave and Rick worked

Tuesday Evening Schedule

HOLLYWOOD — It's quiet
around the Ozzie Nelson house
these days, its master confesses, which is why Ozzie and
Harriet, who've certainly
earned the money and the
right to retire, just can't get
around to doing it.
"You know how it is," Ozzie
said from a comfortable chair
in his San Fernando Valley office. "For years you're falling
over kids. Then, wham, it's
like a curtain falls. You're
back where you started, just
you and your wife staring at
each other."
So he arid Harriet are working together again just as
they've been most of the time
since she became featured vocalist with his band in 1932.
They're not working as
steadily as they once did. In
fact, they've moved out of
their big Hollywood home and
down to Laguna Beach.
But they are definitely
keeping their collective hand
in show business.
Off and on since 1962 when
they co-starred in "MarriageGo-Round" in summer stock,
they've appeared in plays together at important theaters
across the country, most recently at the Show Boat Dinner Theater in Tampa, Fla.,
where they outdrew every
previous attraction.
And on Sept. 10 they were
seen in a half-hour television
comedy called "Ozzie's
Girls," written, produced and
directed by Ozzie:
The show was designed as a
pilot for a new television series though not necessarily for
one to star the Nelsons.
However, when NBC was
asked to put up production
money, it agreed to finance
the project only if Ozzie and
Harriet played the leads.
"I didn't write the show for
Harriet and me," Ozzie said,
"because after 14 years with
our series on radio and television, she figured we'd had
enough.
"But you can't stay half-in
and half-out of this business."
The pilot may have failed to
sell for any of a number of

By NANCY ANDERSON
Copley News Service

PM

FRIDAY—NOVEMBER 3, 1972

Ozzie, Harriet aren't
thinking of retiring
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Through the years. James'
name has been almost synonymous with the image of the
old big bands.
Born in Georgia into a circus family, he attended school
in Beaumont, Tex., before
starting to play professionally
at the age of 15. He was with
Ben Pollack's orchestra for
two years before signing with
Goodman.
His pre-World War II singers included Frank Sinatra
and Dick Haymes.

Paid Political Advertisement

For The First District

DEMOCRAT — CONGRESS

FRANK ALBERT
STUBBLEFIELD

* RE-ELECT *

one of his nightly sets with the
driving standard, "Two
O'Clock Jump," he also
throws in medleys of nostalgic tunes he helped make famous 25 or 30 years ago. Examples are "I Cried For You"
and "I Don't Want to Walk
Without You."
Sandi Martino, a pleasant
singer from Italy, usually
joins the band with "I Had the
Craziest Dream" and "It's
Been a Long, Long Time,"
among others.
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Political Ad Paid by Democratic Carre-.aign Committee, Violet Johnson, Treasurer

Vote Democratic, November 1

As with every candidate, there are always positions with which many voters may disagree. While
we may sometimes disagree, we admire a man who lets you know where he stands on the issues
and what he proposes to do about our problems. We have never heard how his opponent will handle
the welfare mess, tax loopholes for the wealthy, and the Nixon budget deficit of one hundred
billion dollars in four years!

C,4

McGovern is a man you can believe. Never has his name been associated with "secrpt
plans for peace," secret campaign funds, or With payoffs to special interests such as IT&T, or the
Grain Dealers, as has his opponent. He has consistently attacked special tax privileges for those
who are already wealthy.

5. George

4. George McGovern is a committed Democrat. In a state which historically has been almost
totally dominated by Republicans, George McGovern singlehandedly revitalized the South
Dakota Democratic Party into its present dominant status.

3. George McGovern is the best-prepared candidate by way of formal education since Woodrow
Wilson. He has served his nation for four years in the House.of Representatives. Two years he was
Food For Peace administrator under President Kennedy. For ten years he has been United States
Senator. He has a Ph.D in the field of American History.

2. George McGovern is a decorated- war veteran. As a First Lieutenant in the Air Force he was
awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross during World War II. He was a bomber pilot on numerous
dangerous missions over Europe and brought home safely his plane and crew after it had been
seriously damaged by German antiaircraft fire.

1. George McGovern is a dedicated ('hristian. He is the son of a Methodist Minister and was raised
in a strict, fundamentalist home. While he was a boy he watched as his father personally constructed 6 churches on the prairie. George McGovern attended a church-related college as an
undergraduate, then attended seminary where he baptized twelve persons into the faith. He is the
first religiously trained Presidential candidate since William Jennings Bryan.
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with Benny Goodman in 1936
Then only- 20, he played lead
trumpet in a section that included Chris Griffen and
Ziggy Elrnan. fie usually outblew the others in his loud,
flashy, powerhouse style.
As he's the first to admit,
he's very happy that all Of this
has changed a great deal.
"We're playing the music
we feel our audiences want to
hear," he said. "We want a
band that really swings, but
one that's still easy to* dance
to all the time."
Instead of playing trumpet
virtuoso solos on MX first
standbys, "The Flight of the
Bumblebee," or "The Carnival of Venice," he's sticking
more to the sentimental'"You
Made Me Love You," 'or "I'll
Get By."
James is the first to admit
he isn't aiming for the jazz
buffs. His isn't the band of tomorrow.
Its not an experimental
group.
The musicians all start and
end exactly on time in a happy,spirited style. Thiiy appeal
mostly to middle-aged audiences in a direct, uncomplicated way.
Although he usually closes

Calloway County Citizens
Consider George McGovern

LAS VEGAS — The title of
one of Harry James' first hits,
"It Seems To , Me I've Heard
That Song Before," pretty
well describes the style of
music he's playing today.
A program of this and other
inostly nostalgic arrangements is proving very successful at the box office. Now
56, James and his still swingin' band are one of the most
popular groups in the country.
They've been playing an average of 45 weeks a year for
the last decade. Although far
less popular on records, and
attracting smaller crowds
than in his heyday 30 years
ago, the number of bookings
remains about the same.
-We're playing 30 weeks a
year in local casino lounges,"
he said with pride in a recent
interview.
"The rest of our schedule is
divided between three weeks
a year at Disneyland, a series
of one-nighters, and, usually,
a trip abroad to Japan, South
America, or some other
place."
James has dropped most of
the lightning-like trumpet
style that made him famous

By ANDY CRAWFORD
Copley News Service

James still plays a mean trumpet
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Fred Coes theatrical career
is filled with successes as both
producer and director In the
early days of television he was
closely, associated with all the
top drnmatic shows. Currently
he is producing a new MAC
series of specials, "Of Men and
Women," first of which will air
qecember 15.

Executive superviser Herbert
Brodkin's list of credits include
dozens of Emmy Awards.
"Play house 90," "The
Defenders,"
and
"CBS
Playhouse," are among the
hundreds of high quality
driimatic presentations Brodkin
has brought to television. He
has produced two films, "The
People Next Door" and
Sebastian."
David Susskind has produced
countless specials and dramatic
works for television. He is
perhaps best known for his
productions on "DuPont Show
of the Month" and "Play of the
Week." Mr. Susskind produces
and hosts a weekly syndicated
talk show. —

-'In uniting Messrs. Brodkin,
Coe and Susskind for the first
time a single project," said Mr.
Starger, -ABC Theatre' has
required the talents of three of
the most creative men in the
industry. By presenting contemporary themes, and in this
production, introducing a new
and important playwright,
'ABC Theatre' will offer the
best possible combinations for
continuous quality dramatic
television."
"If You Give A Dance You
Gotta Pay The Band," which
preempts "Tuesday Movie of
the Week"on this date only, will
be taped almost entirely on
location in the East„ and will
begin shooting in
midNovember. The cast will be
announced
later. Talent
Associates-Norton Simon, Inc.
will produce the 90-minute
special for ABC.

"If You Give A Dance..." is
the contemporary story of a
young boy and girl in an eastern
city ghetto. Mr. Gray, a black
playwright, has peopled his first
story with real characters and
with an insight born of having
been there.

The initial production will be
-"If You Give A Dance You
Gotta Pay The Band."
Written bs; Stanly L. Gray, a
former drug addict and exconvict, it will be his first play.
The special willibe produced
by Mr.Susskind and directed by
Mr. Coe. All four prtductions of
"ABC Theatre" will be under
the executive supervision of Mr.
Brodkin.

Three of television's most
creative talents—Iierbert
Brodkin, Fred Coe and David
Susskind—will join forces to
present the first in a series of
four
original
dramatic
productions titled "ABC
Theatre" on the ABC Television
• Network Tuesday,December 19
( 6:30-9:00 p.m. (ST, it was
announced this week by Martin
Starger,. President of ABC
entertainmenL

'ABC' Theatre'
To Broadcast
Four Dramas
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Reflecting on his early songwriting days, Newbury said
there were two things he wanted out of life: to be a musician
• and to own a boat.
I "I knew what I wanted to do,
and I was going to do it. If I
didn't make it, well, at least I
tried.,
Newbury did make it, beginning in 1967 with "Funny Families and Forgotten Feelings,"
tf recorded by Tom Jones and
I Don Gibson.
To fulfill his second goal, he
took what money he had and
. bought a boat, which became
his home for five years. It was
only seven months ago that he

His appearance has done
nothing to dampen the respect
that young people have for him.
Every week, at least two or
three ambitious singer-songwriters stroll into town seeking
advice.
Usually they end up at Newbury's house. Ilio is the only
telephone number listed among
the young popular stars.

"I always did want to make
money," he said. "I'm a true
tapitalist at heart."
So, once the money began
rolling in, Mickey dispensed
With the "role" clothes and
look.
Now, at age 32, his music
buddies regard him as a paradox of sorts. Here's a man who
sings' the country-ballad songs
of the young but who drives
luxury cars, wears his hair
short and is always cleancut.

thought I was sharp because I
was at their front door every
morning when they were unlbeking it. What they didn't
know was that I was there just
to get out of the cold because
I'd been spending every night
in my car in their parking lot."
Newbury explained that
much of his desire to make it
big stemmed from a lack of
materialistic things as a struggling youth.

Perhaps symbolism isn't the
word. For a true Newbury follower sooner or later discovers
that his songs have the kind of
"simple heavy" lines that lay
all the cards out on the table
and tell it like it is.

"When you write, you gotta
lecan relate to," he said. '
'The
simpler the song is, the longer
it'll last."
It's a pretty good bet that
Newbury's songs will last. But,
as for their simplicity, there
are those who'll argue that he's
very symbolic.

"I never force myself to
write," he explained. "On a
good song, it's usually a year
or two before I record it."
"Frisco Mable Joy"—about
his father—tqok 31,2 years to
complete.
"I build a song like a puzzle.
I'll think of something for
weeks and weeks and then
come up with one piece of a
line. Not the whole line, just
one piece."

Newbury stuck with his. And,
while he was on that boat, he
wrote "American Trilogy," his
latest big hit. Others include "I
Just Dropped In To See What
Condition My Condition Was
In," which he wrote in 1965 and
which was the first antidrug
song in a period when drugs
were the hip thing to do.
In all, Newbury has had 400
songs published-60 of which he
calls "hits."

"For five years I never
stayed in one place more than
six weeks," he said.
"If a guy will just have
enough guts to do what he
wants, most of the time he's
right," Newbury said of his
then unorthodox style of living.
"Those people who don't like
the 9-to-5 jobs and want something else, they need to stick
with their hunch."

and his wife of three years, Susan, moved into their log cabin.
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By ALAN WILSON
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
When Mickey Newbury was 17,
a Houston street gang almost
killed him in a fight over a girl.
He didn't know it at the time,
but that gang did Mickey a big
favor. •
As it turned out,. the fight
was the culmination of growing
discontent on Newbury's part,
the kind of discontent that torments a young man trying to
find himself. That can be quite
a challenge when he's living in
a black-white-Mexican poverty
area in the Southwest.
"After that fight, I got so disillusioned I just locked myself
up in a room for two years. I
mean literally locked myself
up.
"I did a lot of thinking, painted, learned to play the guitar,
wrote and read poetry.
"Now that I think about it, it
was a blessing in disguise because without those two years I
probably wouldn't be a songwriter today."
When Newbury came out of
his room, he decided to go to
Shreveport, La. After bumming
around there for a year or so,
he returned to Houston and
joined the Air Force, where he
spent four years—not one second of them writing songs.
Then came Nashville.
When Newbury ventured into
this country music town 1963,
he was, for sure, one of the
first so-called music freaks.
The hair, the beard, the faded
dungarees, the guitar slung
over his back—the whole trip.
But Was it a trip?
"The reason I looked the way
I did was because I was
broke," he said during an interview at his lakeside log cabin
in Hendersonville, Tenn. "My r_
pride wouldn't let me admit'
that I had to be the way I
was."
But the lack of money failed
to fade Newbury's spirit as
much as it did his jeans.
"Acuff-Rose publishers
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11:15 p.m.--Movie: "Law of
War," Channel 29. Mel
• Ferrer, Peter Van Eyck,
Magali Noel. World War II:
After a partisan blows up a
German installation, Nazi
commander captures 30
townsmen as hostages to be
killed if the man responsible
isn't turned over.

10:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 12
( 11:30 on 5) "The Last
Challenge," starring Angie
Dickinson, Glenn Ford and
Chad Everett. A marshal in
the old West, in love with a
dance-hall girl, is forced to
meet a challenger which
leaves its imprint on his
small town. Gary Merrill costars.

George Chakiris and Gilbert
Roland guest star. A young
doctor and a faith healer are
called on to treat an elderly
Mexican
woman
who
believes her illness is caused
by an evil spirit. Dr. Gannon
is told by the woman's
daughter that she doesn't
want the doctor on the case
because he is a traitor to his
fellow Mexican-Americans.
Channel 12 (9:00 p.m. on 5).
9:00 p.m.—Julie Andrews:
Channels 3, 8. One-hour
musical-variety show
starring the Academy Award
winner Julie Andrews.
Robert Goulet and Joel Grey.

8:00 p.m.—Medieal Center.

7:30 p.m.—Movie: Mystery
Movie--Channels 4, 6. "The
London Beat," starring
Richard. Widmark
as
Madigan. Madigan is called
to London to help Scotland
Yard break up a gang headed
by an American mobster.

4.

Robert Young stars as a
widower-father who is
confronted with a most ,
perplexing problem when all
four of his daughters decide
to get married on the same
day. Eve Arden, Raymond
Massey, Darleen Carr, Judy
Strangis
and
Fawne
Harriman also star

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

7:30 p.m.—Movie: "Bikini
Beach," Channel 29. Frankie
Avalon, Annette Funicello,
Martha
Hyer, Harvey
Lembeck, Jody McCrea.
Group of youngsters surfing
at the beach meet at British
recording star who is attracted to one of the girls.
After a dog race a fight ensues and the girl goes home
to her American boyfriend.
7:30 p.m.—Movie: "All My
Darling Daughters,"
Channels 3, 8. Original 90minutes romantic comedy
made especially for ABC.

7:00 prn.—Movie: "Follow that
Dream," Channel 5. Elvis
Presley,
Helm,
Anne
Southern family tries to
homestead a piece of unclaimed land alongside a
busy Florida highway,
against determined opposition of government officials.

4:00 p.m.—:Movie: "It Should
Happen to You" Channel 5.
Judy Holliday, Jack Lemmon, Unemployed model, in
New York, rents billboard
blazing her name. Soap
company trades her 6 other
billboards for her one.

3:00 p.m.—Movie: "Western
Union," Channel 4. Robert
Young, Dean
Jagger,
Randolph Scott, Virginia
Gilmore, John Carradine.
Laying the first transcontinental telegraph wires
for Western Union.

Wednesday, November 8
9:00 a.m.—Movie: "Sex and the
Single Girl," Channel 8. Tony
Curtis, Natalie Wood, Henry
Fonda, Lauren Bacall, Mel
Ferrer, Fran Jeffries, Leslie
Parrish, Stubby Kaye. To
boost circulation, editor of a
scandal magazine attacks
reputation of research
impsychologist.
He
personates a married friend,
and becomes her patient
telling of marital blowups
with his wife. Romance
develops.
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